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Agenda Item 5
KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

KENT AND MEDWAY NHS JOINT OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
COMMITTEE
MINUTES of a meeting of the Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held in the Darent Room, Sessions House, County Hall, Maidstone on
Tuesday, 3 July 2012.
PRESENT: Mr D S Daley, Mr K A Ferrin, MBE, Mrs E Green, Cllr Sylvia Griffin,
Cllr Isaac Igwe (Substitute for Cllr Teresa Murray), Cllr Wendy Purdy,
Cllr David Royle, Mr K Smith, Mr C P Smith and Mr M V Snelling (Chairman)
IN ATTENDANCE: Mr T Godfrey (Research Officer to Health Overview Scrutiny
Committee) and Ms R Gunstone (Democratic Services Officer)
UNRESTRICTED ITEMS
1.
Introduction/Webcasting
(Item 1)
2.
Substitutes
(Item 2)
3.
Election of Chairman
(Item 3)
Cllr W Purdy proposed and Mr K Smith seconded that Mr M V Snelling be elected
Chairman.
Carried Unanimously.
4.
Election of Vice-Chairman
(Item 4)
Mr D Daley proposed and Cllr D Royle seconded that Cllr W Purdy be elected ViceChairman.
Carried Unanimously.
5.
Declarations of Interest by Members in items on the Agenda for this
meeting
(Item 5)
Cllr Isaac Igwe declared a personal interest in the Agenda as a practising mental
health nurse.
6.
Adult Mental Health Inpatient Services Review
(Item 6)
Lauretta Kavanagh (Kent and Medway Director of Commissioning for Mental Health
and Substance Abuse, NHS Kent and Medway), Helen Buckingham, (Deputy Chief
Executive and Director of Whole Systems Commissioning, NHS Kent and Medway),
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Sara Warner (Assistant Director Citizen Engagement, NHS Kent and Medway), David
Tamsitt (Director Acute Services, Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care
Partnership Trust), Rosarii Harte (Assistant Medical Director – Acute Services, Kent
and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust), Adrian Lowther (Head of
Communications, Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust) and
Kevin Skinner (Commissioning Consultant, NHS Kent and Medway) were in
attendance for this item.
(1)

Along with the reports contained within the Agenda, Members had before them
copies of a 158 page paper due to go to the Board of NHS Kent and Medway
later in the month. This provided an additional level of detail which Members of
the Committee would be able to study. Reference to parts of this additional
paper was made during the meeting as giving additional information
underpinning the answers to specific questions from Members of the
Committee.

(2)

Representatives of the NHS began by explaining that they welcomed the
opportunity to bring their proposals to the Committee (JHOSC). They saw the
role of the JHOSC as being to hold the NHS to account in ensuring that the
appropriate process was carried out and looked forward to asking the
Committee to approve their plans to proceed to a full public consultation. In
discussion the consensus was that a second meeting of the JHOSC would be
required once the NHS had completed the consultation and subsequent
deliberations, but this did not preclude Members taking an active interest in the
intervening period.

(3)

In 2010, the Secretary of State for Health set out 4 tests. When carrying out
any service reconfiguration, it would be incumbent on the NHS organisations
involved to demonstrate the plans had met these tests. These are: strong
clinical evidence base; support of GP commissioners; appropriate patient
choice was maintained and strengthened; and strong engagement with service
users, staff and other stakeholders such as local authority Members.

(4)

The current plans had been developed by NHS Kent and Medway as the
commissioners with the main provider of mental health services, Kent and
Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust. A lot of detailed analyses of
changes in the way services have been used and the profile of patients who
accessed them, along with engagement events with stakeholders and
clinicians had led to 4 proposals which would define the outcome sought by
service reconfiguration.

(5)

Firstly, there was a need to strengthen Crisis Resolution Home Treatment
Teams (CRHT). Several years ago there was often no choice but to admit
people to hospital out of hours and at weekends when Community Mental
Health Teams (CMHTs) were not available. CRHT were able to deliver acute
services in people’s homes and act as gatekeepers to acute care. The plan
was to enhance these with additional Support Time Recovery Workers
(STRWs). STRWs would be able to provide more support to enable people to
remain at home. There was a connection here with the Liaison Psychiatry
service available 24/7 in East Kent which was due to be enhanced in Medway
and West Kent.
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(6)

Secondly, there was a desire to establish 3 centres of excellence for acute
mental health inpatient services. This would allow therapeutic services to be
enhanced and lead to measurable improvements in outcomes. This was
connected to the misalignment of the current location of beds with need. In
effect there were too few beds in East Kent which meant that patients from
East Kent could be sent to West Kent, were there was capacity. This broke the
connection between a patient and local services and led to an increased
length of stay and impaired recovery. It also connected with long-standing
concerns about A-Block in Medway Hospital. Although the staff were hard
working and dedicated, the building itself was not fit for purpose. For example,
the women’s ward on the first floor had no easy access to outside spaces.
Line of sight for safely monitoring patients was also regarded as inadequate.
The analogy was given of the recent centralisation of angioplasty at William
Harvey Hospital in Ashford which had seen improved outcomes despite longer
travel times.

(7)

Thirdly, there was a desire to extend Psychiatric Intensive Care Outreach
(PICO) teams. This was a peripatetic service which was able to serve acute
wards and reach into intensive care. This service was already well established
in West Kent but needed to be rolled out across East Kent.

(8)

Fourthly, there was a need to consolidate Psychiatric Intensive Care Units
(PICU) from 2 to 1. The plan was to have a second ward at Little Brook
Hospital in Dartford to consolidate the services. This would mean the PICU at
Dudley Venables House at St. Martin’s Hospital in Canterbury would be
relocated to Dartford, enabling an increase in 8 acute beds in Canterbury.

(9)

These 4 proposals in turn underpinned the Options for service change set out
in the Agenda paper and to be included in the consultation paper. The first
option was to do nothing and leave the status quo. The other 3 Options all
involved the relocation of beds available for Medway patients from Medway to
Little Brook Hospital. The choice was between patients from Swale and
Sheppey going to Priority House in Maidstone, Little Brook Hospital or St.
Martins. Excluded from this were patients from Faversham who would
continue to access beds at St. Martin’s.

(10)

NHS representatives set out the argument that maintaining the status quo was
not an option. All 8 of the current Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) in
Kent and Medway had approved the large Board paper which Members had
before them. This had been supplemented by 2 GP practice engagement
events. Much of the clinical evidence was based on the changing nature of
service use and patient profile. The average length of stay in acute inpatient
care had decreased but the acuity of the conditions seen had increased. One
third of patients were detained under the Mental Health Act and accounted for
over half the total number of bed days. It was explained that this trend was
mirrored across England. There was a measure of scepticism on the part of a
number of Members about the data which had been presented with the view
expressed that data can be selected and presented to demonstrate something
which might not be the whole story. There were a number of requests for
specific information that NHS representatives undertook to provide in order to
address these concerns.
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(11)

Allied to this discussion was a broader one about possible future increases in
demand for mental health services. The current economic climate did mean
there was likely to be a rise in cases of depression but that this would not lead
to an increase in demand for acute inpatient services but rather psychological
therapies, in which there was investment planned. The other main area of
predicted increased demand would involve dementia and again there were
specific services being enhanced here.

(12)

A core focus of discussion was around the closure of A-Block at Medway
Hospital. Members of the Committee generally agreed that there were issues
at A-Block which needed addressing and which meant it was not truly fit for
purpose. However, given the concentration of population and the high
proportion of people on Incapacity Benefit with mental health needs in
Medway, the view was expressed by a number of Members that for Medway to
lose a facility seemed counter-intuitive. The issue of demand for acute beds in
Medway was raised and the question posed as to whether there had been a
shortfall in the period 2008-2012. Information on the number of patients from
Medway accessing services in other areas was requested because this would
determine the level of past demand for a local service.

(13)

NHS representatives understood this argument and indicated that the Board
paper set out the background to the search for a suitable location in Medway.
The location would need to be suitable for the purpose to enable a quality
service to be delivered. It also needed to be a facility which would allow
recruitment and retention of staff as well as being within an appropriate ‘costenvelope.’ More generally on the question of finances, cost-saving was not
given as a prime driver for the changes, with the overall cost of the changes
being about the same or even more than the status quo. However, the budget
was not limitless and there were constraints on staffing numbers as well. The
NHS undertook to provide the site requirements to Members and write to them
formally with a promise to examine any location brought to their attention.

(14)

The possible future location of services directly connected to a number of
concerns and questions from members about the issue of transport. Along
with general concerns about the accessibility of services, some Members
expressed the view that there was a tension between centralising some
services and the idea that the recovery process was improved when services
were part of an integrated local pathway and patients were not separated from
their support networks of families and friends. NHS representatives responded
by arguing that the proposals taken together would mean more people treated
at home and due to the proposed increased in provision in East Kent more
people would be treated in their local area. A number of appendices in the
Board paper related directly to transport. It was explained that the Kent and
Medway Transport Group was being reconstituted and would involve local
authorities and NHS commissioners and providers looking at transport issues
across the board. Members commented that from the perspective of Medway
and Swale patients, Bluewater was easier to get to than either Maidstone or
Canterbury, but they had concerns about the next stage of the journey to Little
Brook Hospital by public transport, particularly outside regular business hours.

(15)

In the context of the discussion around the future of Medway A-block,
concerns were expressed about the impact any relocation of inpatient services
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would have on the sustainability of CRHTs in the area if there was a lack of a
local base.
(16)

Part of the response to the transport issue for staff and visitors from the NHS
involved the use of mobile technology. For example, supported by the
voluntary sector, Skype could be used to talk to patients. On the subject of
transport, one Member made the offer that if he could be persuaded that
transport from his area on the coast of Kent (Deal and Walmer) could be
addressed to his satisfaction, he would promote the proposals and this could
help make the case as his area was the furthest place in Kent from Little Brook
Hospital. It was added that there was adequate car parking for staff and
visitors at Little Brook.

(17)

This issue was raised of the knock on effect of the changes to the viability to
Acute Trusts across Kent and Medway. NHS representatives responded by
saying that recent events in South East London has meant an increase in
activity in Darent Valley Hospital, but not Little Brook. The development of
Liaison Psychiatric services at Darent Valley was geared to enhancing the
capacity of Darent Valley in responding to any increase in presentations of
mental health issues at accident and emergency. The services at Medway ABlock were provided by KMPT, but if they were moved this would mean
Medway Foundation Trust had two additional wards. No discussions about any
possible reconfiguration of services at Medway Hospital this may allow would
take place until a final decision had been made.

(18)

A specific question was asked about the potential impact of the proposals on
Priority House in Maidstone. There were 34 beds here, and it was explained
that over the last 4 years, demand was such that 10 fewer beds were required.
This meant that the 7 beds required each year for Sheppey and Sittingbourne
patients could be available.

(19)

On the question of finances, it was explained that work was going on to
introduce Payment by Results (PbR) in mental health. As this replaced the oldstyle block contracts, integrated pathways of care would be more viable.

(20)

Members of the JHOSC had been given the opportunity to visits Medway ABlock and Little Brook Hospital the week before the meeting and those
Members who had been able to attend expressed their thanks to the patients,
staff and others they had met. There was an enthusiastic response to the
suggestion that further site visits be arranged in the intervening period before
the next formal JHOSC meeting.

(21)

Regarding the details of the consultation process itself, the NHS explained that
information on the proposals would be available in as many places as
possible, such as GP practices and hospital sites. It was conceded that there
was a limit to how much background detail could be contained in a
consultation document, but all the supporting evidence would be available
online. In addition to 6 public meetings, staff would go to as many other events
as possible where people interested in the proposals were likely to be, which
was a tactic adopted during the recent East Kent maternity services
consultation. As had happened with the recent consultation on Older People’s
Mental Health Services, there are established routes to involving carers and
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users of mental health services and those directly affected do make up the
majority of respondents.
(22)

(23)

To assist the deliberations of the Members of JHOSC, representatives of the
NHS undertook to provide the following:
•

Information on the numbers of Medway residents accessing acute mental
health inpatient services outside of Medway, and the associated costs in
the last 4 years.

•

Details of the levels of staffing at Medway A-Block over the last four years
along with an analysis of the changes which could have affected demand.

•

Details of the staffing of the different CRHTs across Kent and Medway,
with the location of the new and proposed Support Time Recovery Workers
indicated clearly.

•

CQC reports of all the sites involved in the plans.

•

Provide Members with the criteria/site requirements for an alternative to ABlock in Medway and formally write to Members promising to examine any
alternative site brought to their attention, giving details of all the options in
Medway which have been considered and rejected

The Chairman proposed and the Vice-Chairman seconded the following
motion:
•

(24)

That the Committee approves the NHS decision to take the proposals in
the report to three months public consultation between late July and late
October 2012 and looks forward to a consultation document which will take
into account the concerns expressed at this meeting and that these
concerns will also be addressed by the further information to be provided
and the further site visits to be arranged.

RESOLVED that the Committee approves the NHS decision to take the
proposals in the report to three months public consultation between late July
and late October 2012 and looks forward to a consultation document which will
take into account the concerns expressed at this meeting and that these
concerns will also be addressed by the further information to be provided and
the further site visits to be arranged.

7.
Date of next programmed meeting
(Item 7)
It was agreed that the date of the next meeting would be determined at a later date.
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Agenda Item 6

By:

Tristan Godfrey, Research Officer to the Health Overview and
Scrutiny Committee

To:

Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
13 February 2013

Subject: Adult Mental Health Inpatient Services Review
______________________________________________________________
1.

Introduction.

(a)

Under The Local Authority (Overview and Scrutiny Committees Health
Scrutiny Functions) Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/3048)1 local NHS
bodies must consult the HOSC over any proposals “for a substantial
development of the health service in the area of a local authority, or for
a substantial variation in the provision of such services.”

(b)

The subsequent Directions to Local Authorities (Overview and Scrutiny
Committees, Health Scrutiny Functions) 20032 from the Department of
Health stated that when an NHS body consulted two or more local
authority health scrutiny committees a joint committee “shall” be
established.

(c)

In effect this means that where a service change is proposed that
affects an area covered by more than one statutory local authority
health scrutiny committee, and where both consider the change to be a
“substantial variation,” then a Joint HOSC will need to be established.

(d)

On 9 March 2012 the Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee at Kent
County Council determined that the proposals for a review into adult
mental health inpatient services in Kent and Medway constituted a
substantial variation of service. On 27 March 2012 the Health and Adult
Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee at Medway Council
made the same decision.

(e)

In order to prepare in advance for a Joint HOSC being required, a Joint
Committee with Medway Council was established at the meeting of the
County Council of 25 March 2004. The arrangements were updated at
County Council on 14 September 2006.3

(f)

The Joint Committee consists of 12 Members: 8 from Kent County
Council and 4 from Medway Council.

1

The Local Authority (Overview and Scrutiny Committees Health Scrutiny Functions)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/3048),
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2002/3048/contents/made
2
Directions to Local Authorities (Overview and Scrutiny Committees, Health Scrutiny
Functions) 2003,
http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/dh_digitalassets/@dh/@en/documents/digitala
sset/dh_4066609.pdf
3
http://democracy.kent.gov.uk/Data/County%20Council/20060914/Agenda/sep06-item7.pdf
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2.

Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee.

(a)

The first meeting of this Committee took place on 3 July 2012 and was
established to consider the review into adult inpatient mental health
services. Its Terms of Reference are below.

(b)

A visit to Medway Maritime Hospital’s A-Block and Dartford’s Little
Brook Hospital was arranged for JHOSC Members on 25 June 2012.
Individual JHOSC Members have also undertaken fact-finding visits on
other occasions to these and other sites.

(c)

The Draft Minutes for the 3 July 2012 meeting are appended. As set
out in the draft Minutes, Members of the JHOSC requested a range of
follow up information:
•

Information on the numbers of Medway residents accessing acute
mental health inpatient services outside of Medway, and the
associated costs in the last 4 years.

•

Details of the levels of staffing at Medway A-Block over the last four
years along with an analysis of the changes which could have
affected demand.

•

Details of the staffing of the different CRHTs across Kent and
Medway, with the location of the new and proposed Support Time
Recovery Workers indicated clearly.

•

CQC reports of all the sites involved in the plans.

•

Provide Members with the criteria/site requirements for an
alternative to A-Block in Medway and formally write to Members
promising to examine any alternative site brought to their attention,
giving details of all the options in Medway which have been
considered and rejected.

(d)

The information supplied in response to these requests thus far is
appended to this report. Information which has not yet been provided in
response to the above points has been requested to form part of the
information provided by the NHS for the Agenda.

(e)

The following information was provided by email in relation to
Appendix 2, information on Medway out of area patients:
•

"It shows that around one third of individuals who were Medway
resident inpatients over the last four years were placed (at least
initially) in non-Medway wards. However, it also shows that only one
eighth of inpatient ward spell days used by Medway residents were
spent outside Medway A Block. This does not suggest that there
were insufficient beds for Medway residents in Medway wards,
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merely that overspills, mainly from east Kent, have often prevented
their initial use by Medway services, which is an issue being
addressed by the redesign proposals."
(f)

The following information was provided by email in relation to
Appendix 3, on Medway A Block staffing levels:
•

(g)

(h)

"Staffing levels on the adult acute wards have always been 5 (early)
5 (late) 3 (night) (with a 4th person at night on Emerald Ward) with
the Ward Manager doing 9-5 Mon-Fri also. The service has been
running at these levels for the last 5 years at least. There is a local
protocol whereby staffing levels are increased if activity increases,
i.e. if there is a ratio of more than one 1:1 on a ward the staff
complement is increased by 1 member of staff."

The exceptions are the Care Quality Commission reports, which are
available on the Care Quality Commission website at the following
locations:
•

Care Quality Commission, Review of Compliance Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust, Medway Maritime Hospital,
November
2010:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/reports/RXY_Kent_a
nd_Medway_NHS_and_Social_Care_Partnership_Trust_RXYM1_
Medway_Maritime_Hospital_20110308.pdf

•

Care Quality Commission, Review of Compliance Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust, St. Martins Hospital,
November
2010:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/reports/RXY_Kent_a
nd_Medway_NHS_and_Social_Care_Partnership_Trust_RXY03_St
_Martins_Hospital_20110308.pdf

•

Care Quality Commission, Review of Compliance Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust, Arundel Unit, November
2010:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/reports/RXY_Kent_a
nd_Medway_NHS_and_Social_Care_Partnership_Trust_RXYA4_T
he_Arundel_Unit_20110308.pdf

•

Care Quality Commission, Review of Compliance Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust, Priority House, November
2010:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/reports/RXY_Kent_a
nd_Medway_NHS_and_Social_Care_Partnership_Trust_RXYP8_P
riority_House_20101230.pdf

On 8 January Members were forwarded two reports relating to
alternative sites which are under consideration in Medway. These are
also included in the Agenda pack.
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(i)

It is understood that the analysis of the consultation, Achieving
excellent care in a mental health crisis, will be known by the time of this
meeting and a recommendation to go to the Boards of both Trusts
decided upon. Information specifically about what this recommendation
will be and the rationale behind it, information summarising the results
of the consultation process, evaluation of this evidence and the
proposed next steps following on from the decision has been requested
by the Committee.

(j)

In addition, it has been requested that the information provided include
a breakdown of the responses from people in Medway to include the
views of service users, families, carers and staff.

(k)

Information has also been requested on what progress has been made
in addressing the concerns raised by the Committee about
transportation to take into account those who may have to travel further
to access acute bed provision in the future. In particular the Committee
has been previously advised that KMPT is committed to assisting
service users’ family and friends with the journey from Bluewater to
Little Brook Hospital through a range of measures including alignment
of Little Brook bus times with ward visiting times. The Committee has
expressed an interest in seeing the transport plan for this so we can
find out the frequency of the service and if it extends to evenings,
weekends and Bank holidays.

3.

Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
Terms of Reference

(i)

To receive evidence in relation to consultations initiated by local NHS
bodies regarding proposals for substantial development or variation of
the health service which effect both Medway and a substantial part of
Kent.

(ii)

To make comments on behalf of the relevant Overview and Scrutiny
Committees of Medway and Kent on any such proposals to the NHS
body undertaking the consultation.

(iii)

To undertake other scrutiny reviews of health services if requested to
do so by the relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committees of both
Medway and Kent

(iv)

To report on such other scrutiny reviews to the relevant Overview and
Scrutiny Committees of Medway and Kent.
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4.

Recommendation

That the Committee consider and comment on the report.

Background Documents
Agenda, Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
Tuesday 3 July 2012,
https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=757&MId=4918&V
er=4
Contact Details
Tristan Godfrey
Research Officer to Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Governance and Law
Kent County Council
tristan.godfrey@kent.gov.uk
01622 694196
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Appendix 2
Information on Medway Out of Area Patients

Appendix 3
Medway A-Block Staffing Levels
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Background
The following report reflects work that was undertaken in 2011 to find an alternative
solution to Medway A Block.
The review of options and consideration of the estate options was largely based on
dialogue between KMPT, the Medway Foundation Trust and Medway LIFTco, with
some input from the PCT.
KMPT has no suitable accommodation in the area so the main options were:
o Sites based on the Medway Maritime site - existing A Block, the
Disablement Services Centre site and a further alternative option at the
rear of the hospital site.
o WKH 3&7¶V LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI SRWHQWLDO VLWHV DW 'DUODQG +RXVH 6W %DUWV DQG
Canterbury Street, and
o 0HGZD\ /,)7FR¶V LGHQWLILFDWLRQ Rf sites at Darnley Road and Woodlands
Road.
A desk top review of the key features of sites allowed KMPT to rule out the
Woodlands site on the grounds of its proximity to schools and the extreme
unlikelihood of planning consent, in conjunction with the likely order of cost.
$OOWKHRWKHURSWLRQVZHUHUHYLHZHGE\WKH7UXVW¶V+HDGRI(VWDWHVDQGLQWKHFDVH
of A Block, with additional technical input from Pick Everard. The exercise therefore
represents the most thorough estates review to date of the options available for
addressing the short-comings of the A Block site.

Context
KMPT considered seven possible sites and worked on two possible ground-floor
bed configurations:
a) 2 x 18 bed units
b) 3 x 18 bed units
This approach reflects the potential for Older People¶s Mental Health units and
Young Adult units to be co-located. The sites under consideration were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A.Block at Medway Maritime Hospital, Gillingham
Darland House Nursing Home, Darland Avenue, Gillingham.
St Barts Hospital, New Road, Chatham.
Canterbury Street site, Gillingham
Darnley Road site, Strood
1
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6. Disablement Services Centre at Medway Maritime Hospital, Gillingham
7. Transport/SSD site at Medway Maritime Hospital, Gillingham

Initial site feasibility
This section considers the main advantages and disadvantages of each option in
terms of the built environment and costs, and concludes with an appraisal as to
whether the option is worthy of further consideration, or has been discounted at this
stage.
Where relevant, the option to provide a new build for each site was considered
against the design footprint for the new St Martin¶s Younger Adults Inpatient unit at
Canterbury. This is a single storey building footprint of approximately 2500 square
metres set in a site of approximately 7750 square metres (1.91 acres or 0.78
Hectares). This enabled a comparable consideration to be made in each case for
whether a new build option was suitable and practical.

Sites investigated
1. A Block, Medway Maritime Hospital
Description
A Block is embedded on the eastern end of the Medway Maritime Hospital site. It is a
2-storey building and comprises a steel frame and brick built construction under a
sloping roof. Floors are solid screed/concrete beam and ceilings generally comprise
traditional suspended grid ceilings with a service void above. Windows are metal
frame double glazed. Access to the building is via the pathways and access roads
within the hospital site. The building can be approached from either the main
entrance at the east end of the site or via the main hospital street access through the
central hospital main entrance. Car parking for staff, users and visitors is limited to
WKHDYDLODEOHµSD\DQGGLVSOD\¶IDFLOLWLHVRQWKHVLWH
The occupancy of each floor is as follows:
Ground floor: Administration, Inpatient ward (Emerald), Acute Consultant
Psychiatrists, Service Manager, Health and Safety Manager, Pharmacist and
Technician, Tribunal room, hot desk/interview room, Housekeeping team, KMPT
Chaplaincy, Psychology Consultant, Day Therapy service (Christina Rossetti).
First Floor: Two inpatient wards (Ruby and Sapphire), 136 suite.
NOTE 1: The current inpatient provision is predominantly through 4 and 6 bed
dormitories with some single bed provision.
NOTE 2: A proportion of the ground floor area adjoining the mental health area
HQWUDQFH LV FXUUHQWO\ XVHG E\ WKH 3&7 &KDXFHU &KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHUDS\  $Q\ IXWXUH

2
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review of mental health services in A Block would be dependent on this area being
made available to KMPT.
The area utilised by KMPT is leased from Medway Foundation Trust (MFT) on a 60
year lease which commenced in 1995. Services provided by MFT under the current
SLA include Estates Maintenance, Hotel Services and Portering/security.
Main advantages
The main advantages of remaining on the A Block site and reconfiguring the existing
available building layout are:
Provision of an environment more fit for purpose
Location on an acute hospital site provides immediate access to accident and
emergency facilities
Provision of ground floor ward access to inner courtyards
Better control of security and access to the units
Ensure enhanced privacy and dignity for the service users meets the
requirement for single room and ensuite accommodation
Potential for more individualised care through better staff to patient ratios
Provision of 136 suite on the ground floor ± improved access and
arrangements for Police
Rationalisation of inpatient support services such as Crisis Resolution Home
Treatment and 136 suite adjacent to the mental health wards
Main disadvantages.
The main disadvantages of remaining on the A Block site and reconfiguring the
existing available building layout are:
High level of investment needed to convert/ reconfigure and upgrade the
existing facility to ensure it meets current criteria and is fit for purpose
Inherent lack of parking availability adjacent to the building
On-going issues with 136 suite arrivals
Inherent constructional issues with providing ensuite arrangements (cost
impact)
Juxtaposition of MFT neurology and ROGHUSHRSOH¶V services administration
onto inner courtyards at ground floor level.
Requirement for Chaucer &KLOGUHQ¶V Day Therapy to relocate
Requirement to relocate League of Friends shop and store
On-going issue with hospital street dividing the mental health ward areas

Costs
An initial space assessment was carried out in order to define the existing available
area for KMPT use. A further feasibility study was undertaken for the reconfiguration
of the available space to provide two or three 18 bed ward areas and supporting
facilities.
3
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The initial feasibility study indicated that it is possible to fit two 15 to 16 bed mental
health wards into the available space on the ground floor.
The outline cost for this reconfiguration was estimated in 2011 to be £5.5M including
vat risk contingency of 10%, group 1 & 2 equipment, professional and developmental
fees @15%, construction and engineering costs.

Conclusion
In 2011 it was felt that this option was worthy of further consideration and
development of a more detailed feasibility study. This further feasibility study, which
cost £10,000, was undertaken by KMPT. The study focussed on examining how A
Block could be cRQYHUWHGLQWRWKUHHµILWIRUSXUSRVH¶ZDUGV The cost was estimated at
£7.2m and, the scale of capital investment was the major obstacle along with the
constraints implicit in the layout of A Block in the lack of easy secure access to
outdoor space.

2. Darland House Nursing Home, Darland Avenue, Gillingham
Description
The building is located on Darland Avenue, Gillingham in a predominantly residential
area. The boundaries to the north, east and south lead onto sports fields and an
associated access road. The building is located in a plot of approximately 6,000
square metres (1.48 acres or 0.6 Hectares) and the existing building comprises
approximately 1,100 square metres as a base building footprint. (Overall gross
internal areas is 2,235 square metres over two floors)
The building itself is - a two storey brick built construction with solid floors under a
tiled pitched roof. The building was constructed in 1995. The current use is for
continuing care services for older people provided by Medway Community Care.
The building is configured to deliver this service via four ten bed units two units on
each floor. Each bedroom has an ensuite toilet area and bathing facilities are
delivered via assisted bathroom areas centrally located in each ten bed wing. An
assessment of the space in each ensuite area indicated that there was potential for
the addition of a shower tray. Each ten bed wing comprises ten single bedrooms,
activity/day space and dining/sitting room areas.
The building has a central kitchen, laundry facilities, reception area and is covered
by a standby generator. The floors are served by a single lift.
Car parking is limited to 21 on site spaces. There was some scope to provide
approximately ten additional spaces with the surrender of some green space to the
front of the building. The site is approximately 1.7 miles from the Medway Maritime
Hospital.
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Main advantages
Located on good public transport routes and close to A2.
Relatively modern build
Self-contained site and services.
Main disadvantages
In terms of site redevelopment:
Site size was an issue as there is insufficient site space for a new build of
2,500 square metres at ground level.
Site shape was an issue as the site tapers towards the southern end and
restricts development into the far end of the site
In terms of extending the existing building:
Lack of space on the existing ground floor of the building to provide two or
three 18 bed units.
Existing room layout and building configuration/ orientation did not lend itself
to the provision of distinct 18 bed units.
Requirement to upgrade en suite areas
Requirement to retain some in patient areas on the first floor
Significant works were required to low suspended ceiling areas and general
upgrade to mental health standard environment.
In general terms:
Local residential opposition towards any planning application to redevelop the
site for either an extension or new build for mental health was likely.
Costs
An extension of the building was not seen as an option for reasons highlighted above
and in the following conclusion.
If it were possible to fit a suitably sized building on the site the cost of rebuilding the
service on the site was likely to be similar to the cost for the Younger Adults Mental
Health development at St Martins Hospital, Canterbury which was approximately £10
million.
Conclusion
Initial investigations into the building layout and the potential for additional bedded
space indicated that it would be difficult to create two dedicated 18 bed units on the
ground floor due to site boundary constraints, the building configuration and the lack
of space to provide the necessary consulting and adequate day spaces for a mental
health unit. The building fits tightly into the site and any extension to the layout would
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result in unacceptable restrictions on external areas and extensions very close to
boundaries which might not be acceptable to the planning authorities.
Other issues with the existing building related to the need to carry out extensive
ceiling upgrade and anti - ligature works if the existing building was retained. Also a
wholesale review of the site and building security arrangements would need to be
undertaken. The ceilings were relatively low and it would be likely that all suspended
ceilings would require replacing with a solid type. In addition a wholesale
replacement of lighting was necessary as existing fittings did not comply with mental
health environment requirements.
The ultimate solution of a new build was not deemed suitable as the site size was
insufficient.
As a result of the above, the Darland Avenue option was deemed not worthy of
further consideration.
3. St BartKRORPHZ¶V Hospital, New Road, Chatham
Description
St Barts is a multiple building site comprising single to 4/5 storey brick built, slate
and flat roof buildings of varying ages from 1880 to 1980. The site is steeply inclined
on the Medway Basin escarpment to the River Medway and as such is terraced in
nature. Approximately 25% of the site is derelict. The site area is approximated at
10,000 square metres (2.47 acres or 1.0 hectare) and the building base footprint is
approximated 3,000 square metres. Total site GIA for all floors is approximately 8500
square metres.
The site shape and topography is complex with terraced car park areas and main
vehicular access is from the rear of the site from the main high street. Part of the site
is Grade 2 listed (Path lab/mortuary). The site boundaries are largely residential. Part
of the site borders on a cemetery, a public area onto the high street which is owned
by the PCT but subject to local authority conservation constraints, and British Rail
property. The main line train service passes close to the west boundary of the site
(tunnel). The site is approximately 2.1 miles from the Medway Maritime Hospital.
Main advantages
Centrally located in Medway
Close to all public transport routes
Main disadvantages
In terms of use of the existing buildings:
Existing buildings are unsuitable for mental health reconfiguration
Backlog maintenance costs approximated at in excess of £3million
In terms of the redevelopment of the site:
6
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Site topography, shape and boundaries preclude any consideration for
redevelopment for a mental health unit as preference is for a level site with
good access.
Part listed building status precludes demolition considerations to clear site
Prohibitive cost of demolition.
Additional cost to provide split level buildings
Located in a residential area ± opposition to any redevelopment is likely
Costs
Any consideration for a redevelopment of the site would attract a cost well in excess
of the St Martin¶s model costs of £10million. The cost of the demolition of the existing
buildings (if this is possible and permitted) would be in the region of over £2 million.
Conclusion
The uplift to the construction costs would be significant due to access issues,
adjacency to residential areas, boundary reinstatements to some areas and retention
of the listed part of the site.
These issues would preclude this option from any further consideration.

4. Canterbury Street site, Gillingham
Description
This was open site of approximately 1,600 square metres (0.4 acres or 0.16
hectares) located near to the Jezreels junction of the A231 and the A2 in Gillingham.
The site was split level (approximately 1.0m) and borders on to residential areas and
adjacent derelict industrial buildings. Access to the site was via a shared road which
also served nearby commercial units. The site was approximately 0.7 miles from the
Medway Maritime Hospital.
The site is currently used by Medway PCT for a temporary GP and day service.
Main advantages
Excellent public transport access.
Located centrally in Medway.
Relatively close to the Medway Hospital A&E facility
Main disadvantages
Site is not large enough for the provision of a single storey Mental Health unit
similar to the St Martins Model
Local opposition is likely due to nearby residential area.
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Costs
The site was valued at £1.2million in 2007.
Conclusion
This site was not deemed a suitable option for consideration due its size.

5. Darnley Road Site, Rochester Strood
Description
This site comprises a redundant day centre and hostel. It is currently owned by
Medway Council and has been declared surplus to their requirements. It has a site
area of 10,172 square metres (approximately 2.5 acres or 1.0 hectare). The Council
had already tried to dispose of this site, to no avail, and was working on a planning
brief to make the site more attractive to potential purchasers.
The buildings on the site were thought to be circa 1970 - ¶VFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGDUHD
mix of single storey and three storey, brick built under a mix of flat and tiled, pitched
roofs. An opinion was expressed by a council representative that some of the
existing buildings may have the potential for retention and redevelopment. The
buildings footprint on the site was approximately 1,800 square metres.
The site itself was sloping and therefore terraced and split level. The site was
elongated in nature and lent itself to the provision of two distinct areas of building
with linkages between. It was embedded in a residential area and the majority of the
boundaries backed onto rear gardens, and also onto a Clinic. The site was
approximately 4.8 miles from the Medway Maritime Hospital and the quickest route
was through the Medway town centre areas.
Main advantages
Located in the Medway area.
Good public transport routes (buses).
Low cost of purchase (estimated at £0.5 million).
Main disadvantages
Local opposition is likely due to nearby residential area.
Sloping nature of site ± little opportunity for buildings on same level and need
for consideration of two storey buildings.
Proximity to rear gardens on boundaries will inhibit the opportunities for
external patient garden areas outside of the building.
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Costs
Although an opinion was expressed that some of the existing buildings could be
reused it was felt that this would lead to unnecessary compromises against the
requirements of Health Building Note (HBN) 35.
The services required need to be modern and the reuse of the Day Opportunities
Centre and/or the Greatfield Lodge hostel buildings were not desirable due to
difficulties in complying with HBN 35 in terms of proximity to boundaries, building
layout and content, relationships between buildings and staff coverage.
The only realistic option was for wholesale redevelopment of the site. Using the St
Martin¶s redevelopment cost template, the costs would be in the region of £10 million
plus an additional premium to deal with the fact that the site topography precludes
the provision of a single building on one level. Added to this was the requirement for
additional costs to level the site. Further development and feasibility work would be
required in order to assess the overall impact of the site shape, size and location on
the overall costs of a scheme at Darnley Road.
Conclusion
This option was not seen as viable due to the above costs, the locality issues
regarding the proximity to back gardens (potential planning risk due to objections),
and also the distance from the Medway Hospital A&E..
6. Disablement Services Centre, Medway Maritime Hospital.
Description
This site comprises a two storey building located in approximately 3,400 square
metres (0.847 acres or 0.343 hectares) of land which is embedded in the south east
corner of the Medway Maritime Hospital. It is currently owned by the Medway
Foundation Trust and leased to KMPT on a 60 year lease which commenced in
1995. The building mainly houses services for wheelchair assessment and for the
manufacture and provision of prosthetic limbs.
The site is located adjacent to the boundary of the hospital site outside of which is a
residential area. The site has a dedicated car park area of approximately 20 spaces
which is reserved for service users and is relatively level. The building was
constructed circa 1969 and the footprint is approximately 1,400 square metres. The
overall GIA is 1,789 square metres.
The building is not suitable for any redevelopment and as such the only option would
be in terms of a demolition and redevelopment of the site.
The site size is in itself the main issue with this option. The site is not large enough
to support the redevelopment for a new mental health unit of the size and layout of
the St 0DUWLQ¶V7KH option to push administration and other non-clinical functions on
to first floor accommodation was limited, and would have implications for the
effective operation of the building and, above all, will have planning implications.
9
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Main advantages
Location on an acute hospital site provides immediate access to accident and
emergency facilities
Good public transport routes (buses).
Good access from local road network
Main disadvantages
The site is not adequate for the provision of a new unit.
Opposition to a planning application would be an issue due to nearby
residential area.
KMPT would need to purchase this site. (Likely cost is approximately £480k*)
Lack of space would displace the car parking provision onto the MFT site
causing additional stress on the car parking infrastructure on the site.
Lack of space would inhibit the provision of adequate external patient areas.

Conclusion
This option was not deemed to be viable due to the size of the site against the St
Martin¶s template and the cost of purchasing the site from MFT plus the cost of
building demolition to clear the site.
(* Land purcKDVHFRVWEDVHGRQ'LVWULFW9DOXHU¶V5HSRUW2010 - Residential Building
Land Market (year to January 2010). South East, Medway Towns area - rated at
£1,4M/Ha)

7. Transport and Sterile Services Department site, Medway Maritime Hospital
Description
This site comprises a mix of single and two storey buildings located in approximately
4,500 square metres (1.1 acres or 0.45 hectares) of land which is embedded in the
North West corner of the Medway Maritime Hospital. The site and buildings are
currently owned by The Medway Foundation Trust and house transport and sterile
services departments.
The site is located adjacent to the boundary of the hospital site close to a main
access point from Marlborough Road. The north boundary is alongside York Road
which is a residential area. The overall footprint of the existing buildings is
approximately 1250 square metres. The buildings were not suitable for any
redevelopment and as such the only option would be in terms of a demolition and
redevelopment of the site.
The site size was the main issue with this option. The site was not large enough to
support the redevelopment for a new mental health unit of the size and layout of the
St Martin¶s re-provision. The option to push administration and other non-clinical
10
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functions on to first floor accommodation is limited; it will have implications for the
effective operation of the building and, above all, will have planning implications.

Main advantages
Location on an acute hospital site provides immediate access to accident and
emergency facilities
Good public transport routes (buses).
Good access from local road network
Main disadvantages
The site is not adequate for the provision of a new unit.
Opposition to a planning application could be an issue due to nearby
residential area.
KMPT would need to purchase this site. (Likely cost is approximately £630k*)
Lack of space would displace the car parking provision onto the MFT site
causing additional stress on the car parking infrastructure on the site.
Lack of space would inhibit the provision of adequate external patient areas.
/DQGSXUFKDVHFRVWEDVHGRQ'LVWULFW9DOXHU¶V5HSRUW2010 - Residential Building
Land Market (year to January 2010). South East, Medway Towns area - rated at
£1,4M/Ha)
Conclusion
This option is not deemed to be viable due to the size of the site against the ST
Martins template and the cost of purchasing the site from MFT.

8. Summary of initial findings in 2011
Four of the seven estate sites were ruled out on insufficient space/restricted
orientation to accommodate a minimum of 2 ground-floor wards of 18 beds. These
were Darland House, Canterbury Street, the Disablement Services Centre, and the
Transport and Sterile Services Department site.
It was felt that Darnley Road and St Barts had potential to meet the capacity
requirement but would be very poor value for money for the reasons described
above. There would also have been significant costs associated with fully
establishing the capital cost.
The preferred option was to explore the redesign of A Block which, at the time of the
sites appraisal report provided the best value for money option, as well as meeting
the specification. However, a further feasibility study concluded that the cost to
achieve a fit for purpose facility would cost approximately £7.2 million. This capital
investment together with the existing physical constraints A Block presents, e.g. lack
of secure access to outdoor space, means that redeveloping this facility is not a
viable option.
11
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A Block: efforts to relocate to date
Previous attempts to resolve the issues of A Block have all been foiled by a lack of
capital funding and it is not acceptable for the people of Medway and Swale
(excluding Faversham) to be subjected to an inpatient environment that is so
inequitable with that provided for residents of the rest of Kent. Those previous
attempts were:1. Between 2004 and 2006, West Kent Health and Social Care NHS Trust
invested £160k in a business case for the wholesale refurbishment and
redesign of A Block. With initial estimated costs of £5.7m, the project was
DJUHHG E\ WKDW 7UXVW¶V %RDUG DQG WKH .HQW DQG 0HGZD\ 6WUDWHJLF +HDOWK
Authority (SHA) in 2005.
When the Full Business Case was considered by the newly-formed KMPT
Board in December 2006, estimated costs had risen to £7.1m and were
expected to increase as more design work was needed. A comparative newbuild solution was costed at £13m.
The Board asked its Major Projects Committee to address concerns about
cost, affordability, model of care, and the source of capital. In the end, these
concerns and the unavailability of strategic capital funding rendered the
project unviable.
2. In 2008/09, KMPT tried again to develop a business case and looked at a
range of options, including conversion of A Block, new-build elsewhere on the
Medway Maritime Hospital site, use of existing KMPT facilities in Dartford and
Maidstone and conversion of Southlands Hospital.
Again, the Trust was concerned at the potential capital cost and the
unsuitability of facilities which had not been purpose built and designed. The
Trust and PCT agreed a public consultation would be needed. Preparations
began but the main feedback from the service users, carers and clinicians in
Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey was that improvements were needed to
community services. The PCT and KMPT decided to focus on making these
improvements, rather than launching public consultation.
3. In May 2011, KMPT again revisited the draft business case, this time
considering seven local Medway options with the PCT. Four of the buildings
were not big enough and two were in unsuitable locations, with site
constraints and neighbouring issues.
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That left, once again, only A Block. The Trust spent £10k on a feasibility study
for converting A Block into three fit-for-purpose wards. The cost was
estimated at £7.2m and, again, the scale of capital investment was the major
obstacle along with the constraints implicit in the layout of A Block in the lack
of easy secure access to outdoor space.
4. In July 2011, following negotiations between the PCT, Medway NHS
Foundation Trust, Medway Community Estates and KMPT, Medway
Community Estates proposed two possible options on the Medway Maritime
Hospital site. One of these, between the laundry and perimeter fence was
discounted because of boundary and planning issues. The other, a part newbuild/part extension next to the Post Graduate centre was considered in detail.
A preliminary design was costed at around £6m.
This proposal was rejected due to the unavailability of capital and because the
design was not suitable for acutely unwell mental health service users. There
ZHUHDOVRFRQFHUQVDERXW³ODQGORFNLQJ´DPHQWDOKHDOWKXQLWLQWRVXFKDVPDOO
area in the heart of the general hospital, which is not particularly conducive to
mental health recovery.
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Wendy Purdy
Vice-Chairman
Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Medway Council and Kent County Council

4 February 2013

Dear Wendy
Kent and Medway NHS Joint Overview and Scrutiny committee Meeting ± 13 February
2013
Thank you for your letter of 9 January in respect of the above regarding the Adult Mental
Health services review.
As you are aware the consultation process closed on 26October 2012. We have received
the report on the consultation responses from the Centre for Nursing and Healthcare
Research at the University of Greenwich.
This has been considered along with the existing clinical evidence base previously shared
with the JHOSC. We now have a final report with recommendations that show how we
intend to respond to the points raised by respondents to the consultation and implement the
actions we propose.Seven Clinical Commissioning Groups have considered the response
from the consultation, the proposed actions to address points raised within consultation and
the implementation plan, and offered their support, the eighth CCG is due to respond
shortly.As an appendix to the report we have included the independent analysis of the public
response to the consultation by Centre for Nursing and Healthcare Research at the
University of Greenwich.
I note in your letter that you have also contacted Angela McNab with the same request. As
you know we are working in partnership with Kent and Medway NHS Social Care
Partnership Trust. Therefore the attached report and supplementary information is a joint
response and is submitted today as requested in your letter to ensure JHOSC Members
have the relevant documents in advance of their meeting on 13 February and they can be
published on the kent.gov.uk website.
With regards to the specific issues you have raised in your letter I am advised that the
JHOSC requested responses to a number of queries which were raised at its meeting on 3
July 2012 and then also subsequently requested further additional information.
I understand that the following issues were raised and the responses have either
beenshared with JHOSC Members via emails from Tristan Godfrey or have been included in
the submissions accompanying this letter.

NHS Kent and Medway represents the following primary care trusts (PCTs):
NHS West Kent, NHS Eastern
and Coastal
Page
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Information requested at
JHOSC meeting 3 July 2012
and subsequently

Information Supplied

Date of
Date sent to
response Members

a.

Information about alternative
Medway options and the letter
about alternative sites in
Medway and offering to
consider them. Related to this
point, alternative sites already
investigated and rejected and
the reason why

Background note on A
Block and efforts to
relocate. Plus a
summary of alternative
sites investigated and
rejected

7.01.13

7.01.13

b.

Information on the numbers of
Medway residents accessing
acute mental health inpatient
services outside of Medway in
the last 4 years

Information on
Medway out of area
patients. Document
titled 'Copy of
Medwaysummary'
together with an
explanation of the
figures supplied

10.08.12

Email from
Tristan Godfrey

10.08.12

15.08.12

c.

Details of the levels of staffing
at Medway A-Block over the
last four years along with an
analysis of the changes which
could have affected demand.

Written explanation
supplied

10.08.12

15.08.12

d.

CQC reports of all the sites
involved in the plans.

Seven CQC reports
sent

10.08.12

15.08.12

e.

Provide Members with the
site requirements for an
alternative to A-Block in
Medway and formally write to
Members promising to
examine any alternative site
brought to their attention.

Criteria for assessing
suitability of premises
for inpatient services
sent.

10.08.12

15.08.12

f.

Arranging further trips

Offered to Members

10.08.12

15.08.12

g.

7KHµ'HDOGHDO¶

Information discussed
directly with Councillor
Kit Smith ± possibly
not shared with all
JHOSC Members

25.07.12

h.

Information on the number of
Medway residents accessing
acute mental health services
outside of Medway in the last

Numbers of residents
information provided

10.08.12

Reminder to Members
that suggestions for
alternative sites to A
Block would be
investigated.

15.08.12

Analysis is included in
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Information requested at
JHOSC meeting 3 July 2012
and subsequently

Information Supplied

Date of
Date sent to
response Members

four years and theassociated
costs in the last four years

background papers to
the JHOSC report

04.02.13

04.02.13

Details of the levels of staffing
at Medway A-Block over the
last four years along with an
analysis of the changes,
which could have affected
demand

Staff impact
assessment included
in Appendix P with
background papers to
JHOSC report

03.07.12

03.07.12

Staffing levels
information provided

10.08.12

15.08.12

Response sent that
there is no Sutherland
Building within
Medway Foundation
Trust however there is
a Sunderland Day
Care Unit which is not
suitable for a mental
health facility and does
not meet the previously
supplied criteria
Detailed in the
supplementary
information

06.12.12

i.

j.
Request from Councillor
*RGZLQWKDWµ6XWKHUODQG¶
Buildings be investigated as
an alternative to A Block

k.
Transport information

04.02.13

,Q\RXUOHWWHU\RXKDYHDVNHGDERXW'U3HWH6XGEXU\¶VUROHDWWKHPHHWLQJ'U6XGEXU\LVDQ
expert with wide experience in service redesign and transformational change. He is a
member of NCAT (National Clinical Advisory Team) which as you know provides assurance
that proposals for change will result in a better service delivering better outcomes which are
affordable and sustainable. Dr Sudbury will act as an independent expert for Members to
refer to at the meeting about the Acute Mental Health services review. Dr Sudbury is very
happy to speak with you about his role and answer any questions you may have about his
impartiality. His contact details will be provided to Tristan Godfrey via email.
I hope this letter together with the report and supplementary information responds fully to the
questions you and the JHOSC have raised. Please do get in touch if you feel you need any
additional information.
Kind regards

Felicity Cox
Chief Executive
NHS Kent and Medway
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Achieving Excellence in Mental Health Crisis Care
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

7KLVSDSHUUHSRUWVRQ.HQWDQG0HGZD\UHVLGHQWV¶UHVSRQVHVWRthe public
consultation on Achieving Excellence in Mental Health Crisis Care, held
for 13 weeks between 26 July and 26 October 2012.

1.2

The proposals were developed with the help of stakeholders in Spring
2012 as a result of significant concerns about
Inequitable distribution of hospital beds for Kent and Medway
people who are acutely mentally ill
The long standing concerns about shortfalls in the therapeutic
HQYLURQPHQWDW0HGZD\¶V$%ORFN, including the inadequate privacy
and dignity on offer and therefore the sustainability of clinical safety.
The increasing need to enhance staffing and improve the service
delivered by Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment (CRHT) teams
following the success of this community-based alternative to
hospital admission
Very different levels of psychiatric intensive care support between
the east and the west of the area

1.3

The year-long discussions about how to improve the situation and raise
the standards of care to appropriate and equitable levels across the area
have naturally caused some anxiety for service users and carers and for
staff facing uncertainty about their futures.

1.4

0HGZD\¶V $ %ORck, which already had significantly more violent and
aggressive incidents than any other unit in Kent and Medway and which is
listed in the local NHS Risk Register for this reason, has seen a further
eight such incidents at Medway, in a period when there have been none at
either Dartford or Maidstone. Inevitably, the situation becomes more
untenable the longer it remains unresolved.

1.5

This paper reports on the independent analysis of the consultation
responses and the independent assessment of the consultation process. It
sets out how the points raised by the respondents are being addressed
and includes further information requested by, and supplied to, Kent and
Medway Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee (JHOSC).
1
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1.6

Seven Clinical Commissioning Groups have considered the response
from the consultation, the proposed actions to address points raised within
consultation and the implementation plan, and offered their support, the
eighth CCG is due to respond shortly.

1.7

All of this, together with views expressed by the Kent and Medway
JHOSC, will be reported to the PCT Cluster Board and the Kent and
Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust Board (KMPT) towards
the end of February when next steps will be decided.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1
The service review
2.1.1 The public consultation, which all the Kent and Medway Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) supported, was approved by the Cluster
Board in July 2012, following a review of current services that found:
a. Reducing hospital bed use over four years, due to successful
alternatives established in the community, particularly since 2004
b. Too few acute beds in east Kent and too many in west Kent, with
people often placed out of the area covered by their community-based
Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment (CRHT) team, a situation that
prevents seamless care and creates delays
c. Long-standing concerns about the quality of the environment in A
Block at Medway Maritime Hospital, the inpatient unit for people from
Medway and Swale, despite considerable previous effort to identify a
local inpatient alternative
d. Psychiatric intensive care is supported in west Kent by a very
effective acute ward outreach service (PICO), not currently available
for east Kent.
2.1.2 The review analysed four years of bed usage data, leading to the
conclusion that, allowing for the usual variations and the seasonal peak
between January and March, 150 beds would be required (rather than the
current 160), plus 12 in one psychiatric intensive care unit (PICU)
supported by an outreach service across the whole of Kent and Medway,
rather than 20 in two such units with only some places having the
outreach service. The 150 beds will be allocated proportionately to match
actual demand, with each service locality allocated to a specific inpatient
ward and an aligned Crisis Resolution Home Treatment team.
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2.2

Proposals for consultation

2.2.1 With the approval of all CCGs in Kent and Medway, the Cluster Board
sought and gained JHOSC support for consultation on WKH UHYLHZ¶V
proposals for future services that will deliver
more equitable access to high quality hospital wards
VWUHQJWKHQHGDFXWHVHUYLFHVGHOLYHULQJPRUHFDUHLQSHRSOH¶VKRPHV
better recovery outcomes for those receiving acute treatment
2.2.2 The proposals are designed to:

a. Strengthen the Crisis Resolution Home Treatment teams so they
can provide more support to service users and their carers, including
practical help and respite to support families
b. Develop three hospital Centres of Excellence for the most acutely
unwell, each providing:
Faster and more complete recovery for service users
Patients reporting a better experience including feeling safe and
being able to see the progress they have made in improving their
mental health
An excellent acute inpatient mental health service in itself, delivered
by highly effective staff who are well supported and able to deal
with any crisis
Opportunities for therapeutic interventions at weekends and into the
evening
Purpose built accommodation for safe care and the promotion of
recovery.
Hubs of good practice with a research programme that attracts and
retains highly qualified, expert and motivated staff.
c. Expand the psychiatric intensive care outreach service to cover
the whole of Kent and Medway, providing support to staff in the
Centres of Excellence so that the need to transfer patients to a
psychiatric intensive care unit is reduced
d. Consolidate inpatient psychiatric intensive care in one place
2.2.3 They would mean:
Recruiting 26 Support Time and Recovery workers to the CRHT
teams offering practical support to service users and carers
Opening an additional acute ward at Dartford¶V /LWWOH %URRN
Hospital
Opening eight additional acute beds at Canterbury¶V 6W 0DUWLQ¶V
Hospital
0RYLQJ RXW RI WKH WZR ZDUGV LQ 0HGZD\ 0DULWLPH +RVSLWDO¶V $
Block
Basing the psychiatric intensive care unit at Little Brook and
extending the outreach service to cover East Kent
3
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2.2.4 In developing the proposals, KMPT made clear it was committing to
creating Centres of Excellence to drive quality, breadth of services and
interventions offered. The opportunity for research and development
alongside academic partners enables greater consistency of practice and
outcomes to be achieved and shared. KMPT described its Centres of
Excellence (CoE) model as:
³$VHUYLFHWKDWLVGHOLYHUHGWRDUHFRJQLVHG high (national or world
class) standard, in terms of measurable results and innovation, so
that, in addition to performing its own core work very effectively, it
has an additional role in improving its practice expertise and
knowledge resources. The centre can then, in turn, assist other
parts of its service system to improve continuously and work
collaboratively. The defining features of a CoE are therefore: A
critical mass of specialist staff organised around one locus; an
ability to integrate complementary multidisciplinary skills; evidencebased research and knowledge management capabilities; and the
capacity and stability to attract, retain and exchange a skilled
ZRUNIRUFH´
2.2.5 The Centres of Excellence, together with strengthened CRHTs, will ensure
service users and carers:
a. Receive more cohesive and complete care and support through a
crisis
b. Have more opportunities to choose home care and treatment
c. Have equal access to a hospital bed in a high quality centre
designated for their locality which is known to reduce the risk of
delayed discharge, helping people return to their home environment
and daily routine as soon as possible.
d. %HQHILW IURP LQYHVWPHQW LQ JUHDWHU VXSSRUW IURP WKHLU ORFDOLW\¶V
CRHT:
Around 160 additional care packages are expected to be delivered
across Kent and Medway in a year
Around 3,600 extra home visits will be delivered, giving practical
help to service users and their carers.
2.2.6 Three options for the allocation of service localities to inpatient wards were
consulted on. In all of them, people from Medway would be treated at Little
Brook Hospital, Dartford, when they need a hospital stay. In options A and
C, Medway would have its own CRHT and in Option B, it would share one
with Swale.
2.2.7 For people from Swale (excluding Faversham)
Option A would mean hospital stays in Priority House, Maidstone
Option B would mean hospital stays in Little Brook Hospital, Dartford
4
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2SWLRQ & ZRXOG PHDQ KRVSLWDO VWD\V LQ 6W 0DUWLQ¶V +RVSLWDO
Canterbury
2.2.8 For people from Swanley, Option B would mean hospital stays in Priority
House, Maidstone.
2.2.9 In each option, the CRHT teams are to be aligned so that they have a
base and strong working links with the Centre of Excellence serving the
same area of Kent and Medway as they do, to ensure seamless care.
The CRHT staff will be spending most of their time out and about on their
µSDWFK¶SURYLGLQJKRPHWUHDWPHQWDQGVXSSRUWWRVHUYLFHXVHUV
2.2.10 The proposed new arrangements fit with the range of improvements to
mental health services made in the last few years. These include:A clear pathway for patients via their local Access Team (8am to
8pm) and Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment Services (8pm ±
8am), either directly if they are already known to mental health
services or through being referred by their GP
A liaison psychiatry team at the general hospitals and a protocol so
that general hospital staff can access advice about working with
patients who have mental health issues and secure appropriate
mental health care when their patients need it
Psychiatric nurses at the custody suites in main police stations
providing swift assessment and diversion where appropriate
A suicide prevention training package and protocol for Kent Police;
A protocol with South East Coast Ambulance Service to ensure
people with mental health problems are taken to the most appropriate
place
An Assertive Outreach team to engage with people who might
otherwise be at risk of losing contact with services
Increased investment in early intervention services for people
experiencing a first episode of psychosis

3

ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION

3.1

Pre-consultation

3.1.1 From February to June 2012 there was extensive engagement with
stakeholders, staff, service users and carers to ensure their views were
able to influence the review. The review met the requirements of the four
tests set out by the Department of Health in relation to service
configuration as outlined below:
Support from GP commissioners
All eight of the Clinical Commissioning Groups reviewed the evidence
presented by the Acute Mental Health Board, and clinical leads from
each locality were involved throughout the development of the options.
5
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Strengthened public and patient engagement
The Commissioners and the Trust have several ways in which they
regularly talk to their service users and carers including: patient
consultative committees, nine Locality Planning Meeting Groups twice
in March and May/June, Performance meetings and Joint
Commissioning Boards. The commissioners and Trust senior staff
used all of these meetings to ensure that service users and carers
were involved from the outset in developing and commenting on the
proposals for achieving excellence in a mental health crisis.
Service users, carers, council members and clinicians all took part at
options appraisal in February, there were several further meetings
with service users, staff, clinicians, GPs and carers to finalise the
RSWLRQV WR EH WDNHQ IRUZDUG LQFOXGLQJ D ZRUNVKRS ZLWK .HQW /,1N¶V
mental health network.
Clarity on the clinical evidence base
A wide range of stakeholders: GPs, clinicians, service users, carers,
councillors and partner organisations were invited to a stakeholder
option appraisal event in February to consider eight potential options
and reduce these to a short list of robust, viable options to take
forward.
Following this, a series of meetings was held with mental health
clinical staff and the clinical commissioners (CCGs) to test the short
listed options and ensure that all aspects of the proposed clinical
pathway were robust and supported by front line staff as well as senior
staff.
The clinical case for change was reviewed and supported by the
National Clinical Advisory Team in July 2012, and the SHA service
reconfiguration team.
Consistency with current and prospective patient choice
Each of the options for change retains choice of home treatment from
the CRHT or inpatient treatment if appropriate. The core proposal is
for relocation of acute services in Medway following clinical opinion
that there was a need to resolve the problems with A Block after a 10
year pursuit of local alternatives.
3.1.2 Throughout the review the team has worked closely with the Medway and
Swale advocacy project to ensure those service users most affected by
the changes would be able to influence the plans. Travel and transport for
carers, family and friends was a major concern so staff worked with the
Medway and Swale service user group to test the public transport
available to reach the centres of excellence from Medway, and
Sittingbourne and Sheppey. The information they found was fed into the
plans and information provided during the wider consultation.

6
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3.2

Regular communication and information

3.2.1 Key stakeholders such as MPs, local authorities and other partner
organisations were also briefed and asked for their input through their
regular working meetings, or via meetings with senior staff to ensure they
were kept abreast of developments and were aware of the early thoughts
and plans.
3.2.2 Both scrutiny committees in Kent and Medway were given an early
briefing in which the potential requirement for a Joint Health Overview and
Scrutiny Committee (HOSC) was highlighted. Both Kent and Medway
HOSCs agreed to form a JHOSC using the existing agreement for how
this would be set up.
3.2.3 The Members of the JHOSC and their support staff were invited to visit
two of the key sites affected by the proposals being developed.
3.2.4 The PCT featured the review in two issues of the award winning Your
Health magazine, 50,000 copies of which are distributed through GP
practices, hospital waiting areas, supermarkets, libraries and community
centers, as well as in hairdressers and other outlets to ensure the wider
community was aware of, and able to be involved in the review.
3.2.5 The local media have also been regularly updated with press releases and
news statements. Both the broadcasting media and local newspapers
have featured the review.
3.2.6 A dedicated page on the KMPT website was set up and two consultation
documents written.
3.2.7 In June and July the JHOSC and the two NHS Boards met to agree and
approve the proposals and the plans for formal consultation with the wider
public, following approval from all the 8 clinical commissioning groups
across Kent and Medway.
3.3

Independent assessment of the clinical case for change

3.3.1 The National Clinical Advisory Team examined the clinical case for
change before the consultation was launched and said:
³7KHFOLQLFDOFDVHIRUFKDQJHLVVRXQGDQGWKLVRYHUDOO
is an outstanding piece of work.....The paper has a
really impressive and well worked-through set of
interventions and service changes which should
UHGXFHERWKDGPLVVLRQVDQGOHQJWKRIVWD\´
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3.4

Consultation methods

3.4.1 The formal consultation ran from 26 July until 26 October and a range of
methods were used to promote the process:
The public consultation document and summary was written and
tested with various stakeholders, including non-executive directors,
staff, and service users, to ensure it was clear, easy to understand
and provided sufficient information without overwhelming the reader
with details. It was successfully launched on 26 July 2012 and over
200 individuals, staff, service users and carers responded.
The engagement team sent out 966 invitations, with a link to the
website and the electronic versions of the document, to organisations
and individuals with an offer to attend any meetings or events where
people were interested in the review to provide further information and
listen to what people thought of the plans. The Commissioning team
and KMPT also sent the document out to key stakeholders,
organisations, over 3,000 Foundation Trust members, and staff. Also
the VCS organisations which support service users and carers and
are interested in mental health, cascaded the information to their
members ± for instance, 575 individuals registered with MIND for the
LPMGs
The engagement team booked six venues to cover each area, holding
the Public Consultation meetings at a range of times in accessible and
well used venues, and wrote to all known service user and carer
organisations with the offer of being involved in focus groups or the
engagement team coming to their meetings to provide some
information and raise awareness of the consultation. A further two
public meetings were added at the request of stakeholders. Over 180
people attended these eight meetings and a few carers attended
several meetings.
KMPT had a specific page on their website, with information available
and suitable links on the three PCT websites, the live it well website
and from partners in social care. The website and Intranet contained
supporting documents of the Review including:
Online Consultation Response Form
Full Public Consultation Document and Consultation Response
Form and Summary Consultation Document
Easy Read Consultation Document and Easy Read Consultation
Response Form
Large Print Consultation Document and response form
Background papers were also available online, including:
Full Board papers
Summary Board papers
8
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Non-financial appraisal
Risk appraisal
Risk scores for Appendix B of the full Board paper
Right care, right time, right place document
Equalities Impact Assessment
The consultation was also accessible through social media such as
Facebook and Twitter.
The communications teams distributed 3,000 Public Consultation
Documents and 15,000 summary documents to over 700
organisations in Kent and Medway: GP practices, libraries, voluntary
organisations and community centres, KMPT trust community
buildings, pharmacies, opticians, hairdressers, job Centres, fitness
centres, citizens advice and volunteer bureaus.
The review and consultation also featured in Your Health and Medway
Matters, the NHS magazines with a circulation in excess of 50,000.
The information was also placed with local councils known to publish
UHVLGHQWV¶ SDSHUV LQ 0HGZD\ DQG 6ZDOH WKH /,1N DQG .HQW
Community Action Network.
Press releases were issued to raise awareness and promote the
consultation and specific releases went out before and after each
public event.
The PALS phone number and email address was offered for any
individuals wishing to comment or request more information.

3.5

Public meetings

3.5.1 Many of the eight public meetings in the consultation were chaired by an
independent person from one of the local VCS support organisations to
ensure that service users and carers felt comfortable and confident to
contribute their views.
3.5.2 At these three-hour public road shows, a panel of clinicians and
commissioners presented information on the review, the reasons why it
was necessary, the outcome expected of the review, the steps taken
during the review, the options arrived at and what would happen following
WKH FRQVXOWDWLRQ 7KHUH ZDV DOVR D ILOP RI D VHUYLFH XVHU¶V VWRU\ VR WKDW
people could hear how the Crisis Response and Home Treatment service
worked to treat people at home. A quick question and answer session
was followed by an hour of round table discussions to ensure that
everyone present was able to give their views. Then, finally, a further open
question and answer session and those present were asked to evaluate
the events so we could ensure they worked.
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3.5.3 184 people attended the eight meetings: there was a good mix of service
users and carers, support organisations, NHS and social care staff and
some local councillors. It had been anticipated that the numbers attending
wouOGQ¶WEHKLJKGXHWRWKHVSHFLDOL]HGQDWXUHRIPHQWDOKHDOWKFULVLVFDUH
and also, partly, to consultation fatigue. A number of people commented
upon the high level of changes happening across the public sector. The
NHS is grateful for the contributions of all those who took part.

4

CONSULTATION RESPONSES

4.1

Public response

4.1.1 An independent University of Greenwich research team analysed all the
responses to consultation made through surveys, focus groups, public
meetings, road shows and individual letters, emails and telephone calls.
7KHWHDP¶VGHWDLOHGUHSRUWLVDWWDFKHGDV$SSHQGL[WRWKLVUHSRUW
4.1.2 25 queries or comments were received directly from the public in the form
of letters, faxes and emails.
4.1.3 207 surveys (120 paper versions and 87 submitted online) were sent to a
research team at the University of Greenwich for analysis.
4.1.4 133 people attended 13 Focus Groups, including 66 service users, 41
carers, 2 volunteers, 3 workers and 21 members of the public.
4.1.5 In addition to this, the engagement team and KMPT staff attended 15
other events with 290 attendees, including holding road shows at three
shopping centres in the Medway towns to raise awareness and share the
information.
4.1.6 The media took an interest in the consultation. 19 articles were written in
local papers and published online with various circulation figures totalling
approximately 447,604.
4.1.7 One correspondent attended seven of the eight meetings and approached
various senior managers and GP commissioners to discuss his concerns.
He raised a number of issues of detail and identified some errors in the
review data, which the review team has now corrected. The review team
also gave him a detailed response to his concerns, none of which have a
substantial impact on the overall clinical case for the proposed changes. A
summary of this detailed response from the review team is attached to this
paper as Appendix 2.

4.2

High level feedback

4.2.1 The University of Greenwich reports there was strong agreement with the
aims of the review:
10
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Over 80% of respondents strongly agreed everyone should have the
same high quality of care and hospital facilities.
70% strongly agreed that people with mental health problems make a
better and faster recovery in a calm environment
62% strongly agree crisis treatment at home should support carers as
well as service users.
4.2.2 The strength of support was less when considering whether quality of care
was more important than the distance travelled to reach it but, even on
this point, over 50% strongly agreed or agreed.
4.2.3 Concern over travel and transport was clearly a major issue for many
people and, when asked about the kind of support that would be most
helpful, people were strongly in favour of the volunteer driver scheme,
clear information and better signage. They also suggested support with
payment of fares, a subsidized shuttle service and working with the
Medway Foundation Trust or the local council to pursue a cheaper public
transport solution.
4.2.4 When asked about their priorities, the themes were:
Access (including, coverage, amount of travel, how local the service
was and how quickly the service could be accessed)
Greater resources
The quality of individual care (including the family and more
personalized care) and
The quality of service provision (organisational improvements,
multidisciplinary teams, transition between services, more and better
services)
Community provision VXPPHGXSE\WKLVTXRWH³3ULRULW\VKRXOGEHWR
give prompt, effective and satisfactory home treatment to patients and
carers of the mentally sick to prevent relapse and minimise recurrent
KRVSLWDOL]DWLRQ´
Compound impact of changes ± Mental Health service users made
the point that they were being affected by several changes to public
services including the changes to the benefit system, supported
housing and charges being introduced for some social care services.
4.2.5 What people want from centres of excellence are: a better patient
experience, a better range of staff 24/7, more personal service. They
expect them to provide a high quality environment, better resources, and
appropriate treatment. People welcomed the idea of calm environments
with better personal facilities. They also asked that staff provide a
response to questions raised and work better with carers by giving more
practical advice and information so that both service users and carers
could understand and receive the support they need from this complex
system. This was, they said, particularly necessary when service users
were being discharged.
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4.2.6 In terms of CRHT they would like an improvement in the quality and
availability of support, more personalised care, better staffing, information
and continuity.
4.2.7 The support for plans for Psychiatric Intensive Care were less clear cut
with just over a third agreeing, a third disagreeing, and just under a third
unsure.
4.2.8 In terms of options for Swale service users, 141 respondents chose an
option with 66 not indicating a preference.
62% chose Option A Priority House
11% chose Option B Littlebrook Hospital
FKRVH2SWLRQ&6W0DUWLQ¶V+RVSLWDO
4.3

Profile of survey respondents

4.3.1 The final section of the survey tells us about the respondents :
39% were service users
13% carers
11% members of the public
11% health and social care staff
17% felt they represented a combination of the above
6% fitted none of these categories
3 % were organisational responses.
4.3.2 In geographical terms:
34% came from the east Kent catchment area,
27% from Medway and Swale,
12% from the Priority House (west Kent) catchment area and
9% from north Kent the Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley area, with
13% of respondents did not provide a postcode.

4.4

Evaluation of the consultation process

4.4.1 The University of Greenwich research team also independently evaluated
the consultation process undertaken. Its findings are shown in Table 1
below.
Issue
Public consultation processes are
governed by legislative requirements
7KH µ6WUHQJWKHQLQJ SXEOLF DQG SDWLHQW
HQJDJHPHQW¶ HOHPHQW RI WKH IRXU WHVWV
for NHS Reconfigurations

Evaluation
Based on the evidence received to date... this
requirement is fully met
Evidence is provided of strengthening public
and patient engagement in the report. The full
consultation document describes the process
used to solicit early views and what these
were and how they informed the development
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of options. Based on this evidence the criterion
has been met.
The seven criteria of HM Government
Code of Practice on Consultation
1. When to consult ± Formal The mental health acute crisis care review
consultation should take place at a timetable allows for reporting on the results from

stage when there is scope to influence the public consultation, before recommendations
are made by KMPT to the NHS Cluster board who
the policy outcome
are the decision making organisations, hence there
is sufficient time for the public viewpoint to be fed
in to the decision making process. The survey
document stated that: ³1R GHFLVLRQV KDYH EHHQ
taken yet and your views are important in helping
XV PDNH WKH ULJKW RQHV´ Based on this evidence
the criterion has been met.

2. Duration of the Consultation ±
Consultations should normally last for
at least 12 weeks with consideration
given to longer timescales where
feasible and sensible.
3. Clarity of Scope and Impact ±
Consultation documents should be
clear about the consultation process,
what is being proposed, the scope to
influence and the expected costs and
benefits of the proposals

The public consultation began on 26th July 2012
and ended on 26th October 2012, which is a total of
13 weeks. Based on this evidence the criterion has
been met.

A consultation document was provided, which
explained the process and proposals, and gave the
respondents the opportunity to comment on the
advantages and disadvantages of the options
proposed. Affordability is discussed but costs for
each option are not included. The full financial
consequences of the redesign will only be known
when the decision is made. Based on this
evidence the criterion has been largely met.

4. Accessibility of consultation exercises ± This criterion is evaluated in the reach and range
Consultation exercises should be section of this report. See below for further detail.
designed to be accessible to, and Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
clearly targeted at, those people the
exercise is intended to reach
5. The burden of consultation ± Keeping
the burden of consultation to a
minimum is essential if consultations
are tR EH HIIHFWLYH DQG LI FRQVXOWHHV¶
buy-in to the process is to be obtained.

The consultation document is 31 pages in length,
presented in colour with photographs as well as
text. Sections include: the reasons for change, the
proposals, what the options are, frequently asked
questions and a summary. There is also a 12 page
summary document. The survey was eight pages
in length with 17 closed questions, seven open
ended questions and three questions with both
open and closed components.
The survey was also available online. Other
ways of the public providing feedback included
emailing comments, attending public meetings,
outreach events or focus groups. There were
multiple ways of accessing information and
responding. Based on this evidence the criterion
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6. Responsiveness
of
consultation
exercises ±
Consultation responses
should be analysed carefully and clear
feedback should be provided to
participants following the consultation.

7. Capacity to consult ± Officials running
consultations should seek guidance in
how to run an effective consultation
exercise and share what they have
learned from the experience.

has been met.
Consultation responses were independently
analysed and reported by the University of
Greenwich Centre for Nursing and Healthcare
Research, to KMPT and NHS Kent and Medway,
taking into account the public view. Based on this
evidence the criterion has been met. At this stage,
we are currently unable to assess the participant
feedback mechanisms as this aspect of the
consultation process is still pending.
The consultation exercise was instigated by KMPT
and conducted by the Assistant Director of Citizen
Engagement, a role which specialises in
communications with the public for the NHS Kent
and Medway. The commissioning brief was also
informed by the Requirements under section 242
and 244 of the Public Involvement in Health Act
2007 suggesting national guidance had been
sought and followed. Based on this evidence the
criterion has been met.

Consultation documents were available in Paper versions of the full and summary
different formats
consultation documents were offered in Polish,
Czech, Chinese, Romanian and Slovak.
Accessibility was provided with Braille, easy read
paper or audio versions. All of these could be
obtained by telephone or email.
Consultation documents and surveys were The survey and consultation document were sent
widely distributed
to, for example, the Ethnic Minority Independent
Council with 10 copies each of Czech, Nepalese
and Chinese documents. Paper copies of the
consultation document and surveys were handed
out at the outreach events.
Taking public views
Public meetings were held in all catchment areas
of Kent and Medway, in all the main towns and
cities. Each meeting began with an explanation of
the consultation and survey by a representative
from KMPT involved in the service redesign. All
emails, letters, calls and petitions were recorded
and responded to.
Table 1: Independent University of Greenwich evaluation of the consultation process

4.4.2 The University team highlighted a number of learning points, mostly
related to ways of improving the survey design, its questions and the data
collection tools, which would have facilitated the analysis of responses.
They also said the consultation documents in paper and electronic formats
ZHUH LQ D ³ZHOO SUHVHQWHG DQG XVHU IULHQGO\ IRUPDW´ DQG WKDW ³other
consultations would benefit from using a similar format´.
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4.5

Health Gateway Review

4.5.1 In the last three days of the consultation period, a team of three provided
by the Department of Health conducted a Health Gateway Review 0 :
Strategic Assessment, centred around the implementation phase of the
programme. They interviewed 15 members of the programme team and a
small number of key stakeholders and reported to DavLG7DPVLWW.037¶V
Director of Acute Services on 26 October.
4.5.2 The purposes were to
Confirm the SURJUDPPH¶Voutcomes and objectives (and the way they
fit together) make the necessary contribution to the overall strategy of
the organisation and its senior management
Ensure the programme is supported by key stakeholders
CRQILUPWKHSURJUDPPH¶VSRWHQWLDOWRVXFFHHGKDVEHHQFRQVLGHUHGLQ
a wider context
Review arrangements for leading, managing and monitoring the
programme and its main risks
Check that the programme is resourced and that plans for the next
stage are realistic and feasible and join up with other programmes
(internal and external) and
After the initial review, check progress against plans and expected
achievement of outcomes.
4.5.3 The review team made six timely recommendations, shown in Table 2.
Recommendation
Timing
1. The Programme Team should continue to develop a
detailed response to the emerging findings from the
consultation to fully support the final submissions to the Do Now
approving bodies.

Action
Done ± see sections
5 and 6 of this paper
and
ongoing
discussions
with
stakeholders
2. The Programme Team should identify the main
Done ± marked in
By Jan
initiatives required to achieve the anticipated outcomes and
Implementation Plan
2013
put in place a performance framework to assure delivery.
see Appendix 3
3. The Programme Manager should implement a
Done ± reported to
comprehensive risk and issues management process and By Nov KMPT Board in
produce and maintain an updated risk register to reflect the 2012
January 2013
current status of the Programme.
4. The Programme Team should produce contingency
Done ± reported to
plans to address the risks associated with challenge and By Nov KMPT Board January
delay in order to maintain momentum in seeking better 2012
2013
patient outcomes and increased efficiencies.
5. The Programme Team should prepare a detailed
Done ± attached to
implementation plan which captures all of the activities, By Nov this
paper
at
dependencies between all of the workstreams and which 2012
Appendix 3
identifies the critical path.
6. The SRO should review and implement new governance
Done ± KMPT NED,
arrangements to ensure clear reporting and accountability
Medway/ Swale CCG
Do Now
lines for performance and delivery.
GPs and service user
on Programme Board
Table 2: Health Gateway Team recommendations to KMPT
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4.6

Important additional information

4.6.1 In November 2012, the independent Schizophrenia Commission
established by Rethink Mental Illness published its report The Abandoned
Illness following a year of research by its 14 experts. Their work focused,
in particular, on the delivery of adult mental health services. It is
especially interesting that this was being undertaken at the time of the
Kent and Medway review and redesign programme and its formal public
consultation process.
4.6.2 7KH &RPPLVVLRQ¶V ZRUN LQYROYHG VL[ IRUPDO HYLGHQFH-gathering sessions
from 80 people who have lived with schizophrenia or psychosis, family
members and carers, health and social care practitioners and researchers.
SHRSOHUHVSRQGHGWRWKH&RPPLVVLRQ¶VVXUYH\RQOLQH
4.6.3 Their report makes a number of crucial points about healthcare offered to
adults with severe mental illness and VD\V ³(QVXULQJ JRRG TXDOLW\ DFXWH
services are in place must be a top priority for the commissioners and
SURYLGHUVRIPHQWDOKHDOWKVHUYLFHV³
4.6.4 It FDOOV IRU ³D UDGLFDO RYHUKDXO RI SRRU DFXWH FDUH XQLWV´ DQG VD\V
³Recovery houses can offer an alternative to an acute admission or be a
half-way house back to WKHFRPPXQLW\DIWHUWLPHRQDQDFXWHZDUG´,QWKH
VDPH VHFWLRQ LW VD\V ³$OWHUQDWLYH SURYLGHUV VXFK DV YROXQWDU\
organisations and charitable housing associations should be involved in
discussions about expanding this provision. We recommend that Clinical
Commissioning Groups and providers explore alternatives to admission as
SDUWRIWKHLUSODQVIRUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIDFXWHFDUHDQGFULVLVVHUYLFHV´
4.6.5 7KH UHSRUW ZKLFK PDNHV  UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV VD\V ³:H IRXQG EURDG
agreement about the changes that need to be made to transform the lives
of those with schizophrenia or psychosis and of their families.
Encouragingly, we also had support from a range of organisations and
SUDFWLWLRQHUVIRURXUDSSURDFK´
4.6.6 ,W DGGV ³7KHUH DUH WKLQJV ZH FDQ EXLOG RQ ,Q WKH ODVW 20 years much
progress has been made in understanding schizophrenia and psychosis.
There have been many positive developments including the growth of the
service user movement, initiatives like crisis resolution teams and early
intervention in psychosis services, exercise prescriptions, investment in
new IT systems and direct payments. There are now more single sex
acute care units with individual rooms, flexible day centre provision and
multi-GLVFLSOLQDU\WHDPZRUNLQJ´
4.6.7 It also says³:HFRPPHQGWKHLQnovative and progressive mental health
services that are being delivered in some areas as well as the
Government Strategy No Health without Mental Health which provides a
good foundation for building the attitudes and values that we need. We are
hopeful that outcomes can be improved for everyone affected by severe
mental illness. But it will require a radical overhaul of the system including
16
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an integrated approach with health and social services working together, a
greater emphasis on patient preferences and a widespread application of
flexible and innovative solutions. We do know what works ± OHW¶VDSSO\LW´
4.6.8 The charity Mind produced Mental health crisis care: commissioning
excellence, a briefing for Clinical Commissioning Groups in November
2012, highlighting the uneven provision across the country. Following a
Freedom of Information request to mental health trusts around the
country, Mind established that referrals to crisis care ranged from 42-430
per 10,000 population. KMPT receives 147, above the average of 107. It
visits service users in crisis an average of 14 times. The range across the
country is 1-23 visits and the average is 8.
4.6.9 The briefing points out that having a range of alternatives to hospital
admission facilitates service user choice, meets a diversity of needs and
helps CRHTs work more effectively. Examples include:
Crisis houses, sanctuaries and recovery houses
Retreats/respite care
Peer/survivor-led services
Host families
Crisis-focused therapeutic programmes

4.7

Conclusions

4.7.1

Based on all the above consultation and engagement, the following
conclusions are drawn:
a.

The work on which the consultation was based has been examined
independently and found to be clinically sound and of high quality.

b.

The independent research team analysing the consultation
responses is clear that the consultation has been properly
conducted.

c.

6WDNHKROGHUVVWURQJO\VXSSRUWHGWKHFRQVXOWDWLRQ¶VDLPV

d.

Two-thirds of respondents supported the proposals in Option A,
giving a clear mandate to proceed

e.

A number of key issues raised in the consultation need to be
addressed to facilitate establishing and embedding the proposed
changes

f.

None of these issues is of sufficient substance reasonably to prevent
the proposed changes going ahead

g.

The proposed centres of excellence are the kind of acute units that
the Schizophrenia Commission wants to see established.
17
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5

ADDRESSING THE POINTS RAISED IN CONSULTATION

5.1 Travel and transport
5.1.1 KMPT staff are expanding the volunteer driver scheme and preparing clear
travel information for CRHTs and Centres of Excellence to hand out, as
well as making it available on the Trust website.
5.1.2 Carers from Swale and Medway are involved with staff from KMPT in a
group preparing the transport plan to support visitors to patients from
these two areas to their new acute units . This group is considering all the
issues outlined in the consultation document including:
Estimating the funding needed to cover higher fare repayments for
claimants
Exploring use of hospital transport economies of scale with acute
providers
Checking that bus times work well with end of ward visiting times: at
Little Brook Hospital, Dartford, visiting times are currently 3pm - 5pm
and 6pm - 8pm, Monday to Friday and flexible at weekends and Bank
Holidays; at Priority House, Maidstone, visiting times are currently
4pm ± 8pm except during the 6-6.30pm protected meal time, and at
weekends and Bank Holidays 2pm-8pm except during the 6-6.30
protected meal time. There is always flexibility in difficult
circumstances, and that judgment is made by the ward manager/nurse
in charge. No-one wants people to have a long wait for a bus if they
stay to the end of the ward day
9ROXQWDU\ WUDQVSRUWµEXGG\LQJ¶ IRU VHUYLFH XVHUV DQG FDUHUV IURP
localities affected
Secure transport for the safe transfer of patients between sites and
PICU
Liaising with the Police to ensure best use of Section 136 admission
Use of web technology (e.g. Skype) to support community teamward/patient liaison
Service user forum based web technology to support family/carer
communications
Further integration of CRHTs and acute ward resources for service
XVHUV¶EHQHILW
A week-long audit of transport used by visitors, which was done in the
summer, showing that most used their own transport whichever unit
they were visiting.

5.2

Service user priorities expressed in the consultation

5.2.1 Access:
a. Sheppey service users were clear in the consultation that they want
access to some crisis care on the island. The CCG and KMPT will

18
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discuss the feasibility of this and whether it could be aligned with the
walk-in centre at Sheppey Hospital.
b. Medway service users were clear in the consultation that they want to
see another alternative to admission available in Medway. KMPT is
looking into whether the local CRHT base in Medway could be with the
Liaison Psychiatry Service at Medway Maritime Hospital, so service
users have a clear place to go when necessary.
c. Medway councillors also expressed disquiet at the relocation of
services. In view of the campaign by Rethink and Mind, possibly
Medway Council could discuss with the voluntary sector the feasibility
of establishing and running a Recovery House in Medway to provide
an alternative to hospital admission DQGWRHDVHSHRSOH¶VUHWXUQKRPH
from a hospital stay.
5.2.2 Greater resources:
a. Three STR workers have already been appointed in Medway to work
with the CRHT to ensure more continuity of care for service users,
more time, and practical support for carers and service users.
b. 11 STR workers were recruited in East Kent in December
c. 11 STR workers will be recruited in West Kent once the ward changes
have taken place and the funding is released.
5.2.3 The quality of individual care and the quality of overall service provision is
being improved by
a.

The addition of STR workers who provide respite for carers and
additional support to service users

b.

A more consistent approach to care across the area - KMPT is
working to ensure the CRHTs across Kent and Medway work
consistently with clients wherever they live in the area. It is also
monitoring the impacts from initiatives to develop alternatives to
hospital admission and will report publicly on the emerging picture in
March 2013 after its acute care clinicians have examined the
situation

c.

The role of the Discharge Co-ordinator provides service users with
practical support removing barriers to discharge such as problems
with housing or utilities. It has been piloted in East Kent and
reviewed in November 2012, when it was found to have achieved a
significant reduction in out of area placements, which were down
from 35 in August to just four in October. This resulted in savings as
well as improved support for service users so KMPT proposes to
appoint Discharge Co-ordinators in Dartford and Maidstone too. At
the same time, KMPT is overhauling its protocols and practice
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throughout the acute care pathway and this work is expected to be
completed by March 2013
d.

Therapy at evenings and weekends too - In preparing for Payment
E\ 5HVXOWV .037¶V DFXWH VHUYLFH KDV GHYHORSHG SDFNDJHV RI
therapeutic interventions for service users in hospital which are
based on NICE standards and best practice and will make those
available in the centres of excellence in the evenings and at
weekends as well as during the day. This means the overall service
is better and individuals will have more support in reaching their care
plan goals.

e.

Peer support workers - Research evidence from Recovery
Scotland indicates that peer support workers ± people who are
themselves in recovery from mental illness ± are a valuable addition
to the multi-disciplinary team supporting service users. This
approach is being introduced by KMPT in December 2012 at Little
%URRN +RVSLWDO 'DUWIRUG DQG DW 6W 0DUWLQ¶V +RVSLWDO &DQWHUEXU\
and at Priority House, Maidstone, in May 2013. It will be evaluated in
June and, if the achievements are sufficient, a plan to expand it to
CRHT work will be prepared in July.

f.

Working better with protected groups ± a conference involving
service users, carers and agencies representing older people,
younger people, those with disabilities, gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender groups, parents, those of different races, men and
women and people of different faiths considered the consultation
document and commented on how the proposals could affect them.
The Trust is working hard to improve its connections with the
communities it serves, and will build upon the local knowledge of the
community and voluntary sector to support people.

6

NEXT STEPS

6.1

Implementation Plan

6.1.1 The Implementation Plan has been developed, following the closure of the
consultation and submission of the analysis of responses by the University
of Greenwich. The planning is being undertaken with input from clinicians,
KMPT Acute Service Line leadership and managers and Kent and
Medway NHS commissioners. The plan appears at Appendix 3. Key
stakeholders will continue to be briefed regularly as the next steps are
taken.
6.1.2 The planning includes draft timelines that will apply if the cluster board
approves the recommendations at its meeting on 20 February 2013 but no
action will be taken until that approval is given.
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6.1.3 The plan includes:
Staff consultation about the re-aligned jobs resulting from the
changes between 1 and 30 March 2013, with interviews in April/May
and staff in their new roles by July
Psychiatric Intensive Care
Two Band 6 psychiatric nurses to provide Psychiatric Intensive
Care Outreach support to the East Kent centre of excellence
IURP0D\7KH\ZLOOKDYHDEDVHDW6W0DUWLQ¶V, Canterbury,
but be managed from the PICU at Dartford. They will support
staff in the East Kent centre of excellence with strategies to work
with patients who are particularly unwell, so that fewer of those
patients need to be transferred to PICU than in the past.
All Canterbury-based Psychiatric Intensive Care patients to
move to the Willow Suite in Dartford by 30 April 2013

East Kent centre of excellence
A £400,000 redesign and
refurbishment of Dudley Venables House on the St
0DUWLQ¶V
Canterbury, site to convert the building from a Psychiatric Intensive
Care Unit to a modern, light and airy therapeutic acute unit space is
expected to be completed by 1 August 2013. The work will involve
establishing a new dedicated de-escalation suite where staff can take
patients who need to calm down away from the busy-ness of the
whole unit. A total of 14 bedrooms will be created with modern toilet
and bathroom facilities for patients to share in segregated male and
female areas.
West Kent centre of excellence
Sittingbourne and Sheppey patients to routinely use the acute
unit at Priority House, Maidstone, from August 2013
Around £40,000 to be spent on improving the Section 136 suite
at Priority House, used for people with apparent mental health
problems who are brought in by the police for assessment The
work should be completed by August 2013
Plans to upgrade the accommodation in Priority House are being
drafted, with a capital bid due to be submitted in January 2013
and the work completed by August.
The Crisis Lounge being piloted in Maidstone will be evaluated in
July.
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North Kent centre of excellence
Medway patients to begin routinely using the acute unit at
Dartford from August 2013, once Birch Ward in Dartford has
been refurbished and prepared for its new role.
Medway CRHT is being strengthened by 3 STR workers,
currently being recruited to offer crisis day care in the Medway
towns. If Option A goes ahead, Medway will recruit a further 4
STR workers.

7

RECOMMENDATIONS
The CCG/KMPT/Cluster Board is recommended to
a. Approve the implementation of Option A in line with the plan at
Appendix 3
b. Approve the actions in response to the points raised by respondents
to the consultation
c. Endorse the Implementation Plan
d.

Encourage the establishment of a Recovery House in Medway
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JHOSC Supplementary Information: 30.01.2013
1.

Updated information on the numbers of Medway residents accessing
acute mental health services outside Medway, and the associated
costs, over the last four years:

Patients staying in the KMPT area
1.1 As acute mental health services have been commissioned jointly from
KMPT by Medway and Kent PCTs/CCGs throughout this period, there are
no additional costs to either of them when their residents are treated in
any KMPT unit, whether it is in their home area or not.
1.2 Increasing numbers of patients have been crossing the boundary between
the two council areas in the last couple of years as a result of the
imbalance in bed distribution. The proposals we have been consulting on
are designed to address this because it is much better for service users
and their carers if the local Crisis Resolution Home Treatment team
(CRHT) has strong links with the hospital unit serving their area.
1.3 The situation was aggravated when the CQC required four High
Dependency beds in the East Kent Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit to be
removed in 2010/11 and the impact is clear in Table 1, which shows sharp
increases in the percentages of Medway patient ward stays at nonMedway wards. The CQC requirement meant that more East Kent
patients have been treated in Medway since then and, consequently, more
Medway patients have been treated in Maidstone and Dartford and the
balance of bed usage and its management has been upset.
Patients placed outside the KMPT area
1.4 Kent and Medway patients sometimes have to be placed outside the
KMPT area (when they need the level of services that KMPT normally
provides) ZKHQDOO.037¶VEHGVDUHRFFXSLHG:KHQWKLVKDSSHQV.037
has to pick up the bill and make its accounts balance: so the issue
becomes a cost pressure within KMPT. These costs do not impact on
local health expenditure. There were no such placements from Medway in
2009/10, 20010/11 or 2011/12. But in the first nine months of 2012/13, 16
Medway patients were treated outside KMPT and the related cost
pressure is £110,348.
1.5 Trusts from many different areas of England have been reporting similar
sharp rises in Out of Area Placements between January and October
2012 but the increase is too recent for there yet to be any clear
understanding of why this has been happening. Acute care Hospital
Trusts also reported seeing a peak of admissions during this period.
1.6 KMPT addressed this situation by introducing a discharge co-ordinator in
east Kent and this has been successful in helping patients with the
practical aspects of returning home, reducing delayed discharges and
VXSSRUWLQJSDWLHQWV¶WLPHO\WUDQVLWLRQIURPDFXWHLQSDWLHQWFDUHWR
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community/treatment at home. This improvement has also had a positive
impact on bed management in Medway and west Kent.
1.7 It is perhaps worth noting that all acute mental health services have seen
an increase in their work in the last few years, apparently linked to the
impact on individuals of the global economic situation. This has put
Community Mental Health Teams and the CRHT teams, who have been
treating many of these people, under some pressure, which the current
proposals are also designed to alleviate.
Out of Area clinical specialisms
1.8 Each year, a very small number of Medway patients have needed highly
specialist treatment in other parts of the country. Examples include
specialist treatment for eating disorders and for individuals with learning
disabilities and an unusually high degree of challenging behaviour. These
so-called Out of Area Placements are only made when clinically
QHFHVVDU\LHZKHQWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VQHHGVLVEH\RQGWKH
scope of non-specialist units, either because they need higher levels of
staffing or specific staff skills.
Data
1.8 Table 1 below shows the number and percentages of Medway patients
staying at KMPT units outside Medway and at specialist units outside KMPT
since April 2008.
2010/11

2011/12

*Apr ²
Dec 12

13400

11023

8782

6791

2144

1162

1374

1529

1005

13.6

8.7

12.5

17.4

14.8

2008/9

2009/10

Medway patients ward stays
(total)
Medway patients ward stays
at non Medway wards (total)

15784

% of Medway patient ward
stays at non Medway wards
Medway patient ward stays non
KMPT (total)
% Medway patient ward stays at
non KMPT wards
Medway patients (number of
individuals)
Medway patients at non Medway
wards (number of individuals)
% of Medway patients staying
at non Medway wards (within
KMPT)
Medway patients at non KMPT
beds
% of Medway patients staying at
non KMPT wards

N/A

0

0

0

167

N/A

0

0

0

2.5

269

277

273

283

317

67

83

95

94

79

24.9

30.0

34.8

33.2

24.9

N/A

0

0

0

16

N/A

0

0

0

5%

Table 1: Medway patient ward stays outside Medway 2008/9 ² December 2012
*Note: data for April ± Dec 2012 cannot be used for year on year comparison.
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1.10 Table 2, also below, shows the KMPT patients resident in east and west
.HQWZKRVWD\HGLQ0HGZD\¶V$%ORFNLQ the current year.
West and east Kent patient ward stays in Medway (total)
Patient overspills within KMPT bed stock by East and West Kent into
Medway (total)

1405
88

East Kent patients staying in Medway wards
% of East Kent patients bed days staying in Medway wards

59
13.92%

West Kent patients staying in Medway wards
% of West Kent patients bed days staying in Medway wards

29
3.54%

% of Medway patients bed days staying in east Kent wards
% of Medway patients bed days staying in west Kent wards

2.12%
14.03%

Table 2: Residents from East and West Kent treated in Medway·V A Block between
April-Dec 2012
2.

Details of the levels of staffing at Medway A-block over the last four
years along with an analysis of the changes, which could have
affected demand:

2.1 Staffing levels for each KMPT ward are set in line with the number of
beds/patients to be cared for. A consistent policy is applied across every
KMPT facility ensuring parity, based upon national practice and in line with
other mental health inpatient units. The staff ratio on all acute inpatient
wards in KMPT is 6:6:3. (Early: Late: Night shifts).
2.2 +RZHYHUVWDIILQJLVLQFUHDVHGZKHQSDWLHQWV¶ acuity and the needs of
individual patients within the ward increases, such as a number of patients
requiring 1:1 observations.
2.3 2YHUDOOVWDIILQJDW0HGZD\¶V$%ORFNKDVLQFUHDVHGLQWKHODVW three years,
the skill mix has been enhanced and the number of senior staff has gone
up significantly since 2010. This is because those admitted to A Block now
are more acutely ill than they might have been when admitted there in the
past, due to the successful support now given to service users at home by
the Crisis Resolution Home Treatment team.
2.4 Table 3 shows the detailed breakdown of staff changes LQ0HGZD\¶V$
Block over the last four years. The differences between the numbers of
budgeted posts and staff actually in post are due to vacancies, which are
covered by locum staff so that the service is delivered.
2.5 The figures for 2009/10 reflect a time when ward sizes varied because the
service was run for all ages together, rather than separating mental illness
from dementia as now, and there was a high vacancy rate.
2.6 Vacancies are peaking again now, due to the uncertainty caused by the
year of discussion and debate preceding a decision about Centres of
Excellence.
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Sapphire ward establishment
Budget:
Position
Ward Manager
Deputy Ward
Manager
Senior staff nurse
Staff nurse
Healthcare
assistant
Total

2009/10
(March 10)
1:00
2:00

2010/11
(March 11)
1:00
2:00

2011/12
(March 12)
1:00
2:00

2012/13
(Dec 12)
1:00
2:00

0.80
9.33
6.67

0.96
8.74
9.77

0:00
6.87
12.13

0:00
10.13
10.27

19.80

22.47

22.0

23.40

2009/10
(March 10)
1.00
0.91

2010/11
(March 11)
1.00
2.00

2011/12
(March 12)
1.00
2.00

2012/13
(Dec 12)
1.00
2.00

0.00
3.99
2.80

1.00
8.47
10.40

1.00
7.41
8.00

1.00
6.41
8.00

8.70

22.87

19.41

18.41

2009/10
(March 10)
1.00
2.00

2010/11
(March 11)
1.00
2.00

2011/12
(March 12)
1.00
2.00

2012/13
(Dec 12)
1.00
2.00

2.00
6.80
10.53

0.96
8.74
9.77

0.00
6.87
12.13

0.00
10.13
10.27

22.33

22.47

22.00

23.40

2009/10
(March 10)
0.00
2.00

2010/11
(March 11)
1.00
1.91

2011/12
(March 12)
1.00
1.91

2012/13
(Dec 12)
1.00
1.91

0.00
5.20
12.80

0.00
7.80
8.80

0.00
9.60
9.80

0.00
7.20
7.20

20.00

19.51

22.31

17.71

In Post
Position
Ward Manager
Deputy Ward
Manager
Senior staff nurse
Staff nurse
Healthcare
assistant
Total

Emerald Ward establishment
Budget:
Position
Ward Manager
Deputy Ward
Manager
Senior staff nurse
Staff nurse
Healthcare
assistant
Total

In Post
Position
Ward Manager
Deputy Ward
Manager
Senior staff nurse
Staff nurse
Healthcare
assistant
Total

7DEOH%UHDNGRZQRIVWDIILQJLQ0HGZD\·V$%ORFNRYHUWKHODVWIRXU\HDUV
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The difference between budgeted posts and staff in post reflects
vacancies, which are covered by locum staff. KMPT has worked to gain
consistency in both staff numbers and skill mix in all its wards. The posts
for qualified staff have increased to cater for the more acute and complex
needs of patients admitted to hospital these days.
2.5

Table 4 below illustrates the bed base of the wards LQ0HGZD\¶V$%ORFN
over the past four years, demonstrating that the staff to patient ratio has
been further increased than Table 3 indicates, due to a reduction in beds
and therefore in patients requiring care at any one time..
ward
Sapphire
Emerald

Number of
beds 2010
16
21

Number of
beds 2011
16
19

Number of
beds 2012
16
19

Number of
beds 2013
16
19

7DEOH%HGVLQWKHZDUGVLQ0HGZD\·V$%ORFNRYHUWKHODVWIRXU\HDUV

3.

Details of the staffing of the different CRHTs across Kent and
Medway, with the location of the new and proposed Support Time
Recovery Workers indicated clearly:

3.1

In addition to investing in more ward staff, KMPT has also strengthened
its community-based services Crisis Resolution & Home Treatment
(CRHT) Teams and Liaison Psychiatry teams.

3.2

Liaison Psychiatry is based at Medway Maritime Hospital, providing
support to staff in A&E and on general wards when they are dealing with
patients who are service users or who appear to have mental health
problems as well as any physical health issues they may be at the hospital
for. This service is not affected by the proposals in the public consultation
and will continue to be provided at the hospital.

3.3

Medway CRHT will, as now, be based with the Medway inpatient facilities
because close links between ward staff and CRHT ensure a proven better
service to users and their carers. If Option A is put in place, for example,
Medway CRHT would have their base in Dartford ± but they would also
have a presence in Medway and spend much of their time working in
Medway. KMPT is also exploring a satellite crisis presence/team in
Medway.

3.4 Community mental health services, for those not in an acute phase of
illness, which are used by the vast majority of mental health service users
will continue to be based in Medway. They will be in a new base at
Canada House in Gillingham, with Recovery and Access services colocated for the first time.
STR workers
3.5
A dozen Support Time and Recovery staff are currently being recruited
to the two CRHTs in East Kent and three are being recruited to Medway
as part of the re-enablement project.
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3.6

3.7

If Option A is implemented, a further 11.36 WTE STR workers will be
recruited for teams in West Kent and Medway. Four of these will be in
Medway, in addition to three being recruited at the moment ± an increase
of seven full-time staff spending most of their time in Medway working
ZLWKWKHDUHD¶VVHUYLFHXVHUVDVSDUWRI 0HGZD\¶V&5+7 ± along with
four more in Maidstone and South West Kent and three in Dartford.
Should future demand analysis demonstrate greater need in a particular
locality, KMPT will adjust the allocation of STR workers accordingly.
Table 5 below shows the current and future CRHT staffing across Kent
and Medway.

Staff Type

Dartford

Medway

Maidstone
/ SWK

North East
Kent

South
East Kent

CURRENT
Team Leader
Qualified Nursing/OT
Unqualified Nursing/OT
STR Worker
Social Worker

1.00
11.67
3.60
0.00
0.00

1.00
19.39
3.47
0.00
0.00

2.00
21.27
1.00
6.73
1.00

1.00
22.46
11.69
0.79
1.00

1.00
14.80
11.44
0.79
0.50

Current Total

16.27

23.86

32.00

36.94

28.53

6.00

6.00

ADDITIONAL STAFF CURRENTLY BEING RECRUITED
STR Worker

-

3.00

-

ADDITIONAL STAFF IN OPTION A
STR Worker

3.36

4.00

4.00

-

-

Future Total

19.63

30.86

36.00

42.94

34.53

Table 5: current and future CRHT staffing across Kent and Medway

4.

Travel plan ± progress to date:

4.1

From the feedback during the early stages of the review and consultation
we know there are concerns about travel, particularly for family and
carers visiting inpatient facilities out of their local area. We have
established a transport group which includes a service user to oversee
the development of the transport plan.

4.2

The plan includes the following elements:
Understanding current access to inpatient wards: We audited the
number and types of transport used by visitors to our acute inpatient
services. This snapshot taken in the summer indicated that most
visitors used their own transport, including those visiting 0HGZD\¶V$
Block.
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Public Transport: Service users from Medway and Swale have also
tested the various public transport options from Medway and Swale to
Dartford and details were included in the consultation. KMPT is
completing work over the next month to identify any issues around
evenings, weekends and bank holidays and will ensure our transport
plan and guidance meets the needs of those visiting the service. We
will also look at transport links from main towns around Kent and
Medway to the three Centres of Excellence and take account of any
flexibility required from inpatient units to facilitate visiting, while
ensuring patients have sufficient opportunity to engage in treatment
and therapeutic programmes while in hospital. Currently, all inpatient
units have flexible visiting times with restrictions only around meal
times.
Communication: Availability of bus, train times, walking routes from
the nearest bus stop and driving directions will all be available in each
inpatient unit, from CRHTs and on the Trust website. $µSODQ\RXU
MRXUQH\¶VHFWLRQLVEHLQJGHYHORSHGRQWKH7UXVW¶V website and a
frequently asked question sheet is also being developed to address
some common issues about inpatient services, such as visiting
arrangements, attending meetings etc.
Voluntary Transport: Access to the voluntary transport scheme will
be available for those unable or who do not wish to use public
transport. There is a charge for this service so that the expenses of
the driver are covered. We are exploring the possibility of developing
a discretionary scheme to support access to the acute service.
Hospital leave: The voluntary transport scheme will also be used to
facilitate, as required, leave from hospital as soon as any change
resulting from the consultation proposals is in place.
Guidance: Guidance notes will be developed to ensure clinical staff
consider travel implications for visitors (carers, family, friends) when
arranging meetings, leave etc. so that meetings are arranged at
minimal inconvenience for those wanting to attend, including using
Skype to support meetings that carers cannot physically attend.
Technology: The Trust will provide patients with access to the
internet using dedicated Trust computers so that they can maintain
contact with family and friends through email and Skype as well as
accessing online systems and services they might ordinarily use at
home, including internet banking, shopping, games, social
networking and so on.
The Trust already has three such facilities in place and, once any
early lessons have been noted, will roll out 50 internet-connected
computers for patients to use across the Trust. The roll-out is
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expected to take three months, with each ward having at least one
computer.
The Trust is also working on setting up free Wi-Fi access for patients
to use the internet on their own computers and smartphones while
staying on the wards, just as they can at home. This is likely to be
facilitated through the care planning process and to include an
advanced agreement about when patients will be able to access the
internet and the times when their phones will be taken from them ±
while they have treatment, for example.
The transport group is also exploring the possibility of CPA meetings
being held via the Trust internal video conferencing where the
community teams could participate via video link with the inpatient
unit. The group will explore this and the possibility for Carers and
GPs who wish to attend the meeting but are unable to travel could
participate by using the video conference facility at the local CMHT.
4.3

Example public transport journey times from Rochester, Chatham and
Gillingham to Little Brook Hospital, researched by a service user and
which when supplied to visitors include links to the bus and train company
websites and a text code for up-to-date bus service information, are:-

Public Transport from Rochester to Littlebrook Hospital Dartford (Visiting
hours 5:30pm ± 8pm)
4:19pm
Rochester ± Medway (From the centre of Rochester (Medway))
Walk for about 11 minutes to
4:30pm
Rochester Rail Station
PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares etc
Take Southeastern Train towards London Charing Cross Rail
Station and get off at:
4:58pm
Dartford Rail Station
Walk about 5 minutes to
5:09pm
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop D (on Home Gardens
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 492 towards Bluewater bus
station and get off at
5:15pm
Dartford, Stone House Hospital (E-Bound) (on London Road)
Walk about 12 mins to
5:27pm
Littlebrook Hospital, Greenacres, Bow Arrow Lane, Dartford, Kent
DA2 6PB.
Return journey
8:19pm
Leave Littlebrook Hospital
Walk about 14 minutes to
8:33pm
Dartford, adj Brent School (on London Road) [SMS: kntatmwp]
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 490 towards Dartford, Prospect
Place
Get off at
8:39pm
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop X (on Home Gardens)
Walk about 5 minutes to
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8:55pm

9:22pm

9: 33pm

Dartford Rail Station
Take SoutheasternTrain towards Gillingham (Kent) Rail Station
Get off at
Rochester Rail Station
PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station. Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares etc
Then walk for about 11 mins to the centre of Rochester
Rochester

Public Transport Gillingham to Littlebrook Hospital, Dartford
(Visiting hours 5:30pm ± 8pm)
4:20pm
Gillingham Kent
From the centre of Gillingham walk for about 4 minutes
4:24pm
PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station. Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares etc
Take Southeastern Train towards London Charing Cross Rail
Station and get off at:
4:58pm
Dartford Rail Station
5:09pm
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop D (on Home Gardens)
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 492 towards Bluewater bus
station and get off at
5:15pm
Dartford, Stone House Hospital (E-Bound) (on London Road)
Walk about 12 minutes to
5:27pm
Littlebrook Hospital
Return journey
8:19pm
Littlebrook Hospital
Walk about 14 minutes to
8:33pm
Dartford, adj Brent School (on London Road)
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 490 towards Dartford,
Prospect Place
and get off at
8:39pm
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop X (on Home Gardens)
Walk about 5 minutes to
8:55pm
Dartford Rail Station Take Southeastern Train
and get off at
9:30pm
Gillingham (Kent) Rail Station
PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station. Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares etc
Walk for about 4 minutes to the centre of Gillingham
9:34pm
Gillingham
Public Transport from Chatham to Littlebrook Hospital Dartford (Visiting
hours 5:30pm ± 8pm)
4:18pm
Chatham (Medway), Waterfront Bus Station
Walk about 10 minutes to:
4:28pm
Chatham Rail Station
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4:58pm
5:09pm

5:15pm
5:27pm

PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station. Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares & etc
Take Southeastern Train towards London Charing Cross Rail
Station and get off at:
Dartford Rail Station
Walk about 5 minutes to
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop D (on Home Gardens)
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 492 towards Bluewater bus
station and get off at
Dartford, Stone House Hospital (E-Bound) (on London Road)
Walk about 12 minutes to
Littlebrook Hospital

Return journey
8:19pm
Littlebrook Hospital
Walk about 14 minutes to
8:33pm
Dartford, adj Brent School (on London Road) [SMS: kntatmwp]
Take Arriva Kent Thameside Bus 490 towards Dartford, Prospect
Place
Get off at
8:39pm
Dartford, Home Gardens, Stop X (on Home Gardens)
Walk about 5 minutes to
8:55pm
Dartford Rail Station Take Southeastern Train towards Gillingham
(Kent) Rail Station
Get off at
9:55pm
Chatham Rail Station
PLUSBUS ticket available with train tickets for this station. Visit:
www.plusbus.info to check fares & validity
Then walk for about 11 minutes to the centre of Chatham
(Medway)
9:36pm
Chatham
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Executive Summary
Background to Report:
This document presents the results of an analysis of the responses to the formal public consultation on
Acute Mental Health Crisis Care services which took place over a 13 week period from 26 July 2012 to 26
October 2012. The consultation was conducted by NHS Kent and Medway working in partnership with
Kent and Medway E,^ĂŶĚ Social Care Partnership Trust, and the data gathered was analysed
independently by the Centre for Nursing and Healthcare Research at the University of Greenwich.
The Consultation Process:
The consultation was widely advertised to service users, carers, members of the public and other
interested stakeholders, such as local and national organisations, who were invited to take part. Prior to
the consultation the options were discussed in Local Planning and Monitoring Groups across Kent. A
consultation document and summary were developed which outlined the need for change, findings from
ƚŚĞ ƌĞǀŝĞǁ͕ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽƉŽƐĂůƐ ĨŽƌ ͚ĂĐŚŝĞǀŝŶŐ ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ ĐĂƌĞ ŝŶ Ă ŵĞŶƚĂů ŚĞĂůƚŚ ĐƌŝƐŝƐ͛ and contained a
survey ĂƐŬŝŶŐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ͛Ɛ ǀŝĞǁƐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞƐĞ (see Appendix One). This information was also available on a
dedicated website (http://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review). Members of the public could
attend public meetings. Local mental health organisations were given the choice of attending these public
meetings, having focus groups or outreach events where the options could be discussed with service
users and carers.
Respondents were asked to consider three main areas of acute mental health service provision - the
reasons for change, three main options for service provision and their views on how to improve services.
The options proposed for changing services were:
x
x
x

Option A: Provide beds for people from Medway in Dartford, from Sittingbourne and Sheppey in
Maidstone and from Faversham in Canterbury
Option B: Provide beds for people from Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey in Dartford, from
Swanley in Maidstone, and from Faversham in Canterbury
Option C: Provide beds for people from Medway in Dartford, from Sittingbourne, Sheppey and
Faversham in Canterbury

Response:
x
x
x
x

207 surveys were returned
8 public meetings were held, with 184 attendees
13 focus groups were held, with 133 attendees
15 public outreach events were held, with approximately 290 attendees

Findings:
There was strong support for the reasons for change amongst respondents.
Of the 207 people who took part in the survey, 141 selected a preferred option and 66 did not select a
preferred option. The preferred option with the strongest response rate amongst the survey respondents
was Option A which 62% of the respondents chose. Option C was the next strongest response with 27%.
Option B was the preferred option for 11% of the respondents. Recommendations for improving acute
mental health crisis services were discussed by respondents. They wished to see more resources for
services in general; improvements in service provision; and improvement in quality of individual care.
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1. Introduction
This is a report on the review of acute crisis mental health services in Kent and Medway ʹ covering care
offered in the community primarily through the Crisis Response Home Treatment service, hospital acute
inpatient care and Psychiatric Intensive Care for younger adults, commissioned by NHS Kent and Medway
(NHS KM) and provided by Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust (KMPT). This report is
compiled by the Centre for Nursing and Healthcare Research in the School of Health and Social Care of the
University of Greenwich.
This report presents the results of an analysis of the responses to the formal public consultation on acute
mental health services in Kent and Medway; the report will be submitted to the Boards of NHS Kent and
Medway and Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust.
The aforementioned boards will ĂƐƐĞƐƐƉĞŽƉůĞ͛ƐǀŝĞǁƐĂůŽŶŐƐŝĚĞ the clinical evidence, and based upon
these principles:

x

Achievability of best possible health outcomes for service users

x

Most therapeutic environment

x

Best match to local demand

x

Affordability

x

Sustainability

(see page 26 of the Full Consultation Document in Appendix Four)
The scope of this report includes all surveys, both paper and electronic, completed by the public and
service users, during the period of the public consultation from 26th July 2012 to 26th October 2012,
provided by NHS KM and KMPT for analysis. Additionally other types of consultation activities carried out
during the period, including records of public meetings and focus groups, information collected during
outreach work - as well as letters and emails received, are presented. We also report on pre-engagement
activities (local planning meeting groups) and outreach activities during the consultation period.
The approach includes presenting the data from analysis of the surveys; exploring the public view of acute
mental health services in <ĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ DĞĚǁĂǇ͕ ĂŶĚ ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉƵďůŝĐ͛Ɛ ƉƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ ŽƉƚŝŽŶ͘ Ŷ
overview of the themes discussed at meetings and focus groups is also described.

2. How the consultation was conducted
2.1. Pre-consultation
A review of services had been underway since Oct 2011, with proposals having been developed since Jan
2012. Clinicians and commissioners had evidence which suggested that:
ͻƚŚĞƌĞǁĂƐƌĞĚƵĐŝŶŐĚĞŵĂŶĚŽǀĞƌĨŽƵƌǇĞĂƌƐĨŽƌĂĐƵƚĞůǇƵŶǁĞůůƉĞŽƉůĞƚŽƵƐĞŝŶƉĂƚŝent beds, due
to the successful alternatives established in the community since 2004
ͻ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĞƌĞ ƚŽŽ ĨĞǁ ďĞĚƐ ŝŶ ĞĂƐƚ <ĞŶƚ͕ ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁĞƌĞ ŽĨƚĞŶ ƉůĂĐĞĚ ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞ ƚŚĞ ĂƌĞĂ
covered by the community-based Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment (CRHT) team that
supported them, leading to dislocation of services and delays
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ͻ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ ůŽŶŐ-standing concern about the quality of the environment in A Block at Medway
Maritime Hospital, the inpatient unit for people from Medway and Swale, which considerable
previous efforts had been unable to address within the Medway boundary
ͻƚŚĞƌĞǁĂƐĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ͕ƚŚĂƚWsychiatric Intensive Care (PIC) was effectively supported in west Kent
by an outreach service, which was not available in east Kent and Medway
The proposals discussed with service users, carers, staff and other stakeholders were:
ͻdŽŵŽǀĞƚŽƚŚƌĞĞ͚ĐĞŶƚƌĞƐŽĨĞǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞ͛ĨŽƌĂĐƵƚĞŝŶƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ͕ǁŝƚŚĞĂĐŚƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐ͗
9 an excellent acute inpatient mental health service in itself, with a critical mass of staff and
opportunities for therapeutic interventions at weekends and into the evening; working in
fit for purpose accommodation for safe care and the promotion of recovery.
9 hubs of good practice with a research programme and the commensurate ability to
attract and retain highly qualified, expert and motivated staff.
ͻdŽĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞŝŶƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƉƐǇĐŚŝĂƚƌŝĐŝŶƚĞŶƐŝǀĞĐĂƌĞŝŶŽŶĞƉůĂĐĞĂŶĚĞǆƉĂŶĚŝƚƐŽƵƚƌĞĂĐŚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ
to cover the whole of Kent and Medway.
ͻdŽƌĞĚƵĐĞƚŚĞŽǀĞƌĂůůďĞĚƐƚŽĐŬƐůŝŐŚƚůǇĂŶĚĂĚũƵƐƚƚŚĞĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚŽĨƉĂtient pathways to ensure
patients have more consistent crisis support, whether in the community, provided by the Crisis
Resolution Home Treatment teams, or as inpatient care.
ͻ To strengthen community based Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment (CRHT) teams to
provide more support to people outside hospital, with an investment of £297,000 in additional
CRHT staff from April 2013.
Prior to this consultation, stakeholders, including service users, were consulted in local monitoring and
planning meeting groups. The Mental Health Acute Crisis consultation was also discussed at thirteen
Locality and Monitoring Groups held in locations in Kent and Medway. The meetings occurred prior to
the consultation period (from 1st March 2012 to 22nd May 2012). At the meetings a presentation was
given by representatives from KMPT, and attendees were invited to ask questions. Locations and
attendance figures are shown below, and the main themes are summarised in Appendix Two.

Date

Location

Catchment Area

Attendees

01 03 2012
20 03 2012
21 03 2012
22 03 2012
22 03 2012
10 05 2012
11 05 2012
17 05 2012
17 05 2012
23 05 2012
29 05 2012
29 05 2012
31 05 2012

Canterbury
Thanet

East Kent
East Kent
Medway
East Kent
Dartford
East Kent
West Kent
East Kent
East Kent
Medway
East Kent
East Kent
West Kent

13
19
16
12
17
12
24
9
19
17
15
16
14

Swale

Ashford
Dartford, Gravesham & Swanley

Canterbury
Maidstone

Ashford
Thanet
Swale
Dover & Deal
Shepway
South West Kent

Table 1. Attendance figures for locality planning and monitoring groups
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Summary of Locality Planning and Monitoring Groups
Questions presented during the Locality Planning and Monitoring Groups, largely during meetings held in
Ashford, Maidstone, South West and Thanet, centred on the number of beds that will be available in crisis
care. Concern was raised in relation to the number of wards that had closed already, and what wards will
face closures in the future. The availability of beds and the consequences of when they are not available
was raised during other meetings, in addition to whom these beds will cater for. Suggestions and
questions were made regarding the relocation of services, the opinion being that old buildings can be refurbished. Travel was highlighted as a potential problem, particularly for residents in Swale and for those
living in East Kent having to travel to Dartford. Further questions were focused upon the facilities
ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ƚŽ ŝŶƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ͕ ŐǇŵƐ͕ ds͛Ɛ ĂŶĚ ƌĞĐƌeational areas were seen as important features in centres.
Safety measures in such facilities were additionally questioned with single rooms perceived to be isolating
for service users.
General comments and discussion points were raised across the Locality Planning and Monitoring Groups
about the quality of service provision for mental health. In particular GP services were questioned,
including their ability to provide mental health referrals and whether experts will be available in surgeries.
It was reported that there was a perception that there were gaps in services - especially upon discharge which service users and carers experienced. Emphasis was made that carers should be supported and
provision should be improved to relieve their burden. Their work is vital and should be included in the
development of a Code of Practice for staff.
The consultation took place over a 13 week period from 26th July 2012 to 26th October 2012.
2.2. Consulting with members of the public
The consultation was announced on the KMPT website and an online survey could be accessed from that
website. The full and summary consultation documents were available on the KMPT website. The
consultation was promoted through a series of outreach events (n=15) for members of the public who
were invited to complete paper or online surveys. Public meetings (n=8) were held during the
consultation period in a range of locations and service users were also specifically consulted through focus
groups (n=14). The activity log shows that NHS Kent and Medway invited over 50 organisations from
across Kent to take part.
The consultation documents were provided in a variety of formats and languages, including easy read,
large print, audio, Braille, Polish, Chinese, Czech, Romanian and Slovak. These documents could be
requested via telephone or e-mail and some were available online.
Participants had the option of responding through a paper or an electronic survey. They could also raise
their concerns and queries via a telephone line or by letter and email. Members of the public could also
attend public meetings to gain clarity and express their views about the acute mental health service
changes. NHS Kent and Medway reported that copies of the paper survey were available from all of the
outreach events and public meetings as well as GP surgeries, libraries, leisure centres, supermarkets, local
mental health charities and other health and social care organisations.
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3. The Consultation Proposals
The acute mental health crisis care consultation document stated that the need to consult the public
about changes to acute mental health services in Kent and Medway stemmed from a need to provide
equal access to good quality care through improving crisis resolution home treatment team provision and
developing acute mental health inpatient care.
The survey asked the respondents to consider three main areas regarding acute mental health services.
These areas were around reasons for change, improving mental health services and the three main
options for where people would receive hospital care. Respondents were also asked to provide some
demographical data about themselves.
The options proposed for changing services were:
Option A
Provide beds for:
x
x
x

People from Medway (as well as Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley) in Dartford
People from Sittingbourne and Sheppey (as well as Maidstone, Malling, Sevenoaks,
Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells) in Maidstone
People from Faversham (as well as Canterbury, Thanet, Dover, Shepway and Ashford) in
Canterbury

Option B
Provide beds for:
x
x
x

People from Medway and Sittingbourne and Sheppey (as well as Dartford and
Gravesham) in Dartford
People from Swanley (as well as Maidstone, Malling, Sevenoaks, Tonbridge and Tunbridge
Wells) in Maidstone
People from Faversham (as well as Canterbury, Thanet, Dover, Shepway and Ashford) in
Canterbury

Option C
Provide beds for:
x
x
x

People from Medway (as well as Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley) in Dartford
People from Sittingbourne, Sheppey and Faversham (as well as Canterbury, Thanet,
Dover, Shepway and Ashford) in Canterbury
People from Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Malling and Tunbridge Wells in Maidstone

The consultation document outlined the advantages and disadvantages of each option and how they
would impact on quality of care, capacity and experience of existing service provision. Respondents were
also given the opportunity in the survey to describe what they perceived to be the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. There were also questions about what respondents viewed as priorities for
acute crisis service and how they felt that services could be improved.
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4. Research methods
The survey was a mixture of open and closed questions (see Survey in Appendix One).
Closed questions: These questions were analysed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) ʹ a
statistical analysis software package. This allowed us to quantify the number of responses to these
questions.

Open-ended responses: The qualitative data gathered in the consultation was analysed using framework
analysis. Framework Analysis is a method of analysis developed by the National Centre for Social
Researchi, which has become popular in health service-related studies. The advantage of the approach is
that it provides systematic and visible stages to the data analysis process. The approach involved five key
stages: familiarization; identification of a provisional thematic framework; indexing; charting; and
mapping and interpretation. In short, data was read through and common themes in the responses were
developed and identified. The codes and the thematic framework were then applied to all responses,
including the qualitative data from meetings, outreach and focus groups. The codes were analysed using
the statistical software package. The themes identified in the analysis have been compiled in a series of
charts.

i

Richie, J & Lewis, J (2006) Qualitative Research Practice: A guide for social science students and researchers.
London, Sage.
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5. The Public Response
5.1. Survey Findings

The results from the data analysis are presented in this section. The survey consisted of 30 questions - 17
closed questions, 13 open-ended questions and 3 with both open and closed components. There were
207 responses in total to the survey. Over the 13 week period of the consultation 120 respondents chose
to complete the paper survey and 87 respondents completed the online survey. The response rate over
time is depicted in the graph below.

Figure 1. Response rate over time

All respondents were asked to self-report their age, ethnicity etc. using an established set of criteria
(Section ͚About You͛ in the survey). The majority of respondents (56%) were current or recent service
users, and more than half were aged between 40 and 59. Only 11% of respondents were health or social
services staff. 63% of all respondents were female and 88% were either English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern
Irish or British. 106 of the respondents reported having a disability of some sort, 42% reported a mental
health condition and 37% reported a combination of disabilities. Respondents heard about the
consultation in a variety of ways, 21% stated that they heard about the mental health consultation online
and 12% at a community meeting, whilst 48% heard about it from an unspecified source.
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Distribution of respondents
The survey also asked for the respondents͛ postcodes. Based on this information the postcodes were then
divided by the four current catchment areas for acute mental health inpatients in Kent. The distribution of
ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐ͛ postcodes by catchment area is depicted in Figure 2.

9% of the respondents
submitted a postcode
in this catchment area

Little Brook Hospital; Dartford

27% of the respondents
submitted a postcode in
this catchment area

Medway Hospital; Gillingham

Postcode outside
Kent & Medway;
1% of respondents

^ƚDĂƌƚŝŶ͛Ɛ,ŽƐƉŝƚĂl; Canterbury

Priority House; Maidstone

12% of the respondents
submitted a postcode in
this catchment area

34% of the respondents
submitted a postcode in
this catchment area

Figure 2. Postcode distribution by catchment area in the survey

When looking at the distribution of the respondents across Kent by catchment area we can see that the
majority of respondents (34%) fell within the St Martins Hospital, Canterbury catchment area. Little
Brook Hospital Dartford, catchment area had the lowest number of respondents (9%). 17% of the
respondents did not provide a postcode.
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Section 1: Reasons for change
Respondents in this section were asked their views on why changes to improve acute mental health
services were necessary. The results from the closed responses in section 1 (questions 1 to 6) are depicted
in graph below. The respondents who chose not to answer these questions are not included in this
analysis, which is the reason why the number of responses for each question is different. The responses
were represented on a Likert-type scale, where respondents were asked to show their level of agreement
or disagreement with the statements presented.

Section 1: Reasons for change
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30

n=203

20
10

n=205

n=206

n=206

n=205

n=206

0

%

Q1: Everyone
Q2: We need to
Q3: People with
Q4: High quality
Q5: Crisis
Q6: I understand
should have the have more mental
mental health
care in a crisis is treatment at home that crisis mental
same high quality
health hospital
problems make a more important
should support
health services
care and hospital beds in east Kent. better and faster than the distance carers as well as
need to change.
facilities available
recovery in a calm travelled to receive service users.
to them.
environment.
it.

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree or disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure

Figure 3. Section 1: Reasons for change

For each question, the majority of respondents strongly agreed or agreed with the statement. However,
ƚŚĞƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚŽĨĂŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚǁĂƐůĞƐƐ͕ǁŚĞŶƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐǁĞƌĞĂƐŬĞĚǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ͞ŚŝŐŚƋƵĂůŝƚǇĐĂƌĞŝŶĂĐƌŝƐŝƐŝƐ
ŵŽƌĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƚŚĂŶƚŚĞĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞƚƌĂǀĞůůĞĚƚŽƌĞĐĞŝǀĞŝƚ͘͟
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The final question in section 1 (question 7) asked ͞What should be the priorities for crisis mental health
services for adults who are severely unwell?͟dŚĞŵĂŝŶƉƌŝŽƌŝƚŝĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚďǇƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐǁĞƌĞ͗
22% discussed access (this included coverage, amount of travel, how local the service was, how quickly the
service could be accessed), e.g. ͞ƐĂďŝƉŽůĂƌƐƵĨĨĞƌĞƌĂŶĚĂůůŝĞĚŚĞĂůƚŚƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůǁŽƌŬŝŶŐĨŽƌĂŵĞŶƚĂů
health service, I strongly believe that accessing help should be quick, whether this is in a hospital or home
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͘͟
21% discussed appropriate resources (facilities, financial arrangements, safety, staffing, qualifications,
training, numbers of beds), e.g. ͞ƵƌƌĞŶƚƐƚĂĨĨŝŶŐůĞǀĞůƐĂƌĞŶŽƚĞŶŽƵŐŚƚŽŽĨĨĞƌƋƵĂůŝƚǇĐĂƌĞ͟
17% discussed quality of service provision (organisational improvements, multidisciplinary teams,
transition between services, better & more services), e.g. ͞Good quality treatment centres with well
ƚƌĂŝŶĞĚƐƚĂĨĨ͟
18% discussed quality of individual care (this covered support for family and more personalised services),
e.g. ͞dŚŽƐĞǁŽƌŬŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐǁŝƚŚĂĐƵƚĞŵĞŶƚĂůŚĞĂůƚŚŝƐƐƵĞƐƐŚŽƵůĚƐĞĞŬĂŶĚƚĂŬĞŶŽƚŝĐĞŽĨǁŚĂƚ
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐŚĂǀĞƚŽƐĂǇ͘͟
11% discussed community treatment (mainly care at home), e.g. ͞WƌŝŽƌŝƚǇ ƐŚŽƵůĚ ďĞ ƚŽ ŐŝǀĞ ƉƌŽŵƉƚ͕
effective and satisfactory home treatment to patients and carers of the mentally sick to prevent relapse
ĂŶĚŵŝŶŝŵŝƐĞƌĞĐƵƌƌĞŶƚŚŽƐƉŝƚĂůŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ͘͟
8% discussed hospital treatment (or inpatient) e.g. ͞I would like to see mental health hospitals treating
service users, ƐŽŵĞ'WƐĚŽŶ͛ƚƚĂŬĞŵĞŶƚĂůŚĞĂůƚŚƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐƐĞƌŝŽƵƐůǇ͘͟

Q7: Priorities for crisis mental health services

Not relevant
3%

Appropriate
resources
21%
Quality of
service
provision
17%

Access
22%

Community
Treatment
11%
Hospital
Quality of Treatment
8%
individual care
18%

24% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 4. Respondents' opinions on what the priorities for crisis mental health services should be
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Section 2: Improving Mental Health Services
This section discussed the improvements in acute Mental Health services respondents would like to see.
First, respondents were asked what they would expect from a Centre of Excellence.

Centres of Excellence
The majority of respondents strongly agreed that there was a requirement for a better range of staff on
call 24/7, better patient experience, a more personal service, modern facilities and single en suite rooms.
Most respondents did not associate shorter lengths of stay with Centres of Excellence.
Respondents were also asked to list other ideas about what they expected from Centres of Excellence.
The majority of responses (34%) suggested changes to the inpatient environment, e.g.
͞/ ǁŽƵůĚ ǀĞƌǇ ŵƵĐŚ ǁĞůĐŽŵĞ ĞŶ ƐƵŝƚĞƐ ͙ ǁĂůůƐ ƉĂŝŶƚĞĚ ŝŶ ĐĂůŵ ĐŽůŽƵƌƐ ͙ ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞ ĂƌĞĂƐ ǁŝth
greenery and telephones for service-ƵƐĞƌƐƚŽďĞƉƌŝǀĂƚĞ͘͟

Q8: What would you expect from a Centre of Excellence?
100
90
80
70
60

%

50
40

n=203

30
20
10

n=205

n=206

n=206

n=206

n=206

0
Shorter length of Better range of
stay
staff on call 24/7
Strongly agree

Agree

Better patient
experience

More personal Modern facilities Single en suite
service
rooms

Neither agree or disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure

Figure 5. What would you expect from a Centre of Excellence?
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Appropriate staffing as well as access to appropriate treatments were also frequently identified (26%
respectively) as an expectation from a Centre of Excellence. The importance of information was
emphasised by 10% of respondents.

Q8g: What would you expect from a Centre of
Excellence?
Not relevant
4%

Staff resources
26%

Information
10%

Appropriate
treatments
26%

Environment
34%
51% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 6. Open-ended question: What would you expect from a Centre of Excellence?

Crisis Teams
QuestioŶϵƐƚĂƚĞĚƚŚĂƚ ͞extra staff in crisis teams will give more practical support to carers and service
users.͟ And then respondents were asked what else they would expect from a stronger crisis support
service.
The majority of respondents (31%) expected an improvement in quality and availability of care as well as
more personalised care (20%), e.g:
͞tŚĞŶĂƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƵƐĞƌŐŽĞƐŝŶƚŽĂǁĂƌĚŐŝǀĞƚŚĞŵĂŝŶĐĂƌĞƌĂůŝƐƚŽĨƚŚŝŶŐƐƚŚĞǇǁŝůůŶĞĞĚŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ
basics such as pants, night clothes, T-ƐŚŝƌƚƐ͙/ƚĐĂŶďĞƐƵĐŚĂƐŚŽĐŬƚŽƚŚĞĐĂƌĞƌƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĐĂŶ͛ƚ
ƚŚŝŶŬƐƚƌĂŝŐŚƚŽŶǁŚĂƚƚŚĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƵƐĞƌŵŝŐŚƚƵƐĞ͘͟

Staffing, information and communication and continuity of care were also strong themes in the
responses.

(chart overleaf)
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Q9: Expectations from a stronger crisis support
service
Not relevant
4%
Consistency/
Continuity
13%

Staffing
Resources
18%

Information/
Communication
14%

Quality &
Availability of
Care
31%

Personalised
Care
20%
40% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 7. Expectations from a stronger crisis support service

Visitor Travel
Respondents were asked what would be most helpful for people having to travel further to visit people in
hospital. Respondents were asked to score which form of help would be least important (scoring 1 point)
and most important (scoring 6 points) for them, i.e. how helpful each would be. The categories were well
publicised travel information, means to Skype friends and family from each unit, clear signage from bus
station to hospital and volunteer transport schemes where there are no buses. The total score given to
each category by respondents is shown in the chart below.

Q10: What would be most helpful for people having to travel
further to visit people in hospital?
Transport

Skype

Signage

Travel info
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1000

Cumulated score (1-6 x n respondents)
Figure 8. Facilitate visiting
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Between 9% and 12% of the respondents chose not to answer one or several of these sub-questions.
Respondents were also asked to provide their own suggestions for help for people having to travel further
to visit people in hospital. Responses included flexible visiting and treatment times and the need for
adequate information.

Q10e: Other helpful ideas
Flexible visiting
&
treatment
Not relevant
times Information
18%
9%
11%

Generic
comments
about the
travel in the
area
62%

58% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 9. Facilitate visitor travel

Single Care Crisis Pathway
84% of respondents agreed that they would like a single number to call in the event of a crisis.
Respondents were also asked to list any other helpful ideas. The chart below summarises their
responses.ii

(chart overleaf)

ii

This particular question raised some ĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞ ŝŶƚŚĞ ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐ͛ ĂŶƐǁĞƌƐ͖ƐŽŵĞ ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐĐůĂŝŵĞĚŝƚ ǁĂƐŝŵƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ ƚŽ ĂŶƐǁĞƌ ƐŝŶĐĞ ƚŚĞ
question itself was two-folded. Hence, the research team cannot draw conclusions as to which of the two questions presented the respondents
chose to answer ͚zĞƐ͛Žƌ͚EŽ͛ƚŽ͘
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Figure 10. Would a telephone number work best - or is there
something better - for a single crisis care pathway?

As we can see the majority of respondents were concerned that the single telephone helpline would not
be resourced sufficiently to meet demand - as one respondent commented
͙͞ŽŶĞŶƵŵďĞƌƵƐƵĂůůǇŵĞĂŶƐŝƚ͛ƐŚĂƌĚƚŽŐĞƚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ͘͟

22% of respondents also offered alternatives which included:
͞>ŽĐĂůůǇ-based people on 24 hour call ʹ ƐŝŵŝůĂƌƚŽƌĞƚĂŝŶĞĚĨŝƌĞŵĞŶ͟

Q11: Single crisis care pathway

Comments not
relevant
26%

Other
alternatives
22%

Commented
on resources
52%
58% of the respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 11. Single crisis care pathway
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Excellence in Mental Health Crisis Care
In summing up the section, the survey asked respondents if there was anything else that could be done to
achieve excellence in mental health crisis care.
The majority of respondents (35%) commented on quality of care. Information and communication, as
well as the need for adequate resources, were mentioned by 23% (respectively) as necessary to achieving
excellence. One respondent summed this up:
͞WƌŽĚƵĐĞĂĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞƉĂĐŬwith information on where to get on-going support for the service user
ĂŶĚĐĂƌĞƌ͙EŽƚũƵƐƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞE,^͕ďƵƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞǀŽůƵŶƚĂƌǇƐĞĐƚŽƌĂƐǁĞůů͟

The respondent felt that this should be available for both inpatients and outpatients.

Q12: Achieving excellence in mental health
crisis care
Not
relevant Improve
access
7%
12%
Resources
23%

Information/
Communication
23%
Quality of care
35%
45% of the respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 12. Achieving excellence in mental health crisis care

Section 3: Options for acute mental health services
In section 3 respondents were asked to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each option, having
considered those presented in the consultation document. These questions had a low response rate with
an average of 66% of respondents choosing not to record any advantages or disadvantages for any of the
three options. Additionally, on average 15% of respondents who did respond, responded in a way that
was not relevant to the question posed. The overall response rate for these questions was on average
33% of all respondents. Overall, in assessing the options, those who did respond, commented on a
relatively small number of issues ʹ travel, resource distribution and quality of care in relation to both
advantages and disadvantages.
Option A- Advantages
39% of the responses recorded for the advantages of option A were about travel. These were frequently
short answers such as
͞EĞĂƌƚŽŵǇŚŽŵĞ͟
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19% of the responses indicated that this option represented a more efficient use of resources.
͞DŽƌĞƉĞŽƉůĞĐŽƵůĚďĞůŽŽŬĞĚĂĨƚĞƌŝŶŽŶĞ ƉůĂĐĞ͟

Advantages Option A

Quality of
care
7%
Not relevant
25%

Comments
on
presentation/
consultation/
content
4%

More
resources
19%

No
advantages
6%
Travel
39%

58% of respondents
chose not to answer

Figure 13. Advantages of Option A

Option A- Disadvantages
58% of respondents viewed the travel associated with this option as a disadvantage
͞WĞŽƉůĞ ĨƌŽŵ DĞĚǁĂǇ ĐĂŶŶŽƚ ƚƌĂǀĞů ƚŽ ĂƌƚĨŽƌĚ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞďǇ ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƐĞŶƐĞ Žf
ŝƐŽůĂƚŝŽŶĨƌŽŵĨĂŵŝůǇĂŶĚĨƌŝĞŶĚƐĂƚĂǀĞƌǇůŽǁƉŽŝŶƚŝŶƚŚĞŝƌůŝǀĞƐ͟
͞EŽĚŝƌĞĐƚƚƌĂŝŶƐĨƌŽŵ^ǁĂůĞƚŽDĂŝĚƐƚŽŶĞ͟

Additionally, 17% of respondents felt a disadvantage of this option was the distribution and configuration
of inpatient resources, which did not represent the most efficient distribution of capacity, with 9% of
respondents believing that it could lead to a reduction in the quality of care.

Disadvantages Option A
No disadvantages
7%

Not
relevant Distribution
of capacity
9%
17%
Quality of
care reduced
9%

Travel
58%
60% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 14. Disadvantages of Option A
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Option B ʹ Advantages
22% of respondents felt there were no advantages to this option and another 22% felt it would best meet
their travel needs. 21% felt that an advantage of option B was that it was a better use of resources
͞ŚĞĂƉĞƌĨŽƌ<DWd͟

Advantages Option B

Not relevant
23%

Quality of
care
6%

Comments
on
presentation/
consultation/
content
6%

More
resources
21%
No
advantages
22%

Travel
22%
75% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 15. Advantages of Option B

Option B ʹ Disadvantages
67% of respondents saw the impact on travel as a disadvantage of this option, with comments about
͞WĂƌĞŶƚƐĐĂƌĞĚĨŽƌĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĨƌŽŵŚŽŵĞ͟ and
͞&ƵƌƚŚĞƌĨŽƌ^ŝƚƚŝŶŐďŽƵƌŶĞͬ^ŚĞƉƉĞǇƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐƚŽƚƌĂǀĞůƚŚĂŶŝŶŽƉƚŝŽŶ͟

Disadvantages Option B
No disadvantages
4%

Not relevant
0%
Distribution
of capacity
24%

Travel
67%

Quality of
care reduced
5%

67% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 16. Disadvantages of Option B
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Option C ʹ Advantages
31% of respondents felt that Option C would be a good use of resources:
͞>ĞƐƐĐĞŶƚƌĞƐ͕ĐŽƐƚůĞƐƐ͟

29% mentioned that travel could be an advantage
͞>ĞƐƐ confusion, everyone going to nearest appropriate hospitals rather than
ƵŶŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͘͟

9% of respondents felt that option C would improve quality of care and 14% felt that this option had no
advantages.

Advantages Option C

Not relevant
14%
No
advantages
14%

Quality of
care
9%

Comments
on
presentation/
consultation/
content
3%

More
resources
31%

Travel
29%
71% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 17. Advantages of Option C

Option C ʹ Disadvantages
36% of respondents saw the main disadvantage of option C as relating to travel
͞KŶĐĞĂŐĂŝŶ͕ĂůŽŶŐĞƌĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞĨŽƌƐŽŵĞƉĞŽƉůĞƚŽŚĂǀĞƚŽƚƌĂǀĞů͘͟

Equally 34% saw this option as a disadvantage in terms of the distribution of mental health service
capacity distribution across Kent
͞&ĞǁĞƌĐĞŶƚƌĞƐŽǀĞƌĂůů͟

(chart overleaf)
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Disadvantages Option C

No disadvantages
4%

Not relevant
18%

Travel
36%

Distribution
of capacity
34%

Quality of
care reduced
67% of respondents
8%
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 18. Disadvantages of Option C

The Preferred Option
Respondents were asked to select their preferred option. Of the 207 people who took part in the survey,
141 selected a preferred option and 66 did not select a preferred option. Option A was the preferred
option selected by 62% of those who gave a preferred option, option B was preferred by 11% and option
C was preferred by 27%.

Figure 19. Preferred option
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Psychiatric Intensive Care
Respondents were asked to signal their agreement on a Likert scale with the proposal ƚŚĂƚ ĂƌƚĨŽƌĚ͛Ɛ
purpose-built Psychiatric Intensive Care unit should serve all of Kent and Medway, with an outreach
service to take intensive care to patients in other areas.
Around one third of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this proposal.

Yϭϳ͗ĂƌƚĨŽƌĚ͛ƐƉƵƌƉŽƐĞ-built Psychiatric Intensive Care unit
should serve all of Kent and Medway + an outreach service to take
intensive care to patients in other areas. Do you agree?
40
35
30
25
20

%
15
10
5
0

n=177

Figure 20. Psychiatric intensive care

Improving Crisis Mental Health Services
At the end of the survey respondents were asked if there was anything else they would like to add about
improving crisis mental health services for adults.
The majority of respondents (31%) commented on improving the quality of care.
͞Z,dƚĞĂŵĂŶĚƚŚĞĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐǁŚŝĐŚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƉĞŽƉůĞŶĞĞĚƚŽďĞƐƚƌŽŶŐĞƌ͕
more responsive and give people confidence to cope and be well in the community.
Too many stories from carers and service users of no one responding to calls or taking
too long or telling people that they are too dependent. Service users are vulnerable
ďǇŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞŝůůŶĞƐƐĂŶĚŶĞĞĚŵŽƌĞĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƚŚĂŶƚŚŝƐ͘͟
͞ŶƐƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĂƚĐĂƌĞƌƐĂƌĞǁĞůůƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚĂƐƚŚĞǇǁŝůůďĞƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶg support most of the
time--ůŽŽŬĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞŵ͟

Resourcing and access and availability of Mental Health Crisis Services were also discussed.
͞tĞŶĞĞĚƉƌŽƉĞƌƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶŝŶƚŚĞDĞĚǁĂǇƚŽǁŶƐ - ŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞůĂƌŐĞƐƚĐŽŶƵƌďĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶ<ĞŶƚ͟
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Q18: Improving crisis mental health services

Travel
6%

Not relevant
12%

Resources
27%

Access/
Availability
24%

Quality of care
31%
44% of respondents
chose not to answer
this question

Figure 21. Improving crisis mental health services

Cross-tabulation
In order to explore relationships between the number of respondents in different postcodes and the
options they selected, we developed a table showing the options chosen by respondents in different
areas.

Postcode * Preferred option Crosstabulation
Preferred option

Total

Option A Option B Option C
Little Brook Hospital;
Dartford
Postcode by
catchment
areas

Medway Hospital;
Gillingham
St Martin's Hospital;
Canterbury
Priority House;
Maidstone

Total

% within Postcode

64.3%

0.0%

35.7%

100.0%

% within Postcode

70.5%

0.0%

29.5%

100.0%

% within Postcode

54.7%

15.1%

30.2%

100.0%

% within Postcode

62.5%

18.8%

18.8%

100.0%

% within Postcode

62.2%

8.7%

29.1%

100.0%

Table 2. Crosstabulation Postcode by catchment area * Preferred option

N.B: Only respondents who provided both their postcode and a preferred option are included in the crosstabulation.
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5.2. Public Meetings
Eight public meetings to discuss the Mental Health Acute Crisis consultation and the options for service
provision were held in 7 locations in Kent and Medway, in the period 26th July 2012 to 26th October 2012.
The locations were Sittingbourne and Sheppey for Swale, Swanley, Medway (2 meetings), Ashford and
Thanet for East Kent and Maidstone for West Kent. Attendance figures are shown below.

Date

Location
Area

Number of
Attendees

10 08 12

Sittingbourne for Swale

Medway

12

04 09 12

Medway 1

Medway

51

18 09 12

Maidstone
Kent

28 09 12

Swanley

Dartford

31

02 10 12

Medway 2

Medway

28

04 10 12

Ashford for East Kent

East Kent

13

18 10 12

Thanet for East Kent

East Kent

19

19 10 12

Sheppey for Swale

Medway

17

for

West West Kent

13

Table 3. Public Meetings Attendance (absolute numbers)

A tabulated synthesis of the topics discussed can be found in the table in Appendix Two. The data were
analysed using the same themes from the analytical framework used to code open ended survey
responses. A summary of the main topics discussed at each meeting follows the table. In analysing the
public meetings the researchers read and re-read responses. Responses were then read through and a
tally was given against themes frequently mentioned. Most responses contained more than one theme hence, the analysis is a tally of each time a theme was mentioned. The numbers which accompany the
themes in Appendix Two, therefore, relate to how frequently a theme was mentioned by respondents as
a whole ʹ NOT how many respondents mentioned the theme. For the sake of brevity and clarity, only
frequently reported themes are discussed below. The same process was used to analyse the data
collected in the focus groups and outreach events in subsequent sections.
Tables tabulating the topics raised at the public meetings can be found in Appendix Two.
A detailed summary of the comments from the public meetings can be found in Appendix Three.

Summary of public meeting findings
This section gives a précis of the issues contained in each of the five most frequently discussed topics in
public meetings.
x The main issue raised (n=234 occurrences) in the public meetings related to how resources would
be affected by any changes in service provision. Concerns focused on resources, largely the
ramifications of service change on current financial arrangements, facilities as well as levels of
staffing and patient numbers on wards.
x The impact of any changes on the delivery of mental health service provision was frequently
discussed (n=195 occurrences) in the public meetings. Issues arising included how, and what,
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x

x
x

improvements would be made to levels of service provision; as well as whether improvements in
co-ordination between care sectors would occur under new arrangements for mental health crisis
services.
The availability of care provided ʹ including 24/7 ĂƌƌĂŶŐĞŵĞŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ŵŽƌĞ ͚ŚŽůŝƐƚŝĐ͛ ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ
looking at the whole of an indivŝĚƵĂů͛Ɛ ŶĞĞĚƐ ʹ was the next most frequently discussed issue
(n=155).
Related to this, attendees at the public meetings frequently discussed issues of individual care
(n=131) - issues related mainly to support for carers and families in crisis situations.
Access, in terms of amount of travel, locality and time taken to travel (for carers and service
users) was the next most discussed topic. As we can see, these overlap and reflect the themes
raised in the survey data.

5.3. Response from Focus Groups
Thirteen focus groups to discuss the Mental Health Acute Crisis consultation and the options for service
provision were held in locations in Kent and Medway, in the consultation period (26th July 2012 to 26th
October 2012). The focus groups were conducted by mental health commissioners and the Kent &
Medway Engagement Team. Locations and attendance figures are shown below:
Date

Organisation

Location

Area

01 10 12
15 10 12
02 08 12
20 08 12

Medway Cyrenians
Monday Hub
Herne Bay Umbrella
Mental Health Service User
Engagement Project
Ashford Rethink Carers Group
Face of Kent
Canterbury Re-think Carers
Group
Thanet Re-think Carers Group
Deal Forum

Gillingham
Rainham
Herne Bay
Medway

Medway
Medway
East Kent
Medway

7 service users
6 service users
10 service users
13 service users

Ashford
Sittingbourne
Canterbury

East Kent
Medway
East Kent

6 carers
8 carers
15 carers

Ramsgate
Deal

East Kent
East Kent

12 carers
7 service users
2 volunteers
8 service users
10 service users

19 10 12
12 10 12
18 09 12
05 09 12
07 09 12
06 09 12
13 09 12
17 10 12
25 10 12

DʹAʹS-H
Rainham
Rethink Sittingbourne Support Sittingbourne
Group
Speakup CIC Meeting
Dover

Medway
Medway

Maidstone Voluntary and
Community Sector

West Kent

East Kent

Maidstone

Number of
Attendees

5 service users
3 workers
21 members of
public

Table 4. Focus group attendance (absolute numbers)

Tables tabulating the topics raised at the focus groups can be found in Appendix Two.
A detailed summary of the comments from the focus groups can be found in Appendix Three.
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Summary of focus group findings
The focus groups similarly had several key themes regarding concerns with mental health services, what
could be improved and thoughts on the proposed options. Correlating with the public meetings, these
areas included: quality of service provision, quality and availability of care, quality of individual care, travel
and resources.
While all groups held concerns about travel, for those living in Medway and Swale the proposed changes
posed significant challenges, and fears there would be a lack of service provision in the Medway area.
Participants in the focus groups agreed that some kind of provision needs to be made to help alleviate
issues of cost, distance and time of travelling - especially when travelling via public transport. However, it
was stressed that travelling out of the local area causes stress and anxiety for both the patient and carer.
The quality of care and services were felt to be important to the participants in focus groups. While some
good experiences of care were cited, including the positive demonstration of a holistic approach,
throughout the perception was that improvements can be made. Patients along with carers found it
difficult to negotiate the mental health system, often unsure of who to contact and where. As a result
service users felt they lacked the required consistent aftercare that they required, with carers feeling put
under pressure to provide support as a result of this gap.
Across the focus groups it was felt that mental health services need to be improved throughout with a
number of suggestions being given. General organisational improvements to GP services and crisis
support were cited; with better signposting to support groups; effective communication between
departments and carers; and streamlining of services. It was felt these changes would speed up the
assessment of patients and ensure that the correct support for both patient and carer is provided as
swiftly as possible - whether this is provided by the NHS or community groups. Additional therapies and
support within the hospital setting were welcomed as well as addressing other health needs. It was felt
that further out of hours services will ensure that a high standard of care is always available.
Other suggestions included the expansion of staff alongside additional training to equip them with the
skills to effectively treat mental health needs. It was argued that with poor levels of staffing, patients do
not get the opportunity to develop a relationship with staff that builds a level of trust and consistency,
especially vital when patients are living independently. Resources, or the lack of, were reported as being
at the centre of many of these problems.

5.4. Response from Outreach Activity
Fifteen outreach events to promote the Mental Health Acute Crisis consultation and the options for
service provision were held in 15 locations in Kent and Medway, in the consultation period (26th July
2012 to 26th October 2012). The outreach events were conducted by NHS Kent and Medway engagement
staff on behalf of KMPT. Locations and attendance figures are shown overleaf:
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Date

Event

Location

Area

31 07 12

Mental Health & Wellbeing
Community Event
Shopping Centre Roadshows

St Paul's Community Centre
Thanet
Pentagon (Chatham) and
Hempstead Valley
(Gillingham) Shopping
Centres
Gibson Building,
West Malling

East Kent

10 ʹ 15

Medway

23

West
Kent

50

Hythe

East Kent

1

Angel Centre, Tonbridge

West
Kent
West
Kent
East Kent

50

West
Kent
West
Kent
Medway

45

West
Kent
West
Kent

6

22 08 12
03 09 12
03 10 12
06 09 12

31 08 12
10 09 12
10 09 12
13 09 12
14 09 12
20 09 12
02 10 12
22 10 12
25 10 12

25 10 12

Tonbridge & Malling
Borough Council Parish
Partnership Panel
Rethink Shepway Support
Group
Tonbridge Health Forum
Patient Experience
Committee
National
LGBT Health Summit
Live it Well Event

Maidstone Hospital,
Maidstone
University of Kent, Canterbury

Mental Health & Well Being
Centre, Tonbridge
Community Healthy Living TN2 Community Centre,
Day
Tunbridge Wells
Eagle Court Resource Centre The rear of Eagle Tavern
Rochester
Kenward Trust Leadership
Kenward Trust
Team
Yalding
The Maidstone Voluntary Maidstone Town Hall,
and Community Sector Focus Maidstone
group
Information stall at opening St Martins Hospital,
of new building
Canterbury

Number of
Attendees

East Kent

34
20

10
11

21

6

Table 5. Attendance figures at Outreach events

Tables tabulating the topics raised at the outreach events can be found in Appendix Two.
A detailed summary of the comments from the outreach events can be found in Appendix Three.
Summary of Outreach Events
The purpose of the outreach events was to publicise the consultation and distribute consultation
documents and surveys. The total number of people engaged was recorded and some comments were
noted. Given the informal nature of the events, not all conversation was recorded and comments were
not exclusively about the acute crisis mental health services for adults.
The relatively small number of comments recorded were analysed to determine the main areas of
concern. Concerns varied by location ʹ in Chatham and Gillingham;
͞WĞŽƉůĞĂƐŬĞĚǁŚǇĂŶĞǁďƵŝůĚŝŶŐĐŽƵůĚŶŽƚďĞďƵŝůƚ͕ŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĂƚ͕ŝŶƚŝŵĞƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĂůǁŽƵůĚƉƌŽďĂďůǇĐŽƐƚĂƐŵƵĐŚ
money ĂƐŝƚǁŽƵůĚƚŽďƵŝůĚĂŶĞǁƵŶŝƚ͘͟ and ͞Support groups from the council are being cut. These are the lifeblood
of people with a mental health problem to support them day in, day out͟.

Whilst in east Kent access for hospital visiting caused concern;
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͞ŝĨ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ƚƌĂǀĞů ďǇ ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚ ďƵƐ ƌŽƵƚĞ ƚŽ ĂƌĞĂ ƚŚĞǇ ĚŽŶ͛ƚ ŬŶŽǁ͘  >ŽŶŐ ũŽƵƌŶĞǇƐ ŵĂŬĞ ŝƚ ŚĂƌĚ ĨŽƌ ǀŝƐŝƚŽƌƐ
ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŝĨǀŝƐŝƚŝŶŐƚŝŵĞƐĂƌĞĨŝǆĞĚĂŶĚĚŽŶ͛ƚĐŽŝŶĐŝĚĞǁŝƚŚďƵƐĞƐ͘͟

And in west Kent it was questioned;
͞Why more Care at Home Nurses would be recruited when charities/voluntary organisations could do this work?͟

The distribution of outreach events does not appear to match the distribution of population, with 7 in
west Kent (210 attendees), 4 in Medway (34 attendees) and 4 in east Kent (approximately 40 attendees).
Pre-consultation and outreach events occurred throughout Kent. Organisations were invited to choose
focus groups or outreach events for their area, therefore the pattern reflects requests for outreach events
and focus groups, not events planned by NHS Kent & Medway.

5.6. Emails, telephone calls and letters to Kent and Medway Partnership Trust
The researchers were forwarded 28 pieces of correspondence ʹ emails and letters - received by KMPT,
relating to the consultation. Seven letters were replies to inquiries by KMPT, these were written by the
Head of Service Redesign. One piece of correspondence received by the Trust was a letter from a local MP
expressing concern that there was a lack of consultation in east Kent. However, public meetings, outreach
events and focus groups had already occurred in the area and an additional public meeting was held in
the area to meet demand.
The researchers also received a log of all email enquiries made to KMPT and how these queries were
addressed. A few organisations wrote to thank KMPT for inviting them to take part in the consultation.
Three letters were received from local charities raising concern that there would be no emergency care
for people needing mental health crisis care in Medway. This was reiterated in a letter from a local
councillor. Similar to the focus groups and public meetings, these letters also requested that resources for
mental health be protected; the need for care to focus on the needs of the patient and concern was
expressed about the distances families and carers would have to travel under the new arrangements.
There were multiple pieces of correspondence between one member of the public and KMPT and NHS
Kent and Medway commissioners. This member of the public gave a detailed account of flaws which he
perceived existed in the clinical case for the consultation. The member of the public was invited to meet
with, and met with senior members of the KMPT staff. Commenting on, or assessing the validity of, this
ŵĞŵďĞƌŽĨƚŚĞƉƵďůŝĐ͛ƐĂƐƐĞƌƚŝŽŶƐŝƐďĞǇŽŶĚƚŚĞƐĐŽƉĞŽĨƚŚŝƐƌĞƉŽƌƚ͘
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6. Summary of findings
Participants in the consultation had a wide range of ways of taking part in the consultation including a paper
and online survey, public meetings, focus groups, outreach events and locality meetings, as well as email and
phone calls.
There were 207 responses to the survey. Within the survey, there was strong support for the reasons for
change amongst respondents. Respondents reported better access as their main priority for acute mental
health crisis care. The respondents agreed that they expected the service to have a better range of staff on
call 24/7; better patient experience; modernised facilities and better quality of care from centres of
excellence. However, they did not necessarily want shorter periods of stay.
Respondents felt that well publicised travel information and the cost of travel were the key issues for those
travelling to visit people in hospital. Although respondents reported that they would like a single number to
call in the event of a crisis, there were concerns about how the phone line would be staffed. The majority of
respondents felt that improving quality of care would help achieve excellence in acute mental health crisis
care.
Respondents considered travel issues as the most important issue when weighing up the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. Of the 207 people who took part in the survey, 141 selected a preferred option
and 66 did not select a preferred option. The preferred option with the strongest response rate amongst the
survey respondents was Option A which 62% of the respondents chose. Option C was the next strongest
response with 27%. Option B was the preferred option for 11% of the respondents. Recommendations for
improving acute mental health crisis services by respondents who wanted to see more resources for services
in general; improvements in service provision; and improvement in quality of individual care.
Twenty-one members of the public, 66 mental health service users and 41 carers took part in focus groups.
The main themes that emerged from the focus groups related to concerns with mental health services, how
they could be improved and thoughts on the proposed options. These areas included: quality of service
provision, quality and availability of care, quality of individual care, travel and resources.
166 people attended public meetings ʹ this number was comprised of service users, carers and members of
public, as well as representatives from charity, local authority and NHS organisations who had a stake in
acute mental health crisis services. The themes emerging correlated with those from the focus groups, with
resources - such as the ramifications of service change on current financial arrangements, facilities as well as
levels of staffing and patient numbers on wards - being the main themes reported.
Around 290 people attended outreach events, the main concerns raised related to how service changes
would affect service provision in local areas. These findings are commensurate with the findings from other
methods. The addendum following evaluates the consultation processes and its reach and range.
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7. Evaluation of Consultation Process
7.1. Pre-consultation
The consultation processes are governed by legislative requirements under section 242 and 244 of the Public
Involvement in Health Act 2007, and guidance from Sir David Nicholson on service reconfiguration and the
ĨŽƵƌƚĞƐƚƐ͘͟
Requirements under section 242 and 244 of the Public Involvement in Health Act 2007
These requirements relate primarily to:
x

Duty to involve users of health services
͘͘͘͞section 242(1B) provides that relevant English bodies must involve (whether by
consultation or provision of information, or in other ways) users of health services in the
planning of the provision of services, the development and consideration of proposals for
change in the way services are provided and decisions affecting the operation of services.͘͘͟

Evaluation: Based on the evidence we have received to date, reported on earlier and below, this
requirement is fully met.
x

Reports on consultation
͞This section [242] amends the 2006 Act to impose a duty on Strategic Health Authorities
and Primary Care Trusts to report, at times directed by the Secretary of State on
consultations they have conducted, or intend to conduct, in relation to commissioning
decisions for which they are responsible.͟

Evaluation: At this stage (pre-issue of the report) it is not possible to evaluate this requirement
fully, as this report provides the main vehicle for informing interested parties of the public view of
acute crisis mental health services in Kent.
NHS Reconfiguration guidance and the four tests
There are four tests that any service reconfiguration proposal needs to pass. These are: support from GP
commissioners, strengthened public and patient engagement, clarity on the clinical evidence base and
consistency with current and prospective patient choice. All four criteria need to be met in order for a public
consultation to proceed͘dŚŝƐƌĞƉŽƌƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌƐƚŚĞĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ͞ƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚĞŶŝŶŐƉƵďůŝĐĂŶĚƉĂƚŝĞŶƚĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͘͟
Evaluation: Evidence is provided of strengthening public and patient engagement in the report. The full
consultation document describes the process used to solicit early views and what these were and how they
informed the development of options. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
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7.2. HM Government Code of Practice on Consultation
The codeiii sets out the approach the Government will take when it has decided to run a formal, written,
public consultation exercise and may be adopted by any public sector organisation. It has seven consultation
criteria. These are:
1 When to consult
Formal consultation should take place at a stage when there is scope to influence the policy outcome
Evaluation: The mental health acute crisis care review timetable allows for reporting on the results from the
public consultation, before recommendations are made by KMPT to the NHS Cluster board who are the
decision making organisations, hence there is sufficient time for the public viewpoint to be fed in to the
decision making process.
The survey document stated that;
͞EŽĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶƚĂŬĞŶǇĞƚĂŶĚǇŽƵƌǀŝĞǁƐĂre important in helping us make the right ones͟

Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
2 Duration of the Consultation
Consultations should normally last for at least 12 weeks with consideration given to longer timescales where
feasible and sensible.
Evaluation: The public consultation began on 26th July 2012 and ended on 26th October 2012, which is a total
of 13 weeks. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
3 Clarity of Scope and Impact
Consultation documents should be clear about the consultation process, what is being proposed, the scope to
influence and the expected costs and benefits of the proposals
Evaluation: A consultation document was provided, which explained the process and proposals, and gave the
respondents the opportunity to comment on the advantages and disadvantages of the options proposed.
Affordability is discussed but costs for each option are not included Based on this evidence the criterion has
been largely met. However, the financial consequences of the service redesign will only be apparent when
the final decision is made.
4 Accessibility of consultation exercises
Consultation exercises should be designed to be accessible to, and clearly targeted at, those people the
exercise is intended to reach
Evaluation: This criterion is evaluated in the reach and range section of this report. See below for further
detail. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
5 The burden of consultation
Keeping the burden of consultation to a minimum is essential if consultations are to be effective and if
ĐŽŶƐƵůƚĞĞƐ͛ďƵǇ-in to the process is to be obtained.

iii

HM Government Code of Practice on Consultation can be found on the website:
http://www.bis.gov.uk/files/file47158.pdf
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Evaluation: The consultation document is 31 pages in length, presented in colour with photographs as well as
text. Sections include, the reasons for change, the proposals, what the options are, frequently asked
questions and a summary. There is also a 12 page summary document. The survey was 8 pages in length with
17 closed questions, 7 open ended questions and 3 questions with both open and closed components.
The survey was also available online. Other ways of the public providing feedback included emailing
comments, attending public meetings, outreach events or focus groups. There were multiple ways of
accessing information and responding. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.
6 Responsiveness of consultation exercises
Consultation responses should be analysed carefully and clear feedback should be provided to participants
following the consultation.
Evaluation: Consultation responses were independently analysed and reported by the University of
Greenwich Centre for Nursing and Healthcare Research, to KMPT and NHS Kent and Medway, taking into
account the public view. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met. At this stage, we are currently
unable to assess the participant feedback mechanisms as this aspect of the consultation process is still
pending.
7 Capacity to consult
Officials running consultations should seek guidance in how to run an effective consultation exercise and
share what they have learned from the experience.
Evaluation: The consultation exercise was instigated by KMPT and NHS Kent and Medway and conducted by
the Citizen Engagement Team, a team which specialises in involving the public in the planning, design and
delivery of services for NHS Kent and Medway. The commissioning brief was also informed by the
Requirements under section 242 and 244 of the Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 suggesting national
guidance had been sought and followed. Based on this evidence the criterion has been met.

7.3. Consultation - Reach and Range
207 people completed and returned the Acute Mental Health Crisis Care Review questionnaire.
Of these 207 people, 87 completed the online survey and 120 returned the paper version of the
questionnaire.
Of the 207 respondents:
x
x
x
x
x

119 (58%) were women
63 (30%) were men (5 people preferred not to answer and 20 gave no response at all)
106 respondents (51%) identified themselves as having a disability of some kind
86 respondents (42%) identified themselves as being Christian, while 51 respondents (25%) preferred
not to answer this question or the response was not applicable
A little less than half of the respondents (47%) were under 50 years of age
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Age profile
Frequency
Under 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90 years or over
Total

%

1
17
31
39
59
33
8
1
0
189

0.5
9.0
16.4
20.6
31.2
17.5
4.2
0.5
0
100

18 respondents did not provide an answer

Ethnicity
Frequency
English/ Welsh/ Scottish/
Northern Irish/ British
Gypsy or Irish Traveller
Irish
African

165
1
3
2

87.8
0.5
1.6
1.1

1

0.5

2
1
5
1
2
5
188

1.1
0.5
2.7
0.5
1.1
2.7
100

Any other Asian
Background
Any other white
background
Caribbean
White and Asian
Any other ethnic group
Indian
Prefer not to say
Total

%

19 respondents did not provide an answer

Evidence has been provided by NHS Kent and Medway that:
Consultation documents were available in different formats
Paper versions of both the full and summary consultation documents were offered in the following languages
- Polish, Czech, Chinese, Romanian and Slovak. Accessibility was provided with Braille, easy read paper or
audio versions. All of these could be obtained by telephone or email.
No surveys were received in foreign languages, Braille, audio or easy read formats. The electronic version of
the survey on the website was available in the standard format. The survey document invited responses by
email.
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Consultation documents and paper surveys were widely distributed
Paper copies of the consultation document and surveys were handed out at the outreach events.
Taking Public Views
Public Meetings were held in all catchment areas of Kent & Medway, in all the main towns and city. Each
meeting began with an explanation of the consultation and survey made by a representative from KMPT
involved in service redesign.
All emails, letters, calls and petitions were recorded and responded to.
7.4. Learning points

Data
collection
format
Electronic
Survey
Manual and
Electronic
Survey

Consultation
documents in
paper and
electronic
formats
Manual and
Electronic
Survey
Manual and
Electronic
Survey
Manual and
Electronic
Survey

Manual and
Electronic
Survey
Electronic Data
collection tools
Mixed method
of data
collection

Finding

Learning

Unlimited space for text
in open-ended
questions
Wording of questions
ambiguous.
Respondents did not
know how to answer
them (specifically Q10,
Q11).
Well-presented and
user friendly format

Paper survey text boxes indicate expected length of
response. Capping electronic text at a similar number of
words would make the two formats consistent.
Wording of questions should be neutral.
Ranking or a Likert Scale may obviate bias. Two-folded
questions avoided. Likert scale response must match
question.

Analysis of themes
provides overview of all
responses for each data
collection method
12 open ended
questions- with each
successive question less
is written/typed.
Survey design did not
always accommodate
research processes that
followed e.g. no data
coding boxes
Questionnaires were
not numbered prior to
distribution.
File names and content
did not match
Data can be compared
across methods to test
validity

Detailed analysis of one specific theme in all questions or
one specific aspect of care in all questions provided
information to inform service development on that
theme/care aspect
Less open ended questions may produce a fuller response
in each one

Other consultations would benefit from using a similar
format

Survey design should facilitate processes such as data
cleaning, data analysis etc. Positive responses should have
a higher nominal value, negative response a low nominal
value, e.g. Strongly Agree = 5, Strongly Disagree = 1.
Numbering questionnaires and logging destination would
allow tracking and analysis of locations that produced the
highest response
Consistent pro forma for collecting data from public
meetings, focus groups etc.
Collecting data in different formats meant it was possible
to compare across data collection methods. Consistency in
the findings across methods suggests the findings are
robust.
Table 6. Learning points
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APPENDIX ONE: The Survey
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APPENDIX TWO: Locality planning and monitoring groups, focus groups, public meetings and outreach events
Locality planning and monitoring groups

Themes

Ashford
nd
22
March

Ashford
th
17 May

Dartford,
Gravesham
& Swanley
nd
22 March

Dover &
Deal
Locality
th
29 May

Access
(coverage, travel,
local, speed)

Community
Treatment
(home)

Canterbury
st
1 March

Canterbury
th
10 May

/

/

(1)

(1)

Maidstone
th
11 May
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Quality of
Individual Care

(support for family,
personalised services)

Swale
st
21
March

Swale
rd
23
May

Thanet
th
20
March

Thanet
th
17
May

Total

/
7

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/

(0)

(0)

/

(0)

(4)

(0)

(1)

/
3

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/

//

(1)

(2)

(0)

(0)

///

/

/

(3)

(1)

(1)

//
2
(0)

(0)

/

//

(1)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

///

/

///

(3)

(1)

(3)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

//

/
9

Quality of Service
Provision
(organisational
improvements,
multidisciplinary
teams, transition
between services,
better & more
services)

(0)

Resources

///

(facilities, financial,
safety, staff,
qualifications,
training, beds)

South West
Locality,
st
31 May

/////

Hospital
Treatment
(inpatient)

Shepway
th
29 May

(0)

(0)

(2)

/
(0)

(1)

(0)
/

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)
14

(3)

/
(0)
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(1)

//
(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

(0)

//

///

/

///

(2)

(3)

(1)

(3)

(0)

15
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Appropriate
Treatments
(continuity, length)

Environment

0
(0)

(0)

(0)

/

//

(1)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

//

//

(0)

(2)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

7
Consistency/
Continuity

0

Information/
Communication

/
1
(0)

(1)

Personalised Care
(working with
family/carers)

//

3
(0)
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Quality and
Availability of Care
(access, 24/7 care,
aftercare, holistic
treatment)

Flexible Visiting
and Treatment
Times

/

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/

(0)

(2)

/

(0)

(1)

/

//

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(0)

Distribution of
Capacity

/

///

/

(bed closures, fewer
beds in new centres)

6

0

Travel
(costs, distance,
practical support)

/

//
2
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/
(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(3)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

6

Crisis Care
(availability, support,
quality)

0
Table 7. Topics raised at locality planning and monitoring groups
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Public Meetings
Theme

Swale

Swanley

Medway (2)

Ashford

Thanet

Sheppey

West Kent

Medway (1)

Access

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

(coverage, travel, local, speed)

//////////

///

/////

/

/////////

///

//////////

Total

///////////

Community Treatment
(home)

(10)

(13)

(15)

(10)

(11)

(19)

(13)

(26)

//////////

/////////

//////////

////

//////////

//////

//////////

////////

//

//

117

//////////
/
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Hospital Treatment
(inpatient)

Quality of Individual Care

(support for family, personalised
services)

(12)

(9)

(12)

(4)

(10)

(6)

(21)

(8)

////////

////////

//

/

///

//

///

////////

(8)

(8)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(8)

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

/////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

////////

//

///

///

//////////

//////////

//////////

/

/////

(18)

(12)

(13)

(13)

(9)

(20)

(21)

(25)

Quality of Service Provision

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

(organisational improvements,
multidisciplinary teams, transition
between services, better & more
services)

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

////

///////

/

/

//////

/////

///

////////

(24)

(27)

(21)

(21)

(26)

(25)

(23)

(28)
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82

35

131

195
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Theme

Swale

Swanley

Medway (2)

Ashford

Thanet

Sheppey

West Kent

Medway (1)

Resources

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

(facilities, financial, safety, staff,
qualifications, training, beds)

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

/////////

//////////

//////////

///

//////////

////////

////

//////

//////////

//////////

//////////

////////

//////
(23)

(36)

(28)

Appropriate Treatments

//

//

/

(continuity, length)

(2)

(2)

(1)

Environment

////

//////////

/

(24)

(26)

(19)

(40)

(38)

/

/

///

/////

(0)

(1)

(1)

(3)

(5)

///

//////////

////////

//////////

//////////

///

//////////

/////////

///
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(4)

(9)

(1)

(3)

(10)

(9)

(13)

(23)

///////

/

///////

////

////

//////

/////

(0)

(7)

(1)

(7)

(4)

(4)

(6)

(5)

//

//////////

/////

////////

/////////

//////////

//////////

//////

///

///

(13)

(13)

Consistency/Continuity

Information/ Communication
(for service users/carers/family,
listening, publicity)

////////
(2)

(8)

(5)

(8)

(9)

Total

234

15

72

34

(6)

64
Personalised Care
(working with family/carers)

//////

///////////

/////////

(6)

(11)

(9)
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(0)

(0)

(0)

//////////

/

(10)

(1)

37
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Theme
Quality and Availability of
Care
(access, 24/7 care, aftercare, holistic
treatment)

Flexible Visiting and
Treatment Times
Travel

Swale

Swanley

Medway(2)

Ashford

Thanet

Sheppey

West Kent

Medway(1)

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

/////

/

//////////

////////

////

//////////

///////

///////

(27)

(27)

(15)

/

/

(0)

(1)

(1)

(0)

(0)

////////

//////////

//////////

///

//////////

///

(costs, distance, practical support)

///
(11)

(20)

(18)
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(bed closures, fewer beds in new
centres)

Crisis Care

155

(14)

(23)

//

//

(0)

(2)

(2)

//////////

//////////

//////////

//////////

/////////

///

//////

//////////

/////

Distribution of Capacity

Total

6

//////

123

(8)

(25)

(13)

(3)

(19)

(13)

(16)

(26)

////////

///

/////

/////////

/////

///

///////

///////

(8)

(3)

(5)

(9)

(5)

(3)

(7)

(7)

47
/////////

/////////

////////

//////////

////

//////

//////////

/////////

////

(availability, support, quality)
(9)

(9)

(8)

(10)

(4)

(6)

(14)

(9)

69
Table 8. Topics raised at public meetings
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Focus groups

Themes

D-A-S-H,
Speakup
Re-Think,
Margate Millennium
Deal Forum
CIC Meeting, Phoenix House,
Forum
Centre
Dover
Sitting-bourne
Rainham

Access

//

(0)

(3)

(2)

(0)

(0)

/////
(5)

(0)

(0)

/
(1)

(0)

//
(2)

(0)

////

////

///

///

(support for family,
personalised services)

(4)

(4)

(3)

(3)

Quality of Service
Provision

///

///////
//

////////

Community
Treatment

////

(0)

(1)

(4)

/
(1)

/
(1)

/
(1)

Thanet
MH Service
Canterbury Herne Bay
Rethink
Medway Carers, The
User EngageUmbrella Umbrella Parkwood,
Ashford
Cyrenians,
Beacon
ment Project
Centre
Centre
Rainham
Gillingham Ramsgate

///

(coverage, travel,
local, speed)

/

FACES of
Kent,
Sittingbourne

Total

//

///

/

//

//

(0)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(0)

////
(4)

(0)

/
(1)

///
(3)

/
(1)

(0)

16

/
(1)

(0)

/
(1)

/
(1)

/
(1)

(0)

/
(1)

/
(1)

10

/////

//

/////

///

////

/

/////

////////

(0)

(5)

(2)

(5)

(3)

(4)

(1)

(5)

(8)

//

///////

/

//////
//

////

///////

///

/////////

///////

20

(home)

Hospital Treatment
(inpatient)
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Quality of
Individual Care

(organisational
improvements,
multidiscipl. teams,
transition between
services, better &
more services)

Resources
(facilities, financial,
safety, staff,
qualifications, training,
beds)

47

68
(3)
/

(0)

(8)

(2)

(7)

(1)

(8)

(4)

(7)

(3)

(9)

(7)

//////

/////

//

////

///

///

////

//////

//////

///

////
44

(1)

Appropriate
Treatments
(continuity, length)

(9)

(0)

(6)

(5)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(6)

(3)

/

(4)
/
2

(0)

(1)

(0)
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(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)
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Continued..

Themes
Environment
Consistency/
Continuity
Information/
Communication
(for service
users/carers/family,
listening, publicity)

D-A-S-H,
Speakup
Re-Think,
Margate Millennium
Deal Forum
CIC Meeting, Phoenix House,
Forum
Centre
Dover
Sitting-bourne
Rainham

/
(1)

//
(2)

/
(1)

(0)

/

//

(1)

(1)

//
(2)

Page 118

Quality and
Availability of Care

(0)

(0)

/////

////

(0)

//
(2)

/
(1)

(0)

(0)

/////

/

////

(0)

(5)

(1)

(4)

(0)

/
(1)

(0)

(0)

Personalised Care
(working with
family/carers)

///
(3)

FACES of
Kent,
Sittingbourne

///////

Thanet
MH Service
Canterbury Herne Bay
Rethink
Medway Carers, The
User EngageUmbrella Umbrella Parkwood,
Ashford
Cyrenians,
Beacon
ment Project
Centre
Centre
Rainham
Gillingham Ramsgate

/
(1)

(0)

/
(1)

//
(2)

(0)

///
(3)

(0)

/
(1)

///
(3)

(0)

(0)

(0)

////

////

/////

/

/

/

(0)

(4)

(4)

(5)

(1)

(1)

(1)

24

///
(3)

(0)

////
(4)

/////
(5)

(0)

(0)

(0)

////
(4)

16

//////

////

//////
//////

///////

//////

///

///

///

(4)

(0)

(7)

(0)

(6)

(4)

(12)

(7)

(6)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Flexible Visiting and
Treatment Times

/
(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/

/

/////

/

//////

////

//

//

//

/

///

/

(1)

(1)

(5)

(1)

(6)

(4)

(2)

(2)

(0)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(1)

/

//
3

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

//////
(6)

/
(1)

///
(3)

(0)

//
(2)

////
(4)

//
(2)

//
(2)

(0)

///
(3)

Crisis Care
(availability, support,
quality)

1

27

Distribution of
Capacity (bed
closures, fewer beds in
new centres)

7

60

(5)

Travel

17

/
(1)

(0)

(access, 24/7 care,
aftercare, holistic
treatment)

(costs, distance,
practical support)

Total

23

Table 9. Topics raised at focus groups
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Outreach events

Themes

St. Martins
Hospital,
Canterbury

Mental
TN2
Health &
Community
Well Being
Centre,
Centre,
Tunbridge
Tonbridge
Wells

Angel
Centre,
Tonbridge

Access
(coverage, travel,
local, speed)

6W3DXO¶V Maidstone
Community Town Hall
Centre

Tonbridge &
Uni. of
Eagle
Maidstone
Malling
Kent,
Court,
Hospital
B.C.
CanterRochester
Rooms
Parish
bury
Partnership

/

/

Hospital
Treatment

Total*

/

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)
/

(1)
/

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)
/

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

Community
Treatment
(home)

RoadKenward
shows,
Trust,
Pentagon,
Yalding Hempstead
Valley

3
3

0

(inpatient)

Quality of
Individual Care

Page 119

(support for family,
personalised
services)

//
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

Quality of
Service
Provision
(organisational
improvements,
multidisciplinary
teams, transition
between services,
better & more
services)

(0)

Appropriate
Treatments
(continuity, length)

Environment

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

////

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(4)

Resources
(facilities, financial,
safety, staff,
qualifications, training,
beds)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

2

//

(0)

(0)

/

////

(1)

(4)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

6

5
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

0

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

0
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Continued..
Consistency/
Continuity
Information/
Communication
(for service
users/carers/family,
listening, publicity)

Personalised
Care
(working with
family/carers)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)
/

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

Quality and
Availability of
Care
(access, 24/7 care,
aftercare, holistic
treatment)

Page 120

Flexible Visiting
and Treatment
Times
Travel
(costs, distance,
practical support)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

0

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

1

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)
/
(1)

/

1

//

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(2)

3

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

/
(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

1

/
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

1

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

0

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

0

Distribution of
Capacity
(bed closures, fewer
beds in new centres)

Crisis Care
(availability, support,
quality)

Table 10. Topics raised at outreach events

* no themes were discussed at the outreach event in Hythe only consultation information was disseminated. Therefore it is not included in the table above.
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APPENDIX THREE
Summary of comments from Public Meetings
Summary Comments - Swale
x
x

Page 121

The public hold negative views towards the trust ʹ feel they are too over optimistic about care at home ʹ not enough thought towards carers
There were disagreement in views between the panel and the public in regards to crisis care. Panel ʹ introduction of CRHT teams and development
of additional services (including acute and community) means better support at home results in less beds being used. Public comment ʹ there are
not enough beds with demand keeping open wards due to close
x Disagreement between panel and public regarding patient views. Panel ʹ patients and carers more concerned with quality of care over location.
Public disagree. Hospital care should be close to home
x There is further concern about the continuity of care and the need for personalised services, working with carers and families who bare a great
burden. This burden is increased with problems of access when visiting loved ones. Too much pressure on carers
x 24/7 care is not sufficient.
x Lack of privacy for patients is an issue and lack of staff makes it difficult for patients to get fresh air.
x Swale is seen to suffer in terms of service provision
x There is concern that there will be fewer beds, when there is already long waiting times. Patients are being transferred else where
x For Sheppey residents transport to Dartford is difficult. Canterbury is easier by public transport. Travel for families costs too much
x Medway facilities are not good enough
x Need for better joint services
x There is not enough staff, impacts upon time spent with patients outside of hospital
x Concern community services are not up to standard
Summary Comments ʹ Swanley
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

There was significant dissatisfaction at the level of publicity of the consultation
Public transport to certain areas is difficult and can cause further problems for those with mental health problems such as anxiety. Also difficult for
families
Volunteer driver schemes/community bus trips are welcome
When in hospital links with the community must be maintained, along with access to phones
Hospital environment is important for patients and visitors, access to outside areas for smoking, bag searching policy to be visible, more privacy for
patients, an overall pleasant atmosphere, more variety of activities for patients especially at the weekend
Agreed that there needs to be more beds in East Kent
High quality care is more important than distance travelled. Consideration is needed for agoraphobic patients, but infrastructure needs to be put in
place
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Summary Comments ʹ Swanley ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x
x
x
x
x

Page 122

Emphasis on a quick response and appropriate response for suicidal patients
Shorter length of stay
Information is important for patients and carers, such as where facilities are, who are staff and contact information
Important to remember that patients arrive with no personal items i.e. clothes or wash materials
Option B has no advantages, poor access and travel options, Option A is better for access, Option C results in further travel for Swale and poor
distribution of beds ʹ Option A was viewed as the best due to links with the community
x More frequent and direct buses are needed
x Consistency in care is vital with supported aftercare, including consistency in staff
x Money needs to be invested to improve services, so services run on time and are available 24/7
x Training is needed for staff so they can pass on correct information and advice
x Medway facilities are poor, Littlebrook is seen as superior
x Perception that inpatients are simply medicated with little or no other treatment, patients need a range of treatments
x Carers need to be supported and educated, their work is important
x Personalised services are important, with the patient being involved in the creation of their personal recovery plan
x The lack of staff is impacting upon care, especially out of hours
x Increase prevention resources
x More training on mental health needs, espeĐŝĂůůǇĨŽƌ'W͛Ɛ
Summary Comments ʹ Medway meeting (2)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Local services are important
9-5 outreach services is not suitable, emphasis on 24/7 care
Travel is a problem, especially at weekends and Bank Holidays
Littlebrook is seen to be too far to travel from Medway
Families need more support
Carers and family need to be involved more in the treatment process, especially if the patient is in crisis
dŚĞƌĞŶĞĞĚƐƚŽďĞŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕ŝƚ͛ƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇĐŽŶĨƵƐŝŶŐĂŶĚŝƐŶŽƚĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ͘ZĞƋƵŝƌĞƐŵŽƌĞũŽŝnt working
Community services need to improve, especially if they need to fill in gaps of services
Alternative contact options should be made available between patients and care coordinators, such as conference calling
Options A B and C are the same for Medway people
Option A is preferred. Has the least disadvantages geographically but travel may cause anxiety. Easier access for Swale ʹ Option B too far. However
better than Medway facilities but need to signpost where support is available ʹ Option C, too much overspill and people will not want to travel to
Dartford
Response times by CRHT are too slow
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Summary Comments ʹ Medway ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐϮ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x

Sheppey to Dartford is a long trip and expensive, visitors have to wait around if they arrive at an inconvenient time, patients need support if they
have to travel far
x Sustainable volunteer driver scheme would be of benefit
x Local services need to be better signposted with GP surgeries equipped to direct people
x More support is need for mental health patients to find work, as well as financial support
x More additional advice on exercise and diet
x Length of stay should be appropriate for the individual
x More opportunities for research, training and peer support
x Facilities should allow for privacy, however some patients may feel isolated in single rooms
x A block is no longer suitable
x The lack of staff and beds is resulting in a poor service for mental health patients
Summary Comments ʹ East Kent, Ashford
x
x
x
x

Page 123

There was considerable concern show about the number of beds available, the perception is that there is difficulty in finding beds in the area
There is strain on families travelling to visit patients, expensive from Swale to Dartford
Ashford is seen to be more central for services
Continuity of care is vital but is not happening, with shortages in staff patients are seeing several different people during the course of their
treatment
x Quality of services need to improve with 24 hour psychiatric liaison support at Medway A&E
x Need for more respite cares both for patients and carers
x Staff are under too much strain, more staff are needed
x Strong emphasis on the need for services to offer a more stream lined service, working together, transition between services, improve on
information sharing and awareness of referral pathways
x More help for mental health patients getting into employment
x There is a need for more beds, with the population increasing its going to lead to more strain
x Services are relying too much on carers
x Length of stay is seen to be too long which puts pressure on bed availability
x There was support for crisis houses in the community, providing a quiet retreat as well as giving carers respite
Summary Comments ʹ Thanet
x
x

Mental health patients have multiple needs, holistic care needs to be provided faster
Information and communication with carers needs to be improved
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Summary Comments ʹ Thanet ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x
x
x
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Better communication between services, with signposting
Difficult for patients to access inpatient services without police
Option A, most reasonable. Option B, not sensible. Option C least favoured, too much pressure on Canterbury. However no one from Swale at the
meeting to be able to comment
x Does not want the East of Kent taking Swale patients and continuing current displacement problems
x Lack of provision in Swale, Swale travelling to Dartford unacceptable
x Options do not provide enough details
x Financial support for travel is needed, with volunteer driving schemes
x Transport is difficult, with carers being relied on to transport patients
x Facilities can be improved with single rooms and gym facilities
x Need a range of alternative therapies
x CHRT take too long to respond, need more money for staff and to deliver weekend service
x GP services need to improve, to make it easier to arrange appointments
x Crisis House/lounges were seen as positive, offering 24/7 support
x Need 24/7 support availability
x Community care needs improvement as it is important to treat patients in the community
x Response to patients needs to be quicker
x Perception that the patient is not being put first
x Medway should not close
x Too much pressure is being placed upon carers
x Patients need more fresh air/cigarette breaks when in hospital
x Wards are outdated, A Block is not fit for purpose, wards need to be improved, behaviour of patients in regards to language, texting and habits
needs to be controlled
x There are not enough beds
x Crisis teams are not regarded as effective, not enough staff, heavy workload, long response times
x There is concern at the lack of beds in the Thanet area, a very deprived area
x More emphasis needed on preventative measures
Summary of Comments ʹ Sheppey
x
x

Transport is a major issue, especially public transport. Travel times are longer than the documents suggest. Travel takes longer than an hour. It is
difficult for older carers. Maidstone is difficult to get to. Train is better as buses stop at 6pm and are only one an hour to Maidstone. Is expensive.
Carers seen tŽ͚ƉŝĐŬƵƉƚŚĞƉŝĞĐĞƐ͛ŽĨ gaps in service, being responsible for transporting patients. Concern for their loved ones after their carers die.
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Summary of Comments ʹ Sheppey ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Concern at the lack of services on the Isle of Sheppey, lack of aftercare. New hospital can be utilised.
Needs to be links between services, improve on communication with each other , more information sharing
Services are not up to standard, patients do not always get what they need. Too long to wait.
Emphasis on preventative treatment tailored to individuals
Medway site is poor, but has access to a variety of services. Needs improvement not closing
Mental health patients need consistency
Patients want to go outside more to smoke
Information about pathways and treatments need to be made clearer, for patients, carers and outside local services
'W͛ƐŶĞĞĚŵŽƌĞƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŚĞĂůƚŚŶĞĞĚƐ
All options have location issues, too far to travel. Option A, some people ĚŽŶ͛ƚŬnow facility. Option B, unnecessary shifting. Option C, new building.
Disagreement between A and C options as to which is better
x Crisis lounges are a good idea
x Not enough beds or staff
x Aftercare needs to be greatly improved
x Community care needs to be improved
x Help needs to arrive quickly
x Crisis teams need to be more responsive, speed is important
x A&E environment needs improving, a quiet area for mental health patients
x Concern about the extent and quality of care in prisons
Summary of Comments - West Kent Meeting
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Questioned the figures regarding the number of beds that were left available. Patients still had to go out of area. Information is not transparent
There are potential problems with having several large centres of excellence. Could bring back the stigma of Victorian asylums. Patients are also
quite isolationist
There needs to be more support from the community, currently it is not up to standard. Needs appropriately trained staff and more resources
CRHT teams need to connect people to support services based in the community, fully utilize the full range of support available
Medway A block needs to be improved and to stay
Facilities need to be arranged to suit patients; separate rooms are good for getting good sleep but can be isolating, need for communal areas,
ĐĞŶƚƌĞƐŶĞĞĚĂƐŚŽƉĨŽƌƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐĂŶĚĐĂƌĞƌƐ͕ĂĐĂůŵĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͕ƐƵŝƚĂďůĞĨĂŵŝůǇƌŽŽŵ͕ds͛Ɛ͕ĂĐĐĞƐƐƚŽŚŽƚĚƌŝŶŬ͕ĐƵůƚƵƌĂůůǇappropriate
More staff are needed to; increase trust/relationships, improve quality of care, provide 24/7 care, spend more time with patients to conduct
assessments, spread the workload, give opportunity for training, to conduct constant evaluations, to ensure that breaks are cŽǀĞƌĞĚĂŶĚƐƚĂĨĨĂƌĞŶ͛ƚ
eating on the go
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Summary of Comments - West Kent Meeting ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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All services need to work together
Need for better response times and early intervention
Staff need better access to patient information
Dartford is difficult to visit
Face to face communication is more supporting
Medway has multiple needs including unemployment and alcohol abuse
Option A ʹ Central and accessible location. Question the ability of CRHT to take over acute services
Option B ʹ ŶŽĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞƐ͘ŽƐƚŽĨƚƌĂǀĞůŝƐƚŽŽŚŝŐŚ͘tŝůů'W͛ƐŚĂǀĞƚŚĞŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞƚŽƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚĂůůǇŝůůƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ͍
Option C ʹ no advantages. Overspill is a concern. Worry about continuity of care
However, some individuals do not like any of the options. Fearing beds will only be given to extreme cases. Want A block to stay
There was a divide between the opinion that local services are seen as more important than the quality and level of the facilities, being local is vital;
and high quality care is more important than distance travelled.
x Some feel that travelling long distances is not appropriate
x Travel is time consuming and costly, scheduling needs to be carefully considered to account for public travel
x Carers should be supported, working together with carers to train them and should be involved with the training of health teams. Carers are
ǁŽƌƌŝĞĚǁŚĂƚǁŝůůŚĂƉƉĞŶǁŚĞŶƚŚĞǇĐĂŶ͛ƚĐĂre any longer
x There is a need for more beds, argue that there is a link between beds and the rate of suicide
x More awareness about mental health is needed
x More training for CRHT is needed, their safety is important
x One individual argued how several failings in the system and lack of beds contributed to his daughters suicide
x Discussion how technology can be used to help support workers treat patients in the community, but for patients and carers technology may be
difficult to use
x Phone lines need to be manned 24/7
x BME communities need to be considered
Summary of Comments ʹ Medway Meeting (1)
x
x
x
x
x
x

A block is not suitable for patients or their families, but has the benefit of being local
Strong emphasis on the need for services in Medway. Medway has a large population
Resources and facilities are already stretched thin
GP services need improving; more training
Access to all people is vital
Quality of care is important; more support is needed upon discharge. More staff are needed to achieve this
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Summary of Comments ʹ Medway Meeting ϭ;ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ͙Ϳ
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Concern that patients will be divided. Unequal provision of care. Potentially leads to prejudice
WĂƚŝĞŶƚƐŚĂǀĞŵƵůƚŝƉůĞŶĞĞĚƐ͖ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕ƐĂĨĞĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͕ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ͕ƚŽďĞŬĞƉƚŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚŽĨǁŚĂƚ͛ƐŚĂƉƉĞŶŝng
ƐŝŶƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐƚŚĞǇǀĂůƵĞŐŽŽĚƐůĞĞƉ͕ŐŽŽĚĨŽŽĚ͕͚ŚŽŵĞůǇ͛ŝƚĞŵƐŝ͘Ğ͘ƐŽĂƉ
Service users can be dangerous, especially in their own home
Emphasis on the need to support carers. Staff can be judgemental
A balance needs to be achieved when watching patients
Staff need to be friendly and spend more time with patients, more training, monitored to ensure good care
Response times need to improve. Patients need to be seen as quickly as possible. Lack of care during the night and at weekends
Transport needs to be considered, especially travelling far at night. Needs to be linked with appointment times. Costs too much, especially for
carers. Dartford is too far. Public transport is difficult for the disabled. More signs and information about how to get to centres is needed
Carers need support
Community services need to improve, many services are being closed
>ŝƚƚůĞďƌŽŽŬ͗ĐĂůŵĞƌĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚďƵƚĐŚŝůĚƌĞŶĐŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚǀŝƐŝƚĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞǁĞƌĞƐƚŝůůĨŝŐŚƚƐ
Problem with accessing computers on wards. Facebook is a bad idea
CRHT need to improve, especially increase presence in the community, need to ensure follow ups are done in a timely manner, more staff are
needed to ensure consistency
Problem of an increasing population in Dartford
Option A, B, C ʹ ĂƌĞŶ͛ƚƐƵŝƚĂďůĞĨŽƌDĞĚǁĂǇ
Deprivation is hitting services, causing additional strain
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Summary of comments from Focus groups
Summary of Comments ʹ Deal Forum
x Transport is a problem. Visiting hours will need to accommodate for this
x Lack of aftercare
x Changes are confusing to service users
x Activities in hospital are important
Summary of Comments ʹ Margate Forum
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x Poor inconsistent aftercare, difficult to contact people
x Social care side of mental health needs improvement
x Wards should be single sex
x Support groups should be better ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞĚǁŝƚŚ'W͛ƐƐŝŐŶƉŽƐƚŝŶŐŵŽƌĞĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ
x There needs to be a better community support network
x Drop in services are required
Summary of Comments ʹ D-A-S-H meeting
x
x
x

Could CCTV be installed in A block?
Would be no service provision for Medway
Difficult to travel to Dartford, causes anxiety, too far and high costs. Difficult for carers to get back if they arrive via ambulance. Also
expensive for staff. Need somewhere closer
Summary of Comments - SpeakupCIC, Dover
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Crisis Team is not effective, poor access
Agreed that more beds are needed
A calm environment is needed for recovery
High quality care is more important than distance
Carers need to be supported. However must be kept in mind that carers can be interfering and patients need to have more say.
Information sharing must be cleared
More community services and signposting to said services
Hospital food needs improvement
Should be more support in hospital and additional therapies
Experienced consistent staff are needed
Services need to improve and waiting times for assessment need to be addressed
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Summary of Comments - Re-Think, Sittingbourne
x Travelling is too far and costs too much, problematic in winter
x ^ŬǇƉĞŝƐŶ͛ƚĂŶĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƚŽǀŝƐŝƚŝŶŐ
x Would prefer a place with good reputation and better treatment
x Would like to keep Medway
Summary of Comments - FACES of Kent, Sittingbourne
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x WƌŽƉŽƐĂůƐĚŽŶ͛ƚŐŝǀĞŵƵĐŚĐŚŽŝĐĞƚŽ^ŝƚƚŝŶŐďŽƵƌŶĞĂŶĚ^ŚĞƉƉĞǇ
x Transport is difficult and expensive
x Littlebrook is depressing. Medway is lighter and friendlier
x MH patients often have physical problems as well
x ƌŝƐŝƐƚĞĂŵƐĂƌĞƐůŽǁ͕ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌƚŚĞƉŚŽŶĞ͕ĚŽŶ͛ƚŬŶŽǁƚŚĞƵƐĞƌ͕ĂƌĞŶ͛ƚƉƌŽĂĐƚŝǀĞ
x Assessments need to be conducted faster
x Carers need more support, also concerned when they can no longer continue caring
x More out of hours services are needed
Summary of Comments - Rethink, Ashford
x Need for transport provision, it is difficult
x dŝŵĞƚŽƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƚŽƵƐĞƌƐŝƐƚŽŽůŽŶŐ͕ĚŽŶ͛ƚĂƌƌŝǀĞĂƚĂƉƉŽŝŶƚĞĚƚŝŵĞƐ
x 'W͛ƐŶĞĞĚƚŽďĞŵŽƌĞƐƵƉƉŽƌƚŝǀĞ
x Out of hours services need to be improved
x Needs to be a continuity of staff with better qualifications
x Need for good communication
x Carers need support
x More signposting to community and voluntary services
x Good experiences of care, including a holistic approach that included the carer
Summary of Comments - MH Service User Engagement Project
x
x
x
x

Littlebrook feels isolating
Travel needs to reimbursed and provide volunteer drivers
Phones need to be answered and users responded to in a timely manner
More guidance on who to contact
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Summary of Comments - Canterbury Umbrella Centre (Re-think Carers Group)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

All areas should be excellent
Crisis teams take too long to respond
Lack of out of hours service
WŽŽƌŚŽŵĞƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚƚĞĂŵ͘EŽƚĞŶŽƵŐŚƐƚĂĨĨ͘ŽŶ͛ƚŐĞƚƚŚĞĐŚĂŶĐĞƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂrelationship with the patient
ĂƌĞƌƐĚŽŶ͛ƚĨĞĞůŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚĂŶĚĂƌĞƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐƐĞĞŶƚŽŵĂŬĞŵĂƚƚĞƌƐǁŽƌƐĞ͘EĞĞĚƚŽďĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚŽĨǁŚĂƚŝƐŚĂƉƉĞŶŝŶŐ͘ĂƌĞƌƐǁĂŶt to
help with treatment
Continuity is important
Lack of coordination and communication between services
A block is outdated
Better training for staff

x
Summary of Comments - Herne Bay Umbrella Meeting
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Patients need to be able to self-refer
Crisis teams aren't visible
Lack of clarity on the criteria to get a bed
Travel is difficult for carers; services need to be closer to home. Travel information needs to be made available
Lack of awareness between services on who has mental health problems
MH support from GP services are not perceived as good enough with receptionist staff not being sympathetŝĐ͘'W͛ƐŶĞĞĚŵŽƌĞƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ
Patients have to wait too long to be seen, assessments take too long
More help is needed out of hours
dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŶ͛ƚĞŶŽƵŐŚďĞĚƐ
Services need to be more joint up and communicate with each other
Patients need to be listened to
There needs to be more consistency in staffing to build a rapport with patients
Carers need to be supported

x
Summary of Comments - Parkwood, Rainham

x
x
x
x

Lack of support in the community
Dartford is too far to travel
Long waiting times
More funding for crisis teams
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Summary of Comments - Parkwood, Rainham (continued..)

x
x
x

Helplines and services need better signposting
There is no option for Medway
Volunteer driving schemes need wheelchair access
ZĞĨƵƌďŝƐŚďůŽĐŬ͕ĚŽŶ͛ƚĐůŽƐĞŝƚ

x
Summary of Comments - Medway Cyrenians, Gillingham

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Travel is expensive
A block should be refurbished
Need a welcoming environment
Follow ups in the community do not happen
Waiting times are too long
Communication needs improving
Staff often discuss problems openly, don't respect privacy
'W͛ƐŶĞĞĚƚŽƌĞĨĞƌƚŽĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ

x
Summary of Comments - Thanet Carers, Ramsgate
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Carers, some with personal health problems, are not getting support. Need to be kept informed of what is happening
More staff are needed
Transport is a concern. Carers are also being asked to transport their loved ones during a crisis, very dangerous
There is a distrust in services
Need for more support for young people
WĂƚŝĞŶƚƐĂƌĞ͚ĨĂůůŝŶŐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŐĂƉƐ͛ǁŚĞŶƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐďĞƚǁĞĞŶƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ
More support is needed during a crisis
Services need to work together better
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Summary of comments from Outreach Events
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Summary of Comments - St. Martins Hospital, Canterbury
n/a
Summary of Comments - Mental Health & Well Being Centre, Tonbridge
n/a
Summary of Comments - TN2 Community Centre, Tunbridge Wells
x Concern at changes to the NHS
Summary of Comments - Angel Centre (Tonbridge Health Forum)
n/a
Summary of Comments - ^ƚWĂƵů͛ƐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇĞŶƚƌĞ
x More work should be done alongside social housing organisations
x Translation services are needed
x Transport is difficult, especially if the route is unknown.
x Visiting times need to coincide with buses
Summary of Comments - Maidstone Town Hall
x Charities can do the work of care at home nurses
Summary of Comments - Eagle Court, Rochester
x ^ƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚĂ͚ƐƚĞƉĚŽǁŶ͛ƵŶŝƚŝŶDĞĚǁĂǇ
Summary of Comments - Maidstone Hospital Rooms
n/a
Summary of Comments - University of Kent, Canterbury
n/a
Summary of Comments - Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council Parish Partnership, West Malling
n/a
Summary of Comments - Kenward Trust, Yalding
n/a
Summary of Comments - Shopping Centre Roadshows
x No mental health services for children
x Patients are moved to be closer to family
x 'W͛ƐŶĞĞĚƚŽďĞďĞƚƚĞƌĞƋƵŝƉƉĞĚ
x Need more support in the community
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APPENDIX FOUR: The Consultation Document
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Have your say

Summary

We are looking at how to improve services for
people in a mental health crisis. In this document we
set out some proposals for the future.

For more information:

Every year, around 3,000 of the 1 million men and
women of working age in Kent and Medway have a
mental health crisis and need treatment urgently.

Your views on these services are important and we
would like to hear from you.

lÄ Call 0800 587 6757

We can make this document available in different
formats and languages and will be working with
community and voluntary groups to involve people
whose views are not always heard.
If you are a local organisation holding an event
between 26 July and 26 October 2012 and you
would like us to come and talk to you about the
proposals in this document, please contact the
citizen engagement team on 01227 791281.
We are asking for comments on:

lÄ Visit www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review
lÄ Email consultation@kmpt.nhs.uk
lÄ Or come to discuss our plans at one of our
roadshows below
Swale: 10 August, 1pm to 4pm – UK Paper Leisure
Centre, Avenue of Remembrance, Sittingbourne,
Kent, ME10 4DE
Medway: 4 September, 2pm to 5pm –
Corn Exchange, Rochester, Kent, ME1 1LX
West Kent: 18 September, 2pm to 5pm –
Maidstone Community Centre, Marsham Street,
39-48 Marsham Street, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 1HH

lÄ Our proposals to improve services for people in a
mental health crisis

Swanley: 28 September, 1pm to 4pm – Swanley
Banqueting, Alexandra Suite, St Mary’s Road,
Swanley, Kent, BR8 7 BU

lÄ The options for people who live in Medway,
Sittingbourne, Sheppey and Swanley

Medway: 2 October, 6pm to 9pm – The King Charles
Hotel, Brompton Road, Gillingham, Kent, ME7 5QT

lÄ 1DLDLADQÄSNÄÆKKÄNTSÄSGDÄRTQUDXÄHMÄSGDÄLHCCKDÄ
of this document and send it to the freepost
address by 26 October 2012.

East Kent: 4 October, 10am to 1pm – Norman
House, Beaver Business Park, Beaver Road, Ashford,
Kent, TN23 7SH

Typically, someone in a mental health crisis may
have delusions, hallucinations, be very distressed or
be seriously neglecting themselves, or be at risk of
causing severe harm to themselves or others.
They need the right treatment to keep them safe
and help them recover. These services, called acute
care, are currently provided by psychiatrists, mental
health nurses, occupational therapists and other
highly trained staff, working for Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust (KMPT).
Working in partnership with clinical commissioning
groups, the services are commissioned (planned and
paid for) by NHS Kent and Medway.
In the past, people in a mental health crisis would
always be admitted to hospital. Over the past eight
years, however, services have been quite dramatically
transformed.

Treatment at home helps people recover more
quickly and stay better for longer because they can
keep in touch with their friends and family more
easily, stay independent, make choices about their
life and avoid becoming institutionalised.
Home treatment is also what people who use
services say they want, in both local and national
surveys. As a result of the increase in home
treatment, patients are not using hospital beds as
much as they used to.
This means that people who do get admitted to
hospital are those who are the most unwell, with a
real risk that they would hurt themselves or others;
and those who are so ill that their carers feel unable
to support them at home any longer. Many are
sectioned (detained for assessment and treatment)
under the Mental Health Act.
They need high quality specialist care that keeps
them safe and does everything possible to promote
their recovery.

Most people are now treated in their own homes
by specialist staff from Crisis Resolution and Home
Treatment (CRHT) teams, who are available 24-hours
every day. Staff will visit three times a day if needed.

Achieving excellent care in a mental health crisis

Achieving excellent care in a mental health crisis

ZĞƉŽƌƚƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚďǇƚŚĞhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇŽĨ'ƌĞĞŶǁŝĐŚ
WĂŐĞϲϴ

4

5

Why our acute mental
health services need
improving
Not everyone in Kent and Medway currently has
access to an equally good acute care service. This is
not fair and needs to change.
In particular, there are too few hospital beds
available in east Kent and more than we need in
west Kent, while Medway’s beds, based in A Block
at Medway Maritime Hospital, are not up to 21st
century standards.
Medway’s A Block has dormitory bays, with four
NQÄÆUDÄODNOKDÄHMÄD@BGÄ@MCÄNMKXÄBTQS@HMRÄADSVDDMÄ
the beds for privacy. Access to outside space is
known to improve recovery but people in A Block
have restrictions on this and 16 people share two
bathrooms in each of the wards there. In contrast,
the wards in Dartford, Maidstone and the new unit
being built at Canterbury have single, en suite rooms
for every patient.
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The poor accommodation at A Block has an impact
on people’s care and on their experience. There is
more violence at A Block than at the other units,
which makes people feel unsafe. Also, more people
deteriorate and need psychiatric intensive care, the
specialist support for those people who are most unwell.

lÄ Develop three centres of excellence for people
in a mental health crisis, each providing:
lÄ Faster and more complete recovery for
service users
lÄ Patients having a better experience
including feeling safe and being able to see
the progress they are making in recovering
from their crisis
lÄ An excellent acute inpatient mental health
service in itself, delivered by highly effective
staff who are well supported and able to
deal with any crisis 24/7
lÄ More opportunities for therapeutic
interventions at weekends and into the
evening
lÄ Purpose-built accommodation for safe
care, with calm environments that support
recovery.
lÄ Hubs of good practice with a research
programme that attracts and retains highly
PT@KHÆDC ÄDWODQSÄ@MCÄLNSHU@SDCÄRS@EE
These will be based in Dartford, Maidstone and
Canterbury, reducing inpatient beds across Kent and
Medway by 10 and closing A Block, so that in future
people from Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey
can have their own room without having to move
to the psychiatric intensive care unit and back to the
ward later. We have also developed plans to:

We have also reviewed psychiatric intensive care
services. There is a very effective psychiatric intensive
care outreach service in west Kent and Medway,
which prevents patients deteriorating and helps
ODNOKDÄRS@XÄNMÄSGDÄV@QCÄSGDXÄVDQDÄÆQRSÄ@CLHSSDCÄ
to – rather than having to move to an intensive care
unit and back again. This is not available in east Kent.

lÄ Concentrate stays for psychiatric intensive care in
one purpose-built hospital unit, the Willow Suite
at Dartford, allowing the former Canterbury
intensive care unit to be converted to provide
more beds in east Kent.

Our proposals

lÄ We are consulting on three options for people
who live in Sittingbourne and Sheppey, using
the beds at Maidstone, Dartford or Canterbury,
and on two for people who live in Swanley,
using the beds at Dartford or Maidstone.

We have spoken to people who use services, carers,
voluntary organisations, advocacy networks, GPs,
mental health specialists, and other clinicians and
representatives of the public and have developed
plans to:
lÄ Strengthen community based crisis resolution
and home treatment teams to provide more
support to people outside hospital

lÄ The proposal is that people who live in Medway
would use the centre of excellence at Dartford.

We plan to research with academic partners the
NTSBNLDRÄ@MCÄADMDÆSRÄSNÄRDQUHBDÄTRDQRÄNEÄ@ÄMDVÄ
range of alternatives to hospital, such as offering
time in a crisis lounge or structured day therapy as
part of planned home treatment.

Service users’ views

What do you think?

People have told us that what really matters when
you are seriously ill is that you get the right care, in a
place where you feel safe.

We want to know what you think of these proposals
and the options for people from Sittingbourne,
Sheppey and Swanley – as well as if there is
anything else we should consider.

“Quality is more important than distance,” a service
user from Medway said at a special meeting to
discuss these proposals.
However, people are also concerned about
transport, particularly for visitors and for people on
short-term leave from an inpatient unit.
People who are in a mental health crisis will be
transported by the NHS.
Currently, few people admitted to Medway’s A Block
have visitors because there is nowhere private for
them to go and visitors don’t feel comfortable there.
Service users have tested out the transport links
between Sittingbourne, Sheppey and Medway and
the sites in Maidstone, Canterbury and Dartford.
People from Sittingbourne and Sheppey found that
it was cheaper to get to Canterbury and Maidstone
than to travel to A Block.
They have also come up with suggestions for
volunteer transport, buddying and keeping in touch
through modern technology such as Skype. These
suggestions will be part of the discussions during the
consultation. (for further details look at page 28)

Your views will help us make the best decisions
about future services and care for people in a mental
health crisis who need urgent treatment.
/KD@RDÄQD@CÄSGHRÄCNBTLDMSÄ@MCÄÆKKÄNTSÄNTQÄRTQUDXÄ
on the centre pages. The deadline for us to receive
your response is 26 October 2012. For further
information please check on our website at:
www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review
Only after all responses have been received will a
ÆM@KÄCDBHRHNMÄADÄL@CD
We look forward to hearing your views.
Dr Rosarii Harte
Assistant Medical Director and Consultant Psychiatrist
Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership
Trust
Lauretta Kavanagh,
Director of Commissioning for Mental Health and
Substance Misuse
NHS Kent and Medway

6DÄG@UDÄSQHDCÄNUDQÄSGDÄK@RSÄEDVÄXD@QRÄSNÄÆMCÄ@Ä
suitable building or site in Medway which we can
@EENQC Ä'NVDUDQ ÄVDÄEDDKÄHSÄHRÄMNVÄSHLDÄSNÄÆMCÄ@ÄV@XÄÄ
to provide high quality care for all patients rather
than fruitlessly pursuing a local solution.
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This consultation is about plans to improve
treatment services for people of working
age having a mental health crisis, so that
they get better faster and stay well longer.
It is not concerned with treatment of
other mental health problems.

Mental health crisis
Around 3,000 people in Kent and Medway
experienced a mental health crisis in 2011-12.
In total, 2,245 people (1,813 from Kent and 432
from Medway) were treated at home and 1,545 were
admitted to hospital (1,225 from Kent, including
14 from Sittingbourne and Sheppey and 320 from
Medway). Some people had both types of treatment
during the year.
A mental health crisis can take different forms in
different people.
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The mental health charity Mind say a crisis may take
the form of suicidal behaviour or intention, panic
attacks or extreme anxiety, psychotic episodes
that may involve losing any sense of reality, having
hallucinations and/or hearing voices, and other
behaviour that seems out of control or irrational and
likely to endanger the self or others.
It is a real success story that so many people in a
mental health crisis can now be treated at home.
Treatment at home is less stressful, for people
who are acutely unwell, than being admitted to
an inpatient unit, which can be very frightening,
particularly for someone who is already very
distressed.

What we are
consulting you about

Home treatment is in line with national policy and is
also what people who use mental health services say
they want, in both national and local surveys.

Common mental health problems
In Kent and Medway in 2011-12, around
110,000 of the 1.1million people of working
age sought NHS help for a common mental
health problem and were treated by their GP
or a primary care psychological therapist.
Common mental health problems include
anxiety disorders, mild or moderate depression,
phobias and obsessive compulsive disorder.
The number of people with common mental
health problems is increasing and so NHS Kent
and Medway is making sure psychological
therapy is available. This treatment is approved
by the National Institute of Health and Clinical
Excellence. NHS Kent and Medway has a good
track record on recovery rates, compared to
the national average (see page 31).
It is very rare for people with a common mental
health problem to have a mental health crisis.

Serious mental health problems
Around 25,000 people with serious, complex
and enduring mental illness, such as bipolar
disorder, severe depression, schizophrenia,
psychosis, personality disorders and alcohol or
drug addiction were treated by mental health
services in 2011-12.
They were mostly cared for by KMPT’s
community mental health teams based in
12 areas of Kent and Medway which offer
support and treatment in the community
for people with an enduring mental health
problem. There are Access teams to provide
initial assessments of a person’s mental health
condition and Recovery teams to provide
ongoing support.
The rate of serious, complex and enduring
mental illness in the population is stable – it is
neither increasing nor declining.
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The accommodation at Little
Brook Hospital, Dartford

I am hoping the more I

The help I received was

FEELSETTLEDINTHEmATTHE
less I’ll have to contact the

encouraging and very good.
It’s good to know there’s help

Crisis Team. Particularly

at the end of a phone line

helpful is that I can get to
speak to you any time.

IFNEEDED)WOULDDElNITELY
recommend the service.

CRHT service user

CRHT service user

Services for people in a mental health crisis
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Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment Teams
are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. When
someone has a mental health crisis, they assess and
treat them, supporting them at home intensively,
maybe up to three times a day. They help people
remain at home rather than go into hospital – and if
someone has to go into hospital, they help them get
back home as quickly as possible. Six teams cover
Kent and Medway, although the Maidstone and
Tunbridge Wells ones are merging:
lÄ Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley
lÄ Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey
lÄ Faversham, Canterbury and Thanet
lÄ Dover, Deal, Shepway and Ashford
lÄ Maidstone and Malling
lÄ Tunbridge Wells, Tonbridge and Sevenoaks.
Inpatient services are for people in a mental
health crisis who cannot be safely treated at home.
The team includes psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses,
pharmacists, psychologists, occupational therapists,
housing and social care. At present, there are
inpatient beds in:

lÄ Little Brook Hospital, Dartford
(32 single en-suite rooms)
lÄ Priority House, Maidstone
(34 single en-suite rooms)

I say...

lÄ A Block, Medway Maritime Hospital, six-bedded
bays, two bathrooms shared by 16 people
(35 beds)

Dawn’s daughter became ill with schizophrenia
in 2006 when she was 18. Now, nearly six
years on, she has been increasingly well for
over 12 months and has been discharged from
all mental health services.

lÄ St Martin’s Hospital, Canterbury, Thanet and
Ashford (59 beds, in the process of being
replaced by £10 million purpose-built wards with
single en suite rooms, opening October 2012)
Psychiatric Intensive Care is specialist support
for patients who are proving very challenging on
inpatient wards. At present there are two units, in
Willow Suite at Little Brook Hospital, Dartford, and
in Dudley Venables House, at St Martin’s Hospital,
Canterbury. The Dartford unit is supported by a
highly effective Intensive Care Outreach team which
works with staff on inpatient wards in west Kent
and Medway with strategies to help avoid moving
patients to the intensive care unit.

Home treatment is more
patient-centred. Hospital is quite
disturbing and feels like it takes
away your rights
Medway service user in
the buddy scheme

“I had a choice: do I let people take her away
or do I do this at home?
“The way I look at it, a child always comes
from a family – however disjointed that family
might seem from the outside.
“I decided to try to help my daughter recover
at home, although I hadn’t got a clue what I
was doing or what was the matter with her.
“But family was the issue and I knew it was an
important part of my daughter’s recovery.”
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At the moment, not everyone in Kent and Medway
is getting access to an equally good service. A
review by KMPT and NHS Kent and Medway this
year found:

The wards were not designed for mental health
crisis care but as general hospital wards. There are
poor sightlines for staff to observe the patients and
only two single rooms.

lÄ A four-year reduction in use of hospital beds by
people in a mental health crisis, as a result of
successful home treatment. There are now 160
Kent and Medway beds for people in a mental
health crisis but in 2011-12 an average of 144
were occupied.

People who may be very distressed or very
delusional have only curtains around their beds to
provide privacy.

lÄ Too few beds in east Kent, so that patients
overspill into other areas, where ties with their
own area’s Crisis Resolution Home Treatment
SD@LÄ@QDÄLNQDÄCHEÆBTKS ÄRNÄB@QDÄB@MÄADÄCHRINHMSDCÄ
and discharge sometimes delayed. There are also
more beds than needed in west Kent.
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lÄ Long-standing concerns about A Block at
Medway Maritime Hospital, which remain
unresolved despite years of effort. A Block
continues to offer a lower standard of
environment to patients from Medway,
Sittingbourne and Sheppey, compared with the
rest of Kent
lÄ Lack of psychiatric intensive care outreach
service in east Kent, although it offers very
effective support in west Kent and Medway.

Ward environments
Since 2000, all new mental health units have been
built with single rooms instead of dormitories, and
preferably with en suite facilities.

Why we need to change

This is true of KMPT’s centres at Little Brook
Hospital, Dartford; Priority House, Maidstone, and
the new £10 million building at St Martin’s Hospital,
Canterbury, which is due to open in October 2012.
When the new building at St Martin’s opens,
outdated wards in Ashford will close and everyone
in those three centres will receive care in the best
possible environment.
In contrast, people from Medway, Sittingbourne
and Sheppey are still looked after in A Block on the
Medway Maritime Hospital site, which is not really
suitable for people in a mental health crisis.

The only seclusion room is on the women’s ward,
which means men in a state of great distress have to
be brought there to use it.
Medway’s A Block has 34.5 per cent of the beds in
West Kent and Medway – but in 2011-12 it had
lÄ 43 per cent of the reported violent incidents to
staff and other patients
lÄ 38 per cent of the referrals from acute wards to
the psychiatric intensive care units, and
lÄ 53 per cent of reported serious incidents, all of
VGHBGÄQDRTKSDCÄHMÄHMITQX
There is restricted access to outside space, and if,
for instance, someone wants fresh air, they have
to wait to be accompanied by a member of staff.
This inevitably builds up anger and frustration,
VGHBGÄB@MÄG@UDÄ@ÄL@INQÄHLO@BSÄNMÄODNOKDiRÄMDDCRÄ
and experience of care as well as staff time and
resources.
2S@EEÄ@SÄ Ä!KNBJÄCNÄSGDÄADRSÄONRRHAKDÄINAÄNEÄ
providing care within these restrictions but this is
an environment that neither promotes safety nor
recovery.
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspected
A Block in November 2010 and pointed out how
CHEÆBTKSÄSGDÄK@XNTSÄL@CDÄHSÄSNÄQDRSNQDÄB@KLÄ@ESDQÄ
aggressive or violent incidents.
The CQC also noted there were places, which
could not be removed, where patients could
harm themselves if they were determined to do
so. Staff are constantly vigilant and monitor these
areas. Nonetheless the risk remains and this is
unacceptable.
Since 2004, the local NHS has tried many times to
ÆMCÄRNLDVGDQDÄHMÄ,DCV@XÄLNQDÄRTHS@AKDÄSG@MÄ
A Block. We have also looked at whether A Block
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could be altered to make it more suitable for mental
health crisis care. And we have investigated building
somewhere new, designed for the purpose. These
solutions would cost between £7 million and £13
million and, every time, the problem has been a lack
of capital funding.
A new building is impossible in the current
economic climate, especially as KMPT does not own
any land that could be used, even if the building
funds could be found.

I say...
Robert is 33 and a dad. He lives in
Whitstable and has had a number of
episodes as an inpatient in various units.
“It’s how I deal with stress, I lose the plot a
bit,” he says.
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3GDÄÆQRSÄSHLDÄV@RÄHMÄÄ@MC ÄENQÄ@ÄVGHKD Ä
it happened about once every six months.
But, after a lengthy spell one summer in
St Martin’s, Canterbury, he hasn’t been in
hospital for three years now.
“Everyone dreads going to Ashford. There
are dormitories there and one guy had the
radio on with pop music all night, quite
loud and really irritating.
“I complained, but the nurse said it helped
the guy relax. Well, that’s all very well but
what about me? It certainly didn’t help me
relax, quite the opposite.
“At Canterbury, you have your own room,
which is much better. The downside is,
you’re not allowed to spend any time in
your room during the day.
“But if you’re constantly around some very
DIFlCULTANDDISTURBEDPEOPLEALLDAY ITCAN
be very stressful and you could just do with
a bit of a break.”

Patients being treated
in other areas by other
mental health teams
Currently, some patients from east Kent are being
admitted to beds in west Kent and Medway
because there are not enough in their own area.
This can have a knock-on effect, so that patients
EQNLÄ,@HCRSNMD Ä#@QSENQCÄ@MCÄ,DCV@XÄSGDMÄÆMCÄ
themselves having to be admitted outside their own
area too.
This is not ideal for the patients or the clinical
staff. Patients get more seamless care and earlier
discharge if their Crisis Resolution and Home
3QD@SLDMSÄSD@LÄHRÄVNQJHMFÄBKNRDKXÄVHSGÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄ
inpatient unit. Spreading patients out across
different units inevitably causes some dislocation
and delays.
We recognise that more beds are needed for people
from east Kent. Reductions in bed use there have
happened at a slower rate than expected, at least
partly due to the impact of the recession.
It would therefore be better if we could alter the
balance of hospital facilities across east and west
*DMSÄSNÄQDÇDBSÄLNQDÄBKNRDKXÄSGDÄMDDCRÄNEÄKNB@KÄ
people, with more provision in Canterbury.

I’m really proud of what the
staff in A Block do but they
are frustrated by the facilities,
which simply are not the kind
of environment conducive to
patients’ recovery
Louise Clack, Modern Matron,
Medway Acute Service Manager

Clinical evidence
Published research listed at the back of this document
shows that
a) ward environment makes a big difference to
people’s recovery and wellbeing when they have to
stay in hospital. Key factors that reduce violence and
aggression, improve the patient/carer experience and
raise staff morale are:
lÄ individual en suite rooms
lÄ a range of therapeutic spaces
lÄ single sex facilities
lÄ quiet rooms
lÄ activity areas
lÄ easy access to secure, safe outdoor spaces
lÄ good sightlines for staff.
b) offering a range of interventions and contact with
different staff groups in a centre of excellence is
effective at:
lÄ enhancing patients’ wellbeing

I say...
Sonia is 34 and has a background in
INTQM@KHRLÄ@MCÄOGNSNFQ@OGX Ä2GDÄV@RÄFHUDMÄ
a diagnosis of bipolar disorder in 2006.
She spent two days in St Martin’s Hospital,
Canterbury, in 2008 but felt much more
comfortable when she moved into the care
and support offered by the Crisis Resolution
Home Treatment Team.
She said: “When they came to see me in the
hospital, they were really lovely – and they
came to support me over the weekend.
“I really wished I could stay in their care.
They seemed much more compassionate
and consistent than anyone else.
“Since then, I’ve found that I can keep
myself on an even keel with the help of
psychotherapy, acupuncture and reiki and
making sure I don’t have too many stressful
things going on at the same time.”

lÄ reducing hospital stays
lÄ achieving consistent treatment practices
lÄ DMRTQHMFÄQDRHKHDMSÄRS@EÆMFÄKDUDKR Ä@KKÄC@X ÄDUDQXÄC@X Ä
with the right mix of skills – so therapy is available
in the evenings and at weekends, and there are
enough staff to provide safe care round-the-clock

The service provided was

lÄ helping the NHS get better value for money.

excellent in all aspects
and the support given

c)ÄOQNODQKXÄINHMDC TOÄVNQJHMFÄAXÄ"1'3R ÄHMO@SHDMSÄ
units for people in a mental health crisis and
psychiatric intensive care brings:

to me has enabled me

lÄ better patient and carer satisfaction
lÄ less violence and aggression

to make decisions in a
positive way.
CRHT service user

lÄ less staff sickness
lÄ shorter stays in hospital
lÄ more prompt discharges back home
lÄ better quality of care.
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Little Brook Hospital
Little Brook Hospital has a total of four wards.

Day in the life of Little
Brook Hospital

lÄ The Willow Suite is a Psychiatric Intensive Care
Unit with 12 single en suite rooms and a special
therapeutic activity unit, including group rooms
and a gym. It has a higher staff/patient ratio so
that more intense nursing can be given.

The patients’ day starts between 7.30am and
8.30am with breakfast of cereal and toast, with tea
or coffee. Healthcare assistants help with washing,
dressing, changing beds and distributing clean linen
as necessary.

lÄ Amberwood is a women’s ward with 16 en suite
single rooms.

The service manager and the ward managers work
9-to-5 but there is, of course, nursing care round
the clock every day of the year.

lÄ Woodlands is a mixed ward with 16 en suite
single rooms.
lÄ Another ward is currently being used for
rehabilitation of people with learning disabilities.
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The Occupational Therapy team working with
patients in Amberwood and Woodlands wards
offers sessions on anger management, talking
therapies, medication management, arts and crafts
and cooking. Patients are assessed to see how well
they can manage to look after themselves at home.

I say...
Angela Shorter has been the Acute Service
Manager at Little Brook Hospital, Dartford,
for six years, after working for some years
previously at A Block in Medway Maritime
Hospital.
“I couldn’t believe how calm everything
was at Little Brook, compared with A
Block,” she says.
“I think the crucial difference for the
patients is that, at Little Brook, they have
free access to courtyards and fresh air.
“At A Block, people felt locked up all day –
ESPECIALLYINTHEWOMENSWARDONTHElRST
mOORv

3GDÄD@QKXÄRGHESÄNEÄÆUDÄRS@EEÄBNLDRÄNMÄ@SÄ @LÄ@MCÄ
VNQJRÄTMSHKÄ OL Ä3GDÄK@SDÄRGHES Ä@KRNÄNEÄÆUDÄRS@EE Ä
RS@QSRÄ@SÄ OLÄ@MCÄÆMHRGDRÄ@SÄ OLÄ@MCÄSGDÄ
three night shift staff arrive at 8.50pm and stay until
7.10am.
The 20-minute handover between the shifts is a
chance to check the diary and to ensure continuity
of care and an understanding of any ongoing issues
for individual patients.
Each member of staff is allocated three or four
patients and will spend at least 15 minutes of quality
one-to-one time with each of them during their shift.
The ward staff do routine health checks, such as
temperature, blood pressure or glucose monitoring,
and four medication rounds every day, at 9am, 1pm,
6pm and 10pm. They take blood samples to check
medication levels for some patients and routinely for
a full blood count to check on wider health issues.
They keep detailed patient notes on the computer
and uploaded onto the Trust’s electronic patient
information system. These will include details of the
patient’s core mental health assessment, their care
plan, a routine risk assessment and a check that
the doctors have completed routine physical health
checks.
Occupational therapists run a programme every
weekday, working closely with a psychologist.
They arrive around 8.30am and leave at 5pm
and the sessions for patients include activities like
exercise, dance, cooking or art – or a chance to talk
with a pharmacist about the medicines they are
taking, a group discussion about their condition or
a session with a complementary therapist.

The doctors arrive on the wards around 9.30am.
The consultant psychiatrists do rounds every day
in all the wards. They also chair any meeting held
to review a patient’s Care Programme Approach.
These meetings generally take 20-30 minutes.
Sometimes they are quite straightforward but
sometimes there are complex issues to address in
supporting the individual towards recovery.

Psychiatric Intensive
Care

The ward clerk will invite the patient’s carer or
next-of-kin along, as well as the patient’s care
co-ordinator, who is a social worker. A member of
the crisis team will be there, if a timely discharge
is to be facilitated and the person is still acutely
unwell – but, more usually, it will be a member of
the community mental health team, who will be
providing on-going support.

At present, there are two PIC Units (PICU) in Kent.
One is in the Willow Suite at Little Brook Hospital,
Dartford, and the other in Dudley Venables House
at St Martin’s Hospital, Canterbury.

Someone from the housing department will attend
if accommodation is needed when the patient is
discharged from hospital.
The pharmacist looks in on the ward every
morning to check the patients’ medication charts
and the supplies in the stock cupboards and the
nurse in charge ensures that any medication
needed by patients being discharged or going out
on leave is ordered before mid-day.
Patients can make themselves tea, coffee or a
soft drink whenever they fancy one during the
day. Lunch is a hot meal served around noon
with a choice of four dishes, a vegetarian option,
a sandwich or salad and occupational therapy
sessions resume after lunch until 4pm when the
therapists spend an hour writing up their patient
notes on the computer system.

The purpose of psychiatric intensive care (PIC),
rather like that of intensive care in a general
hospital, is to give the patients more staff time and
intensive nursing for a short period.

A Psychiatric Intensive Care Outreach (PICO) team
provides extra support to staff looking after patients
in the mental health wards. They will visit the ward,
assess the patient and either suggest different
working strategies to the ward staff or admit the
person to the PICU.
In 2011/12, the outreach team helped West Kent
and Medway ward staff prevent a potential 78 PICU
admissions, nearly 40 per cent of those referred to
the service. In East Kent, where there is no outreach
team, a person who cannot be managed on the
ward has to be admitted to the PICU at present.
3GHRÄHRÄMNSÄHCD@K Ä@RÄO@SHDMSRÄB@MÄÆMCÄSGDÄLNUDÄSNÄ@Ä
different unit disruptive.
Some patients only stay in PICU for a few days
and more than 80 per cent are discharged from
there within six weeks. Once a person’s condition is
stabilised, they move back to their hospital ward or
go home under the care of a CRHT.

Supper is another hot meal, like lunch and with
similar choices, served at about 5pm and snacks
are available when the night staff come on at
around 9pm.
There’s a games room and TV in the evenings and
at weekends when the therapists are not around.
Some patients go to bed after the 10pm ward
round and it’s ‘lights out’ at midnight, with every
effort made to help people re-establish a healthy
sleep pattern as many will have a disrupted one
when they arrive.
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Our ambition is that everyone in Kent
and Medway receives high quality
inpatient care in safe, purpose-built
accommodation that promotes recovery,
with good access to the full range of
SQD@SLDMSR ÄQDRHKHDMSÄRS@EÆMFÄÄ@MCÄ
sharing of best practice.
In addition, wherever possible, people should be
in beds used only by their CRHT so that care is
consistent and integrated, discharge is faster, and
the patient experience is better.
The core proposals aim to develop tighter
partnership working between CRHTs and our
hospital wards, in line with best practice, while
building on the trend for more people to be treated
at home with fewer having to stay in hospital. They
are as follows:-
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CRHTs - As hospital beds are used less, the Crisis
Resolution Home Treatment Teams are taking on
more work and so they need to be strengthened.
A key feature of the way that CRHT teams work is
to ensure that team members all know the patients,
so that whoever is on duty is familiar with the case,
whatever time of day a service user might need
support in a mental health crisis.
We propose to invest £297,000 a year in additional
CRHT staff from April 2013. We will keep the
balance of work between the hospitals and the
CRHTs under review and make further minor
RS@EÆMFÄ@CITRSLDMSRÄADSVDDMÄSGDLÄ@RÄMDBDRR@QX

All staff and people very
considerate and nice, although
it would have been nice to see
the same person. I understand

Our proposals

THISISDIFlCULTASYOUHAVEA
large area to cover.
CRHT service use

Admitting service users to hospital is always a
last resort, when their condition cannot be safely
managed at home.
Acute mental health wards – We want to develop
the hospital facilities at Little Brook Hospital,
Dartford, Priority House, Maidstone, and the new
adult inpatient facility at Canterbury, into three
Centres of Excellence, each with the right number of
staff, with the right mix of skills to deliver:
lÄ very high standard, innovative care
lÄ measurable results for service users
lÄ constantly improving practice expertise
lÄ evidence-based research
lÄ close integration of care with the CRHTs that
cover the area where their inpatients’ homes are.
Each centre will have modern, purpose-built,
accommodation, offering:
lÄ single en suite rooms
lÄ spacious communal and therapeutic areas
lÄ safe, secure landscaped outdoor space.
This will provide a total of 150 acute inpatient beds
to serve the needs of people in a mental health crisis
from across Kent and Medway: 48 at Dartford, 34
at Maidstone and 68, rather than 60 in east Kent, at
Canterbury.
The total is 10 fewer than the 160 there are
at present, but 6 more than the average used
throughout 2011/12, allowing for the seasonal peak
often experienced between January and March.
This will enable us to move out of the unsuitable
wards at A Block in Medway, so that people from
Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey are no longer
treated differently from everyone else.
We propose that people from Medway who need to
be admitted to hospital would go to the Centre of
Excellence at Dartford.
We are consulting on three options for where
people from Sittingbourne and Sheppey would
receive mental health hospital care and two options
for people from Swanley (see pages 22 to 25).
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Psychiatric Intensive Care – We want to expand
the PIC Outreach service across the whole of Kent
and Medway, so that all three centres of excellence
ADMDÆSÄEQNLÄHSRÄRTOONQSÄ@MCÄRSQ@SDFHDRÄSG@SÄGDKOÄ
prevent the need for admission to a psychiatric
intensive care bed.

We have based these proposals on key criteria:
Quality and safety – Delivering the best quality
service and experience for service users

A day in the life of a crisis team nurse

Access – Allowing patients, families and carers
better access to services from their local CRHT and
Psychiatric Intensive Care service and easy access to
a Centre of Excellence

KDW Ä@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄORXBGH@SQHBÄMTQRD ÄVNQJRÄ
in South East Kent Crisis Resolution Home
Treatment Team.

1pm /TKKÄHMSNÄODSQNKÄRS@SHNMÄSNÄÆKKÄTOÄ@MCÄFQ@AÄ
a sandwich to eat in the car. Phone goes with
an urgent referral in Ashford.

8.30am Arrive at the start of an ’early’
shift. Receive handover from night staff and
allocated list of visits prepared by yesterday’s
‘late’ shift. Plan today’s route.

1.45pm Man in Ashford is hallucinating,
RDDHMFÄROHCDQRÄBQ@VKHMFÄ@KKÄNUDQÄSGDÄÇNNQÄ
and up his arm. He’s scraping his arm with a
kitchen knife to get them off. His family are
with him and feel unable to cope any longer.
Needs a Mental Health Act Assessment so he
can be admitted to hospital. Contact the shift
co-ordinator at base and ask for a psychiatrist,
a Section 12-approved doctor and an approved
mental health practitioner to come and make
the assessment. Stay till they arrive at 4pm.

We want to consolidate the PICU beds in the Willow
Suite at Dartford, so that those in Dudley Venables
House at St Martin’s Hospital, Canterbury, are
always available for acutely unwell people from east
*DMS ÄHMRSD@CÄNEÄITRSÄADHMFÄTMNEÆBH@KKXÄTRDCÄENQÄSGDLÄ
as has happened recently.

2TRS@HM@AHKHSXÄ@MCÄÇDWHAHKHSX – Services that are
able to meet the current and future demand for
inpatient beds and are adaptable to meet peak
demand

This will reduce the number of PICU beds in Kent
and Medway by eight.

Environment – Offering the kind of therapeutic
environment known to deliver better recovery

Bed numbers – These proposals increase the
capability of the CRHT teams. They also reduce the
total numbers of beds for acutely unwell by 10 and
intensive care inpatients by eight, or the equivalent
of closing one of the current 11 wards.

Staff recruitment, training and development –
attractive to staff, with appropriate levels of training
for staff and research opportunities
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We have checked and cross checked our bed use
C@S@Ä@MCÄ@QDÄBNMÆCDMSÄSGHRÄMTLADQÄNEÄADCRÄ
lÄ is correct for the next two to three years

Integration – all associated services can work
BKNRDKXÄSNFDSGDQÄENQÄSGDÄADMDÆSÄNEÄO@SHDMSR
Value for money – All services must make best
use of NHS resources. These proposals and all the
options are affordable within current budgets.

lÄ offers enough leeway for peaks in demand and
the expected population increase
lÄ allows acceptable occupancy rates (94 per cent)
ENQÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@MCÄDEEDBSHUDÄADCÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ
lÄ supports best clinical practice by allowing only
same day leave or full discharge on a community
treatment order, rather than saving beds for
people on longer periods of leave (currently 10
per cent of ward bed days).

Our Crisis Teams need

Alternatives to hospital – We plan to research
VHSGÄ@B@CDLHBÄO@QSMDQRÄSGDÄNTSBNLDRÄ@MCÄADMDÆSRÄ
to service users of a new range of alternatives to
hospital, such as offering time in a crisis lounge or
structured day therapy as part of planned home
treatment.

be treated at home, rather

9.45am Visit a woman in Deal who’s feeling
very negative and thinking about suicide.
Teach anxiety management techniques:
breathing exercises, relaxation, going for
a walk, helpful website communities, local
support group. Agreed to ask our consultant
psychiatrist to visit for medication review.
11.30am I’m visiting a patient in Folkestone
who’s in a depressive phase of his bipolar
illness. He’s got no motivation to get out of
bed, eat, drink or take care of himself. First
SGHMFRÄÆQRS Ä(ÄDMBNTQ@FDÄGHLÄSNÄS@JDÄRNLDÄ
practical steps like preparing some food and
taking his medication. We talk the issues
through together and I arrange to see him
again tomorrow.

4.30pm &DSÄA@BJÄSNÄSGDÄNEÆBDÄSNÄVQHSDÄTOÄ
detailed notes on today’s cases and hand over
to the shift co-ordinator. Shift ends at 5.30pm.
The late shift works from 1.30pm to 10.30pm
and the night shift from 10pm to 9am. The
South East Kent team sees 20 to 30 clients
a day on average, admitting one or two to
hospital each week.

strengthening now to
keep up with the volume
of cases. People prefer to
than going into hospital
Dr Nigel Ashurst,
Crisis Team Consultant Psychiatrist,
South East Kent
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Core proposal – the pros and cons
There are many advantages for service users in making the change to three centres of excellence. We feel
SGDRDÄNTSVDHFGÄSGDÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄSG@SÄRNLDÄUHRHSNQRÄVHKKÄE@BDÄHMÄG@UHMFÄSNÄSQ@UDKÄETQSGDQÄ@MCÄSGDÄDWSQ@ÄDEENQSÄRS@EEÄ
VHKKÄMDDCÄSNÄOTSÄHMSNÄVNQJHMFÄQDK@SHNMRGHOR Ä@SÄKD@RSÄHMHSH@KKX ÄSNÄOQNUHCDÄFNNC ÄINHMDC TOÄB@QD ÄÄ

Advantages
Each patient will have
lÄ Equal access to high quality purpose-built
accommodation
lÄ Their privacy and dignity better protected

lÄ Have more opportunities for innovation in
working practices, research and development.
lÄ CRHT teams will be expanded to include peer
support workers and so offer a range of help for
service users and carers.

lÄ Their own single, en suite room

Services will

lÄ Good access to safe outside space which is
proven to help recovery

lÄ Be able to plan more effectively, improve
consistency, quality and equity of care.

lÄ Greater access to consultant reviews (which
service users want) because the doctors will be
concentrated on fewer sites

lÄ Have the opportunity to develop more innovative
practice and generate a strong evidence of what
‘excellence’ means in mental health crisis care,
working with one or more university.

lÄ Opportunities for activities and therapy in the
DUDMHMFRÄ@MCÄ@SÄVDDJDMCRÄHMRSD@CÄNEÄITRSÄCTQHMFÄ
the day

Disadvantages
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lÄ More support for service users and carers at home

Patients’ visitors will have

lÄ Equal access to psychiatric intensive care from
the outreach team visiting their hospital ward

lÄ +NMFDQÄ@MCÄLNQDÄBNRSKXÄINTQMDXRÄEQNLÄ,DCV@XÄ
lÄ +NMFDQÄINTQMDXRÄEQNLÄ2HSSHMFANTQMDÄ@MCÄ2GDOODXÄÄ

lÄ ,NQDÄINHMDCÄTOÄB@QDÄADB@TRDÄSGDÄ"1'3ÄVHKKÄ
always be working with their hospital.

In addition

Carers will

Staff will need to put more effort into working
relationships:

lÄ Not be expected to transport service users to
hospital when they are experiencing a mental
health crisis – the NHS will do this.

lÄ When some start work in new hospital units or
@QDÄ@KHFMDCÄSNÄCHEEDQDMSÄO@SHDMSÄINTQMDXR

lÄ Have more support and reassurance as the CRHT
capacity increases.

Visitors have
lÄ Free parking at KMPT hospitals.

lÄ Between Community Mental Health Teams
(Access and Recovery) and CRHTs to ensure their
links continue to work smoothly in support of
service users and carers.

Choosing the options

lÄ A welcoming environment.

Staff will
lÄ Be better aligned to patients throughout their
pathway.
lÄ Be more resilient and able to offer a better
quality of care in fewer centres, with
BNMRNKHC@SDCÄRS@EÆMFÄKDUDKR

A workshop of more than 50 stakeholders, including people who use mental
health services, their families, members of mental health charities and
advocacy groups, councillors, mental health nurses, doctors and other staff
met in February to appraise eight options for how the core proposals could
work. By scoring key criteria, the workshop selected the best three available.
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The options
A Block
Medway
35 Beds
Little Brook Hospital
Dartford
32 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

Bed Demand
Dartford 10.7
Swanley 3.9
Gravesham 9.6

CRHT
Based at site

Acute Services - Do Nothing
Bed Demand
Medway 28.4
Swale 7.2

1

St Martins‘ Hospital
Canterbury
59 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

1
Medway

2

Bed Demand
Canterbury 16.3
Thanet 19.2
Dover 11.2
Shepway 8.7
Ashford 8.9
Faversham 2.5

Option A

Dartford
Gravesham

Swanley

Swale

Sevenoaks

Faversham

Tonbridge
and Malling

Canterbury

Maidstone

Dover
Tunbridge Wells

Priority House
Maidstone
34 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

Shepway
Bed Demand
Sevenoaks 3.1
Tonbridge and Malling 5.3
Tunbridge Wells 6.9
Maidstone 8.4

The options for consultation will make a difference to service users from Sittingbourne, Sheppey and Swanley,
and their families and friends. All the options share all the advantages of the core proposal.

People from Medway to use beds at Little Brook
Hospital, Dartford; people from Swanley to
continue to use beds at Little Brook Hospital,
Dartford; people from Sittingbourne and Sheppey
to use beds at Priority House, Maidstone; people
from Faversham to continue to use the beds at St
Martin’s, Canterbury.

This is our preferred option because, taking
account of where the purpose-built wards are, it:

The CRHT working with people in Sittingbourne
and Sheppey would work with Priority House,
Maidstone, and the Medway CRHT would work
with Little Brook Hospital, Dartford.

lÄ Will reduce the likelihood of overspill from
east Kent better than option C.

lÄ Maintains more existing service links between
localities than option B and

Acute Services - Option A

Fig 2: Current arrangements
for acute inpatients and CRHTs

1

lÄ Offers slightly easier access to the centres of
excellence for more people than options B
and C

Little Brook Hospital
Dartford
48 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

Bed Demand
Dartford 10.7
Swanley 3.9
Gravesham 9.6
Medway 28.4

St Martin’s Hospital
Canterbury
68 Beds

2

CRHT
Based at site

Medway
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Doing nothing would mean:
lÄ
lÄ

lÄ

lÄ

lÄ

lÄ

lÄ

Too many acute beds in West Kent and too few in
east Kent
People from Medway, Sittingbourne and Sheppey
would continue to be treated in A Block in a far
from ideal environment for care
People from east Kent would still not have access
to psychiatric intensive care outreach which is
effective in nearly 40 per cent of potential cases in
west Kent and Medway
The proper links between CRHT teams, inpatient
units for people in mental health crisis and
psychiatric intensive care could not be made,
because so many patients would be scattered
among the different units
We would not be able to develop centres of
excellence in Kent and Medway – the beds would
be in the wrong places, not all the environments
would be purpose-built, and the staff would be
spread too thinly to provide the highest quality of
care
Sustainable mental health hospital units offering
crisis care need to have at least three wards so
that robust 24/7 medical support rotas can be
maintained, within staff working hours.

While cost is not a prime driver for the changes
we are proposing, maintaining four units is
unaffordable in the long term and risky if demand
NMÄADCRÄQDCTBDRÄETQSGDQÄHMÄSGDÄMDWSÄÆUDÄXD@QR Ä
Focussing three centres of excellence, on sites
*,/3ÄNVMR ÄFHUDRÄÇDWHAHKHSXÄSNÄ@BBNLLNC@SDÄ
future demands for more or fewer beds and
allows a greater concentration of other supporting
professionals, such as occupational therapists,
psychologists and senior staff to improve the
quality of care.

It could be argued that doing nothing would save:
lÄ

service users from east Kent travelling all the way
to Dartford to the PICU

lÄ

and people from Medway travelling to Dartford
and people from Sittingbourne and Sheppey
travelling to Dartford, Maidstone or Canterbury to
an inpatient unit.

But it is also true that service users and carers in most
places already travel such distances to receive specialist
hospital care. It is unusual to have specialist care of
this nature on your doorstep – the local element is
provided by the CRHT team which delivers care in a
service user’s own home.

2

Bed Demand
Canterbury 16.3
Thanet 19.2
Dover 11.2
Shepway 8.7
Ashford 8.9
Faversham 2.5

Dartford
Gravesham

Swanley

Swale

Sevenoaks

Faversham

Tonbridge
and Malling

Canterbury

Maidstone

Dover
Tunbridge Wells

Fig 3: Option A –
Catchment areas for acute
inpatients and CRHTs

Priority House
Maidstone
34 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

1

Shepway
Bed Demand
Sevenoaks 3.1
Tonbridge and Malling 5.3
Tunbridge Wells 6.9
Maidstone 8.4
Swale 7.2

Advantages
D Patients will have much more chance of staying
in the hospital for their area because east Kent
overspills are unlikely (A, B)

D Staff working relationships in support of service
users and their families continue current links
with Faversham with Canterbury and Swanley
with Dartford and Gravesham (A,C)

D Same cost to Sheppey visitors of bus day saver
ticket for visitors from Sheppey to patients in
Maidstone or Canterbury as to Medway’s A

Block and cheaper than taking the train and bus
to Medway’s A Block (A, C)

D ,NRSÄDEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄDWHRSHMFÄ-'2ÄATHKCHMFRÄ



Disadvantages
U Staff – CRHT teams will be realigned to support

O@SHDMSÄÇNVÄEQNLÄ2GDOODXÄ@MCÄ2HSSHMFANTQMD
U Sheppey and Sittingbourne patients and carers

INTQMDXÄ@KSDQDCÄSNÄCHEEDQDMSÄQNTSDÄmÄSNÄ,@HCRSNMD
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Option B

Option C

People from Medway and people from Sittingbourne and Sheppey to use beds at Little Brook, Dartford;
all people from the Sevenoaks district (including Swanley) to use beds at Priority House, Maidstone;
people from Faversham to continue using beds at St Martin’s, Canterbury

People from Medway to use beds at Little Brook in Dartford; people from Swanley to continue to use
beds at Little Brook Dartford; all people from Swale (including Faversham) to use beds at St Martin’s,
Canterbury

Acute Services - Option C

Acute Services - Option B
Little Brook Hospital
Dartford
48 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

Bed Demand
Dartford 10.7
Gravesham 9.6
Medway 28.4
Swale 7.2

2

St Martin’s Hospital
Canterbury
68 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

Medway

2

Dartford

Little Brook
Hospital
Dartford
48 Beds

Bed Demand
Canterbury 16.3
Thanet 19.2
Dover 11.2
Shepway 8.7
Ashford 8.9
Faversham 2.5

Bed Demand
Dartford 10.7
Gravesham 9.6
Swanley 3.9
Medway 28.4

CRHT
Based at site

St Martin’s Hospital
Canterbury
68 Beds

2

CRHT
Based at site

Medway
Gravesham

Gravesham
Swanley

Swanley

Swale

Swale

Sevenoaks

3

Dartford

Bed Demand
Canterbury 16.3
Thanet 19.2
Dover 11.2
Shepway 8.7
Ashford 8.9
Faversham 2.5
Swale 7.2

Faversham

Tonbridge
and Malling

Canterbury

Sevenoaks

Faversham

Tonbridge
and Malling

Canterbury

Maidstone

Maidstone
Dover
Tunbridge Wells

Dover
Tunbridge Wells
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Priority House
Maidstone
34 Beds
CRHT
Based at site

2

Priority House
Maidstone
34 Beds

Shepway
Bed Demand
Swanley 3.9
Sevenoaks 3.1
Tonbridge and Malling 5.3
Tunbridge Wells 6.9
Maidstone 8.4

CRHT
Based at site

1

Shepway
Bed Demand
Sevenoaks 3.1
Tonbridge and Malling 5.3
Tunbridge Wells 6.9
Maidstone 8.4

Fig 5: Option C –
Catchment areas for acute
inpatients and CRHTs

Fig 4: Option B –
Catchment areas for
acute inpatients

Advantages

Disadvantages

Advantages

Disadvantages

D Patients will have much more chance of staying

U +NMFDRSÄ@MCÄLNRSÄDWODMRHUDÄINTQMDXRÄENQÄUHRHSNQRÄ

D Staff working relationships in support of service

East Kent patients are

in the hospital for their area because east Kent
overspills are unlikely

from Sittingbourne, Sheppey and Swanley
U /@SHDMSRÄ@MCÄ&/RÄHMÄ2V@MKDXÄVHKKÄÆMCÄSGHRÄNOSHNMÄ

confusing as they share all other NHS services
with Dartford and Gravesham.
U Dartford Clinical Commissioning Group will be

the only one in Kent and Medway dealing with
different systems in two inpatient units and two
CRHTs.

users and their families continue current links
with Faversham with Canterbury and Swanley
with Dartford and Gravesham (A,C)

D Same cost to Sheppey visitors of bus day saver
ticket for visitors from Sheppey to patients in
Maidstone or Canterbury as to Medway’s A
Block and cheaper than taking the train and bus
to Medway’s A Block (A, C)

U ,NQDÄQD@KHFMLDMSÄNEÄRS@EEÄSNÄQDÇDBSÄBG@MFDRÄSNÄ

O@SHDMSÄÇNVRÄ
U -NSÄSGDÄLNRSÄDEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄ-'2ÄATHKCHMFR

facilities

U More likely to overspill to other hospitals as this

option has more patients (including those from
Sittingbourne and Sheppey) routinely using
Canterbury.
U +HJDKXÄSNÄDWODQHDMBDÄRNLDÄCHRINHMSDCÄRDQUHBDRÄ

and delayed discharges because their CRHT
and CMHTs do not have close links with other
hospitals.
U Less likely to receive visitors if they are placed in

Maidstone or Dartford
U -NSÄSGDÄLNRSÄDEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄ-'2ÄATHKCHMFR

facilities as Priority House is likely to have underused beds
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Discussions held
Early this year, we discussed all the issues with
a wide range of stakeholders, including service
users, carers, and groups representing them, GPs,
psychiatric nurses, consultant psychiatrists, social
VNQJDQR ÄBNTMBHKÄLDLADQRÄ@MCÄNEÆBH@KR Ä,/R Ä
trades unions, and Kent and Medway LINks Mental
Health Network. Further discussions have been held
throughout April, May and June 2012.
We know that everyone’s biggest concern is
transport for people who want to visit service users
in hospitals further away than they are used to.
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Transport links and costs have been researched by
service users. Travel times and costs to Maidstone
and Canterbury are similar for people from
Sittingbourne, and for those from Sheppey, for
whom Maidstone and Canterbury are cheaper
than travelling to Medway’s A Block. Public
transport links to Little Brook Hospital, Dartford,
are straightforward from Medway. Reports of this
research are available at the consultation webpage
www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review
Comprehensive travel information will be made
easily available through mental health services and
online.
(LOQNUDCÄRHFM@FDÄVHKKÄL@JDÄGNROHS@KRÄD@RHDQÄSNÄÆMCÄ
and the trust is exploring the use of Skype and
volunteers to improve contact.
6DÄG@UDÄSQHDCÄNUDQÄSGDÄK@RSÄEDVÄXD@QRÄSNÄÆMCÄ@Ä
suitable building or site in Medway which we can
@EENQC Ä'NVDUDQ ÄVDÄEDDKÄHSÄHRÄMNVÄSHLDÄSNÄÆMCÄ@ÄV@XÄÄ
to provide high quality care for all patients rather
than fruitlessly pursuing a local solution.

0DNLQJD¿QDOGHFLVLRQ
At the end of the consultation, the University of
Greenwich will carry out an independent analysis
of the views expressed by stakeholders about the
proposals and the options. They will look at all
the returned questionnaires (in this document and
available online) and at any separate communication
submitted in writing, by phone or email.
They will then prepare a report for the Boards of
NHS Kent and Medway and of Kent and Medway
NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust.
The Boards will assess people’s views alongside:
lÄ Achievability of best possible health outcomes
for service users
lÄ Most therapeutic environment
lÄ Best match to local demand
lÄ Affordability
lÄ Sustainability
SNÄBNLDÄSNÄ@ÄÆM@KÄCDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄV@XÄENQV@QC ÄÄ
The Board will be able to decide on one of the
options described in this document or it may
amend the approach in the light of comments and
suggestions received in the consultation.
At the start of consultation, a decision is expected to
be made early in 2013, with a view to implementing
any changes in late spring/ early summer.

I don’t blame people not
wanting to visit patients in
A Block - it’s not a very nice
place.
Member of Medway LINk
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FAQs

Some frequently asked questions

Q: People from Medway, Sittingbourne and
Sheppey will have to travel further for inpatient
treatment or to visit relatives and friends who are
in hospital. What plans are in place to support the
increased travel for visitors?
A: The NHS plans to:
lÄ extend its voluntary transport scheme, particularly
to give lifts to people facing long walks from public
transport to the hospital they are visiting
lÄ make comprehensive public transport information
easily available at all the hospitals and online

But the NHS believes the improvement in treatment
O@SHDMSRÄQDBDHUDÄRGNTKCÄNTSVDHFGÄSGDRDÄCHEÆBTKSHDR Ä
KKÄSGDÄNOSHNMRÄVHKKÄ@KRNÄHMBQD@RDÄINTQMDXRÄENQÄRNLDÄ
staff when at work and travelling between wards and
PICU, and from the affected Community Mental Health
Teams (CMHTs) teams, such as for Care Programme
Approach (CPA) assessments, care co-ordination and
reviews.
There is no extra burden on patients who are
being taken to hospital by the CRHT or in a secure
ambulance.
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lÄ review visiting times, once the outcome of
BNMRTKS@SHNMÄHRÄJMNVM ÄSNÄL@JDÄRTQDÄSGDXÄÆSÄVHSGÄ
the public transport times

Q: Why can’t things stay as they are?

lÄ provide Skype for patient use (family and friends
will need to make their own Skype arrangements.

lÄ Too many acute beds in west Kent and too few in
east Kent

KMPT is looking at the number of visitors to its hospital
wards so it can plan more effectively once the outcome
of consultation is known.

lÄ People from Medway and Swale would continue
to be treated in A Block in a far from ideal
environment for care

Medway Service User Forum has already considered
how to overcome distance constructively, supplying its
own assessment. They recognise that the current low
frequency of family and carer visits in A Block could
be increased, and suggest how the expense of travel
might be overcome with the help of
lÄ a forum-supported voluntary car ‘buddying’
scheme and/or
lÄ modern information technology arrangements
such as Skype.
Swale Service User Forum is concerned about the
travel issue and believes public transport links from
Sheppey to Maidstone are poor. However, a Swale
RDQUHBDÄTRDQÄSQHDCÄNTSÄSGDÄINTQMDXRÄHMÄ,@XÄ@MCÄENTMCÄ
SG@S ÄBNLO@QDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄINTQMDXÄSNÄ,DCV@XiRÄ Ä!KNBJ Ä
it took 35 minutes longer to get to Priority House from
Sittingbourne and an hour longer from Sheppey – and
the cost from both places, on a day saver bus ticket
was £6.70, cheaper than the combined train and bus
fares to Medway.
KKÄSGDÄNOSHNMRÄVHKKÄKD@CÄSNÄRNLDÄKNMFDQÄINTQMDXR Ä
especially for those families and friends who want to
visit people from Medway and Swale, and people from
east Kent in a Dartford Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit.

A: If we left things as they are, we would have:

lÄ People from east Kent would still not have access
to psychiatric intensive care outreach which is
effective in nearly 40 per cent of potential cases in
west Kent
lÄ The proper linkages between CRHT teams, acute
inpatient units and psychiatric intensive care could
not be made, because so many patients would be
placed away from their home team and
lÄ We wouldn’t be able to develop centres of
excellence in Kent and Medway.
Q: What about patient choice?
A: The services we are describing are the emergency
services for mental health service users. The CRHT
staff take or arrange transport for people in a mental
health crisis to the nearest best-equipped place to deal
with the emergency. Sometimes people are so severely
unwell that under the Mental Health Act 1983, they
can be admitted, detained and treated in hospital
against their will.
Under our proposals, this will normally be the centre
of excellence working in close partnership with the
person’s local CRHT. This is because evidence shows
these arrangements result in shorter hospital stays and
better, more sustainable recoveries for service users.

These proposals maintain the same level of choice that
people in a mental health crisis have at present. It is
similar to the choice available to people being taken by
blue-light ambulance to an A&E department.
0Ä'NVÄB@MÄVDÄG@UDÄBNMÆCDMBDÄSG@SÄSGDÄADCÄ
numbers you are offering now are right?
A: The evidence that we had over-estimated the
reduction in bed use in east Kent has been clear from
the pressure on beds. We have admitted our mistake
and are taking steps to put it right.
GPs, our psychiatrists and other mental health staff
believe we have got it right now. Our research and
calculations are open to scrutiny and are on the website
(www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review)
Q: What will happen about day home visits if you
are two hours away from home and you only
have two hours free?
A: As part of recovery, home leave is arranged in
consultation with the patient and their carer(s) so
we propose to ensure that day home visits include
enough time for travel and that shorter leave periods
are structured around some other activity, such as
shopping at a venue within reasonable reach of the
hospital.
Q: How will people stay in contact with their care
co-ordinator or their CRHT if they’re further away
from home?
A: Tighter relationships between all elements of mental
health services supporting a service user are the key
to achieving the best and most sustainable health
outcomes for service users.
Q: Where will the CRHTs for Medway and
Sittingbourne/Sheppey be based?
A: They will have a base in the centre of excellence
that treats patients from their area, so that working
HMÄBKNRDÄO@QSMDQRGHOÄENQÄSGDÄADMDÆSÄNEÄSGDÄO@SHDMSRÄHRÄ
easier.
But the CRHTs for Medway, Sittingbourne and
2GDOODXÄVHKKÄ@KRNÄG@UDÄNEÆBDÄRO@BDÄHMÄSGDÄBNLLTMHSXÄ
they serve, improving their partnership working with
the Community Mental Health Teams who support
patients when they are feeling better but still need to
access mental health services.
Q: What is the evidence that being treated in A
Block is having a detrimental effect on people?

have their own room and easy access to outside space.
It is clear that the kind of environment in Little Brook
Hospital, Dartford; Priority House, Maidstone, and
the new building at St Martin’s Hospital, Canterbury,
help people recover better and more quickly and
sustainably. This has been demonstrated in units
around the country. A number of patients of A Block
have also been patients at Little Brook and prefer the
facilities in Dartford.

Q: What will happen as the population grows?
A: Our calculations offer room for the amount the
population is expected to grow in the next two to
three years. We have also considered the seasonal
variation in service use. We will continue to keep the
RHST@SHNMÄTMCDQÄQDUHDVÄ@MCÄL@JDÄ@CITRSLDMSRÄVGDMÄ
necessary.

Q: You say mental health services have
transformed in the last eight years – what’s so
different now?
A: In that period, we have introduced a number of
services so that:

lÄ People who need urgent care round-the-clock
can now access the 24-hour Crisis Resolution
Home Treatment service
lÄ People in general wards or who arrive at the
emergency department and appear to have
mental health needs can now be assessed by
the Liaison Psychiatry staff we have placed in the
general hospitals
lÄ People brought into custody suites by the police
but who appear to have mental health needs
can now be assessed by psychiatric nurses based
at police stations
lÄ Police and ambulance staff now have guidelines
to help them assess people who may be suicidal
and to give them guidance on what to do (such
as when to involve the CRHT).
All these developments are providing better support
to service users and their families and friends and have
taken pressure off the acute inpatient mental health beds.
For more information visit
www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review

A: We know there are more incidents of violence and
aggression at Medway than at the units where people
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Glossary
Mental health crisis is a sudden phase of more
serious psychological symptoms needing urgent
treatment and care. Such a crisis can take different
forms in different people, such as suicidal behaviour
or intention, panic attacks or extreme anxiety,
psychotic episodes involving losing any sense of
reality, having hallucinations and/or hearing voices,
or other behaviour that seems out of control or
irrational and likely to endanger the self or others.
Inpatient beds for people in a mental health
crisis are beds provided in hospital for people who
cannot be safely treated at home and who need to
stay overnight and sometimes for several days or
weeks.
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Alcohol/drug addiction means not having control
over taking or using something, to the point where
it could be harmful to you.
Anxiety is a feeling of unease, such as worry or
fear, that can be mild or severe. Generalised Anxiety
Disorder is a long-term condition which causes you
to feel anxious about a wide range of situations and
HRRTDR ÄQ@SGDQÄSG@MÄNMDÄRODBHÆBÄDUDMS Ä@MCÄVGHBGÄ
can cause mental and physical symptoms. Anxiety
disorders include some phobias and Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder.

Clinical evidence
Community Mental Health Team offers support
and treatment in the community for people with
enduring mental health problems and a specialist
home treatment service for people with dementia.
Depression is more than simply feeling unhappy
or fed up. It can cause a wide variety of symptoms
including lasting feelings of sadness and
GNODKDRRMDRR Ä@MCÄKNRHMFÄHMSDQDRSÄHMÄSGHMFRÄXNTÄDMINX Ä
feeling constantly tired, sleeping badly and feeling
very tearful or anxious.
Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care
Partnership Trust (KMPT) runs and provides most
mental health services in Kent and Medway.
NHS Kent and Medway is the cluster of three
primary care trusts – NHS Eastern and Coastal Kent,
NHS West Kent and NHS Medway – which plans and
buys health services on your behalf.
Psychosis affects a person’s mind and causes
changes to the way they think, feel and behave. A
person may be unable to distinguish between reality
and their imagination.
Personality Disorders are mental health conditions
that affect how people manage their feelings and
how they relate to others.

Bipolar disorder, known in the past as manic
depression, is a condition that affects moods, which
can swing from one extreme to another.

Schizophrenia is a long-term mental health
condition that causes a range of different
psychological symptoms, including:

Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment is
available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to assess
and treat people in mental health crisis, supporting
them at home intensively, maybe up to three times
a day. They help people remain at home rather than
go into hospital – and if someone has to go into
hospital, they help them get back home as quickly
as possible.

lÄ hallucinations – hearing or seeing things that do
not exist
lÄ delusions – unusual beliefs that are not based on
reality and often contradict the evidence

This is the list of policies and practice documents which support the proposals:lÄ The Pathway to Recovery – A Review of
NHS Acute Inpatient Mental Health Services,
Healthcare Commission, 2008;
lÄ Laying the Foundations; Department of Health
(CSIP), 2008;
lÄ Mental Health Policy Implementation Guide,
DOH, 2002, 2006;
lÄ Onwards & Upwards; CSIP; 2007,
lÄ The Virtual Ward: www.virtualward.org.uk ;
lÄ CSIP Integrated Care Network (2006).
lÄ Whole systems working. CSIP: Integrated Care
Network, 2006; Healthcare Commission (2007).
lÄ Acute inpatient mental health service review:
Final assessment framework 2006/07.
Healthcare Commission;
lÄ Model to assess the economic impact of
integrating CRHT and inpatient services: National
TCHSÄNEÆBDÄÄ
lÄ Reducing Variation in Clinical Pathways to
Reduce Delays, NHS Institute for Innovation and
Improvement;
lÄ Productive Wards, NHS Institute for Innovation
and Improvement;
lÄ The Acute Care Declaration, National Mental
Health Development Unit October 2009;
lÄ #NÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSGHMFÄGNVÄSNÄITCFDÄ@ÄFNNCÄV@QC Ä
Royal College of Psychiatrists, June 2011;
lÄ Star Wards, www.starwards.org.uk ;

lÄ muddled thoughts based on the hallucinations
or delusions

lÄ Enhancing Healing Environments: Kings Fund,
2000;

lÄ changes in behaviour.

lÄ Adult acute inpatient care provision, DOH, 2001;

lÄ National Audit of violence, Healthcare
Commission, 2005;
lÄ New Ways of Working; NIMHE; 2009;
lÄ PbR 2012/13 Guidance DH Feb 2012;
lÄ Equity and Excellence: Liberating the NHS; 2011;
lÄ Crisis Resolution home treatment teams and
psychiatric admission rates in England; British
Journal of Psychiatry; 2006;
lÄ Mental health policy implementation guide;
DOH; 2001;
lÄ Helping People Through Mental Health Crisis:
the role of Crisis Resolution and home treatment
RDQUHBDÄ-@SHNM@KÄ TCHSÄ.EÆBDÄÄ)NGMRNM Ä
S; Nolan, F; Pilling, S; Sandour, A; McKenzie, N;
Patel S.N;
lÄ Outcomes of Crisis before and after the
introduction of a crisis resolution team; British
Journal of Psychiatry; 2005;
lÄ Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment – a
practical guide; Sainsburys centre for mental
health; 2006;
lÄ Adult Acute inpatient policy implementation
guidelines; DOH; 2002
lÄ Inpatient Alternatives to Traditional Mental
Health Acute In Patient care; report for the the
national institute for health research service
delivery and organisational programme; 2010;
lÄ Crisis Resolution and home treatment; National
Institute for Mental Health in England;
lÄ Model to assess the economic impact of
integrating CRHT and inpatient services; National
TCHSÄ.EÆBDÄ

lÄ The Productive Ward: releasing time to care:
learning and Impact Review; National Institute
for Innovation and Improvement, 2010;
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If you would like this document in other languages or formats,
such as braille, easy read or audio, please call 0800 587 6757
or email consultation@kmpt.nhs.uk

Polish
-HĪHOLFKFLHOLE\3DĔVWZRRWU]\PDüWąEURV]XUĊZLQQ\PIRUPDFLHQSMĊ]\NXSROVNLPZZHUVMLDXGLR
DOIDEHFLH%UDLOOH¶VOXEZZHUVMLGODVáDERZLG]ąF\FKSURVLP\RNRQWDNW]=HVSRáHPGV.RPXQLNDFML
&RPPLXQLFDWLRQ7HDP SRGQUWHOHIRQXOXE]DSRPRFąHPDLODFRQVXOWDWLRQ#NPSWQKVXN

Czech
3RNXGPDWH]DMHPRWXWRSXEOLNDFLNRQWDNWXMWHSURVLP.RPXQLNDFQLW\PQDFLVOHWHOHIRQX
QHERSRVOHWHHPDLOQDDGUHVXFRQVXOWDWLRQ#NPSWQKVXN

Chinese
如 果 你 需 要 這 一 份 刊 物 , 請 與 資 訊 組 聯 絡 , 電 話 :  或 電 郵 :
FRQVXOWDWLRQ#NPSWQKVXN

Romanian
'DFDVROLFLWDWLDFHDVWDSXEOLFDWLHLQDOWIRUPDWYDUXJDPFRQWDFWDWL(FKLSDGH&RPXQLFDWLLOD
VDXHPDLOFRQVXOWDWLRQ#NPSWQKVXN

Slovak
$NSRåDGXMHWHW~WRSXEOLNiFLXYLQRPIRUPiWHNRQWDNWXMWHSURVtP.RPXQLNDþQêWtPQDWHOþtVOH
DOHERQDHPDLO\FRQVXOWDWLRQ#NPSWQKVXN
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Appendix 2 ± 30.01. 2013

Issues of detail and data raised in the consultation and the review
WHDP¶VUHVSRQVH
We welcomed the sometimes lively debate and the frank exchange of views in the
Achieving excellence in mental health crisis care public consultation between August and
October 2012.
A number of challenging questions were asked about the detail of the case for change so
we re-visited a number of issues to check our accuracy, which was sound in most cases.
In a few instances, mostly raised by one individual who attended all but one of the
consultation public meetings, some small amendments have been made to graphs and
data that had been published in the detailed pre-consultation Board paper on which the
decision to consult was based, which was shared on the consultation web page at
http://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/acute-mental-health-review. These do not substantively affect the
clinical case.
We believe that, in the interests of transparency, it is important to share this material
more widely since many of the questions were raised at public meetings, so we felt
people might be interested in the responses made and actions taken. We feel this
challenge and response has enhanced the whole process of considering our plans for the
future.
The material published here demonstrates that the points have been responded to
appropriately and that none of them was large enough (either separately or when added
together) to indicate that the consultation should not be held or that the options being
consulted upon should be changed.
For the sake of clarity and to aid understanding we are including both the information we
originally published and the amended information.

1. Falling demand for beds shown in Figure 2
a. Question: Why are the numbers in Figure 2 graph on page 9 of the July Board
report higher than those in Appendix B, when both purport to show the same
information?
Response: The data in both places accurately reflects the activity recorded in
those years. The graph shows one line indicating the PICU bed usage and
another indicating the total adult acute bed usage (the number of ordinary acute
beds plus the number of PICU beds). We recognise this is not as clear as it should
be and a further line showing the number of ordinary acute beds alone would have
been helpful. This would have matched the numbers in Appendix B. We have
since drawn this line and the graph displays the same shape and meaning as in
the original.
1
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We made two descriptive mistakes: first, the title in the graph should have read
Reducing bed demand over the last four years extrapolated as a forecast to 201314; and secondly, the scale of the graph in the Board report was formatted for a
stacked rather than a non-stacked chart in Excel, which resulted in the two figures,
for acute beds and for PICU, being added together automatically. Thus, the top
line of the graph included not just acute inpatients but also the bed days of people
in PICU (between about 17- 20 beds). When we drew this line, it had the same
trend as the original.
i)

Graph published in the pre-consultation Board paper where it was entitled Fig 2:
Reducing bed demand over the last four years extrapolated as forecast to 2014-15
Average Bed Demand
4 Year History & 2 Year Forecast

250

200

150
Acute
PICU
100

50

0
2008-09

ii)

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Redrawn Fig 2, with values on the data points and the data table it is taken from. Its
correct title is: Reducing bed demand over the last four years extrapolated as a forecast to
2013-14

2
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b. Question: Why is the number of adult acute beds indicated in Appendix B as 207
in 2008-9 when there were only 190 beds available?
Response: The 190 is counting the supply ± that is, the number of beds we
actually had set up in the acute mental health wards. The figure of 207 is counting
the demand ± that is, the number of adults wanting an acute mental health bed.
About 10 per cent of the 207 were patients on home leave, who were not actually
using a hospital bed allocated to them. These beds were therefore available for
other patients who were in hospital. It also included use of beds by adults who
were in hospital for their acute mental health problems but who were on other
wards (e.g. older SHRSOH¶s wards, and historically, some mixed wards). We have
re-checked the underlying ward stays data for 2011-12 and can confirm that bed
demand was just as we stated in Appendix B.

2. CRHT treatment data shown in Figure 3
Question: What CRHT activity does the Figure 3 graph on page 10 of the July
Board report show? It stops at June 2011 ± and dRHVQ¶WLWgive a different picture
from the data KMPT has from July 2011 to September 2012 when the activity
showed a sudden dip? If this is down to computer error, will the hospital bed days
data have been similarly affected?
Response:
iii) The title published in the pre-consultation Board paper was Fig 3: Increasing CRHT
episodes of care over the last four years to 2012-12 ² It should have read:- Fig 3:
Increasing CRHT episodes of care over the five and a quarter years to 2011-12
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)LJXUHVKRZVHSLVRGHVRIFDUHGHOLYHUHGE\.037¶V&5+7WHDPV$QHSLVRGHRf
care is the series of visits made by a CRHT team to an individual following a
particular referral and covers the care package the CRHT team delivered to that
person at this stage of their illness. A service user may have several referrals in a
single year, only one, or none at all. Each referral will result in a care package or
episode of care that might last for a few days or a few weeks before the service
user is transferred back to the care of the Community Mental Health Team. It is
these referral-based episodes of care that are counted and reflected in the graph
that is Figure 3 in the Board report.
KMPT knows that the CRHTs have been delivering increasing numbers of
HSLVRGHVRIFDUHLQSHRSOH¶VRZQKRPHV every year while the numbers of hospital
admissions and occupied bed days have been falling because that has been a
deliberate policy across the country and is supported by organisations like Mind
and Rethink who champion service users and their families. This is clearly
reflected in the data to June 2011, which was collected on a patient administration
system called ePEX. The code for episodes of care on ePEX included singlecontact support given by the CRHT team to individual service users as well as full
episodes of care lasting days or weeks.
When this review of acute mental health beds began, the Trust was only just
changing to a new patient administration system called RiO. Trust staff soon
spotted that the CRHT work was being reflected differently by RiO than the
previous system, ePEX, but did not then fully understand exactly why. The Acute
Service Line knew there had been no dramatic change to CRHT work, so the
review based its calculations on the ePEX data, drawing a line at the changeover
to RiO, so that the data it was based on was consistent. We did make a tiny
mistake in the description of Figure 3 in the Board paper, which mentions four
years of data when it quite clearly covers five and a quarter years.
The new patient administration system introduced in April 2011, called RiO, is
designed to give the trust more detailed management information. It has two
codes where ePEX had only one: episodes of care are counted only when they
last for more than a single contact, with single-contact support having a separate
code. This takes all the single-contact support away from the episodes of care
that ePEX counted and makes it look, when ePEX and RiO data is plotted in a
single line, as though CRHT activity has dropped dramatically when it has actually
continued to rise as the graph shows, but also beyond June 2011. We stopped at
WKLVSRLQWEHFDXVHZHGLGQ¶WZDQWWRGLVSOD\FRQIXVLQJGDWDDQGQHHGHGWRDGGUHVV
the coding practice first.
The RiO data still shows a steady increase in CRHT episodes of care, balancing
the reduction in occupied bed days in line with national and local policy. This policy
is evidence based because it is now known that people experiencing a mental
health crisis recover better and faster in their own home, in touch with family and
friends and all the key features of their life. Hospital is becoming increasingly a last
resort for those who are so unwell that they are a danger to themselves or others.
3. Medway bed stays

4
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Question: :K\GRHV0HGZD\¶VEHGVWD\SURILOHGURSVRVKDUSO\DQGLQDQ
unusually straight line over the four years of data behind the review? Why choose
to move all beds out of Medway, the most populous locality in the KMPT area?
NB: We have placed the relevant graphs at the end of this response as there are
so many of them and we think they are easier to understand when seen together
and when their relevance has been explained.
Response: The impact of a policy (in this case, admitting fewer people to hospital
for less time and providing more crisis resolution home treatment) is bound to
show up more dramatically in Medway than in smaller areas. There are a number
of local teams working in different areas of Medway and by aggregating their
results; any unevenness in the profile will be smoothed out. Using only four (whole
year) data points would also have this effect. Other localities should be asked how
their particular patterns of reducing bed use could become more consistent.
7KHUHDVRQIRUFORVLQJWKHEHGVLQ0HGZD\0DULWLPH+RVSLWDO¶V$%ORFNLVWKDW
these wards are not able to provide the calm, therapeutic environment that
patients need to help them overcome the mental health crisis that led to their
hospital admission. Funding for a purpose-built unit is not available and we
already have the right kind of unit available now in Dartford.
The key finding of the review is that we need three centres of excellence for the
Kent and Medway population, not more. Inevitably, that means that some people
have to travel to reach them. Consolidating the staff in three centres means there
will be better Consultant cover available 24/7, unaffected by staff leave or illness in
a way that has not been possible until now. Having three centres also means that
the service can expand the range of therapeutic staff available and that they can
be available at evenings and weekends, which, throughout the consultation,
service users have said they want.

5
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iv) This graph was published as Appendix E: Service Area Demand per 100,000 Population
in the pre-consultation Board paper. The purpose was to check that demand relative to
population was generally highest in East Kent and higher in Medway, than in West Kent
(which was and is still the case) and thus to validate our main method of using relative
demand as a proxy for need in allocating hospital beds. Yet there seemed to be a
contradiction between the absolute demand data for Medway in Appendix B (see v)
below) and this four year graph that is showing a slight rise for Medway in 2011/12,
which could not be explained by population alone.
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v)

Appendix B: Four Year Drop in Inpatient Bed Demand
Acute Ward Stay Days by Financial Year and Local Authority
Local Authority
Year
Ashford
Canterbury
Dartford
Dover
Gravesham
Maidstone
Medway
Sevenoaks (Total)
Sevenoaks - DGS
Sevenoaks - South West Kent
Shepway
Swale (Total)
Swale - East Kent
Swale - Medway
Thanet
Tonbridge and Malling
Tunbridge Wells
East Kent
West Kent
Medway
Unknown (address or responsibility)
Grand Total
Average Bed Use (No PICU/O changes)
Average Bed Use (PICU/O proposal implemented)

4 Year History
Trend Forecast
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14
1
2
3
4
5
6
3771
4918
4325
2241
2518
2000
9195
7692
5778
5012
3304
1857
4121
5749
4442
3946
4107
3923
5518
5066
4897
3559
3249
2644
4578
3822
5074
2945
3193
2828
3974
3871
3570
2922
2720
2374
15784
13400
11023
8782
6402
4063
2665
2720
2931
3949
4082
4488
1615
1335
1609
2181
2178
2375
1050
1385
1322
1768
1904
2113
2665
4792
4268
3492
4294
4489
4175
4553
4517
3236
3407
3122
1183
1260
1057
746
683
532
2992
3293
3460
2490
2724
2590
8452
8441
9171
6944
7304
6924
2659
2051
2705
1660
1683
1449
3443
3298
3096
2117
1944
1526
30784
32169
29496
21995
21351
18447
21440
21511
21818
17543
17732
16594
18776
16693
14483
11272
9126
6653
4398
1326
1135
1712
81
0
75398
71699
66932
52522
48289
40950
207
196
183
144
132
112
119

7
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vi)

During the consultation this was rechecked and the formula corrected. In the
new graph shown here, we can see a decrease for Medway in 2011/12 that
complements the absolute demand data illustrated. This mistake had also
affected the East Kent figure, which now shows a smaller decrease.

4. Variations in demand
Question: In the first two graphs of Appendix H, why is the 2011/12 acute
bed average 139 and not 144 as in Appendix B; why does the line not go over
160 if non-.037EHGVZHUHXVHGDQGLVQ¶WLWZHHNO\UDWKHUWKDQGDLO\EHGXVH
that is shown? Why is the third seasonal variation bar chart not consistent
with acute bed use variation and occupancy data?
Response: The variation analyses were done to estimate confidence
intervals in the demand for hospital stays that KMPT is fully responsible for.
We did this so that we could add the difference (variation) to the estimated
average demand, including the small demand from KMPT patients treated
outside the Trust. That total helps us ensure that, in future, beds can be found
in KMPT, in the correct hospital ward for a given locality.
$SSHQGL[%LQFOXGHGGDWDIRUSHRSOH³QRWD.037UHVSRQVLELOLW\RUXQNQRZQ´
and Appendix H did not. We have revised the graphs to include them.
vii) These two graphs were in the pre-consultation Board paper as
Appendix H: Variations in Demand - Confidence Intervals and
Seasonal Effect

8
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Mental Health Daily Occupancy - January 1st - 31st March 2012
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viii)

The graphs below show a revision to Appendix H. They include
the data about patients ZKRDUH³QRWD.037UHVSRQVLELOLW\RU
XQNQRZQ´ ± that is, those from outside Kent and Medway. They
show a 144 average in 2011-12 and the line going above 160,
without counting patients placed outside KMPT. The title on the
graph should read April 2011- Mar 2012. The data is correctly
described as daily, with 365 data points, although the axis text can
only print the weekly dates.
We include an extra version of the chart (the second below)
showing where any patient was placed outside KMPT as a dot
near the horizontal axis.
The third chart shows the February information (average of 144
beds and higher [58-days] usage of private provider beds) in more
detail. This data relates to seven people, mostly at the start of the
month. There had been high usage and bed occupancy in KMPT at
9
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the end of January 2011. Patients placed outside KMPT in such
circumstances are brought back to KMPT as soon as clinically
appropriate
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5. Reducing bed supply and suicide rates
Question: There seem to have been more suicides when more service users
are placed out of their local area. 'RHVQ¶WWKLVPHDQWKDWFORVLQJPRUHEHGV
should be avoided? Why was there not more attention in the redesign to any
correlation between suicides and inpatient beds?
Response: Colleagues specialising in Public Health have been looking at
suicide rates and their data does not indicate that reducing bed supply has
any correlation with a higher suicide rate. If there was a link between local
mental health activity and suicides, this would be more likely to involve the
access and recovery services in the community than the hospital service:
10
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people in hospital are seen to take their medication and they are supported by
the staff who are working with them towards recovery, so suicide in hospital is
much more infrequent than in people who may, as part of their condition, not
take their medication appropriately. .HQWDQG0HGZD\¶VVXLFLGHQXPEHUVDUH
VRVPDOOWKDWHYHQLI³XQGHWHUPLQHGLQMXU\´GHDWKVDUHLQFOXGHG, no
statistically valid correlations would be possible. Of course, there are many
different variables that contribute to suicide so looking at the numbers of
suicides and beds cannot amount to cause and effect, nor can it account for
other external factors, such as unemployment, that might underlie both
increasing demand for the whole range of mental health services and any rise
in suicides.
ix)

This graph has been produced by public health colleagues, showing deaths from
suicide and undetermined injury, in two consecutive two-year periods.

Mortality rates from suicide and undetermined injury comparing 2008-10 with 2009-2011,
Kent & Medway districts

Source: Public Health Mortality File; KMPHO

6. Benchmarking of KMPT acute bed supply with other Trusts by weighted
population
Question: Why is there a proposal for a further reduction in bed supply when
KMPT is already in the bottom quartile of Trusts?
Response: The National Clinical Advisory Team endorsed our proposals
after considering, among other things, the Audit Commission benchmarking
shown on the next page). Our review took on board the views from many
stakeholders, especially service users, that any resources that could be found
to expand or strengthen home treatment would be a good outcome. We also
know that most mental health Trusts in England are also moving towards
using beds for higher risk inpatients, even though they use different supply
definitions. Bed nHHGFDQQRWEHHVWLPDWHGZLWKRXWWDNLQJDFFRXQWRID7UXVW¶V
acute service practices, access thresholds and the alternative care it makes
available.
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x)

$XGLW&RPPLVVLRQEHQFKPDUNLQJRIPHQWDOKHDOWK7UXVWV¶EHG
supply

7. Checking the data
Question: Were figures checked and have there been computer errors? Why
are you not looking at all the last six years and at the emerging data in the
current year, as well as the four specific years you chose for the review?
Response: There has been extensive checking of data. Two comprehensive
fresh analyses were undertaken, in February and April 2012, each compiling
the data up to those dates in a different way, and they validated each other.
There has been learning and sharing of these findings with stakeholders as
the work has progressed. We found only one actual data error, in a graph in
WKH-XO\%RDUGUHSRUW¶V$SSHQGL[(ZKLFKZDVRQO\XVHGto validate the
SRSXODWLRQ¶VQHHGIRUDFXWHEHGV, and not as part of the core analysis of
service demand. This error was recognised and corrected. Both the original
and new versions show the expected demographic differences between areas
and clearly support the clinical case for change and the proposals for the
future.
The data analysed was the record of Trust activity made by its staff and this
told a consistent story. The only peculiarity showed up when the Trust moved
from ePEX to RiO, as described in item 2 above.
The approach of analysing data in April 2012 from a number of whole financial
years to 2011/12 was agreed with stakeholders in February 2012. The most
recent years were used for the main estimation of locality demand. Six years¶
data was initially examined but only used in the Board report when necessary
to get enough useful data for variations, such as for seasonality. It is always
better to use recent data. In this case, we had four whole years¶ data available
during the time when the practice of using CRHTs in place of hospital stays
was already taking effect. There is no reason to extend this to other years.
12
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The data published in July 2012 has been subjected to a very thorough
scrutiny during the consultation and we have re-examined every discrepancy
that has been brought to our attention. This paper makes public any
corrections made ± and makes it clear that these corrections have been
points of detail and are not substantial enough ± either separately, or together
± to warrant changing the proposals consulted on.
Kent and Medway mental health stakeholders have awaited the redesign
outcome for a year. We believe the proposals set out offer the best way
forward for everyone and that further delay only perpetuates the disparity
between the current services and the imbalance in the capacity.
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ASL 03: DVH Refurbishment
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Descriptor

Links
with

Key actions/ Risks, issues known (K) or
milestones
potential (P)

Time frame

Lead
Maria Stafford

Progress/
comment

Review the
function of DVH,
propose Trust
model for
seclusion within
acute services
and develop
plans for the
building that
addresses needs
for change of
use, backlog
maintenance and
design issues.

CRES
1b

Review Seclusion
Model

15 Dec

Ven /Clare
Balman

30.01.2013:
Group met and
considered views ± KMPT
and via the national acute
care network. Agreed
that seclusion facilities are
required on sites where
there is not a PICU. Work
now underway to review
seclusion policy and
develop guidance for use.
30.01.2013:
This will be completed
once policy and guidance
have been developed.
30.01.2013:
Completed virtually

Group not identifying preferred
model / consensus not achieved.
Unable to provide
recommendations within time
frame results in delay of plans for
capital group and subsequent
delays in delivering project
impacting on achievement of
CRES

Maria Stafford
Angela Shorter
Louise Clack
Geri Coulls
Philip Condie
Vijay Defallon
John Newman

Complete risk
assessment of
seclusion model

15 Dec

Obtain sign off ±
Clinical and
Operational
Complete PCD re
DVH
refurbishment
outlining works to
be addressed
including
recommendations
from working
group re
seclusion.
Agree design
brief and phasing

Dec 12

Recommendations re seclusion not
given in time for Capital group ±
delay in process.

As above

Dec 12

Philippa
Macdonald
Maria Stafford
Clare Balman
Ray Chambers
Philip Armstrong

30.01.2013:
PCD completed, business
case developed. On
going work at present to
refine design prior to
tendering process.

Dec 12

As above

30.01.2013:
Agreed that works
required need to be
completed as a single
phase to ensure best
value and reduce risk.

RAG

G
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Consider decant
options and
relevant costings

Dec 12

Maria Stafford
Clare Balman
Paula Hayes

Costing of plans
developed

Dec12 / Jan
13

Ray Chambers
Paula Hayes

Specification and
phasing agreed

Dec12 /Jan 13

Philippa
Macdonald

Capital Agreed

28 Feb 13

David
Tamsitt/John
Carey

Core design has been
approved, currently
refining detail prior to
tendering process.
30.01.2013:
Agreed that ward will
need to decant for
duration of works.
Costings collated, agreed
that Edmund ward would
be re used as per
previous ward decant for
the refurbishment of
Anselm.
30.01.2013:
Initial costings completed
for PCD and Business
case, detailed expenditure
is being developed as
design is finalised.
30.01.2013:
Case discussed at
business case clinic and
Acute programme board
and supported to take to
next stage (FRC and
Trust Board)

2
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ASL 4a: PICU/PIC outreach CRES 1b
Descriptor

Links
with

Key actions/ milestones

To review PIC
outreach model
and develop to
extend services
across Kent and
Medway

ASL 03
CRES
1b

Risks, issues known
(K) or potential (P)
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Time
frame

Lead
Ven Ramanah

Progress/
comment

Review current PIC outreach
model, performance, policies,
procedures, seclusion (use of in
acute wards and role of PIC
outreach)

Jan 13

Ven Ramanah
Philippa Macdonald
Vijay Delaffon
Clare Balman

Develop specification for Kent and
Medway wide PIC outreach service.

Jan13

As above

30.01.2013:
In progress,
recommendations
made to be
discussed in acute
programme board in
March. Policy and
protocol under
revision and will be
presented at the
programme board in
March.
30.01.2013
As above.

Develop Operational policy

Feb 13

As above

30.01.2013:
Under review due to
be completed March
2013

Establish secure transport
(including the development of policy
and protocol and guidance).

March 13

Michael Johnston/
Ven Ramanah
Vijay Delaffon
Philippa Macdonald

30.01.2013:
One vehicle has
been ordered which
has bulkhead behind
driver and secure
area for one vehicle.

RAG

G

There is one vehicle
in East Kent that we
are looking at
possibly adapting
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(with bulkhead
behind driver).
Policy and protocol
for use of private
secure vehicles to be
amended to include
KMPT secure
transport.

Ven
Philippa Macdonald
Vijay Delaffon
Clare Balman
As above
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Address accommodation issue for
PIC outreach workers (hub and
spoke) and provide
recommendations
transition plan developed

April 13

Model and plan costed

April 13

Recommend preferred model and
gain sign off from Acute Programme
board
Implementation of PIC outreach
service

April 13

As above plus
Paula Hayes
As above

May 13

As above

April 13
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ASL 05: Medway reconfiguration (implementation plan) CRES 1c
Descriptor

Links
with

Key actions/ milestones

Development and
Implementation
of the transition
of acute inpatient
services from
Medway to
Dartford and
Maidstone (re
Swale)

CQUIN
2
ASL
06, 08,
09, 10,
13, 14,
17, 18

Risks, issues
known (K) or
potential (P)

Lead
Philippa
Macdonald

Progress/
comment

Develop implementation plan for
the transition of acute services from
Medway to Dartford and
Maidstone.

March 13

Identify capital works required and
complete necessary PCD

Feb/March
13

Philippa
Macdonald
Louise Clack
Angela Shorter
Geri Coulls
As above in
addition Philip
Armstrong, Paula
Hayes

30.01.2013:
High level plan in place,
meetings to develop
detailed plan to be
established during spring
30.01.2013:
PCD in process of
completion re capital
works required for Priority
house. Initial meeting
held to review Brookfield
in Dartford, Angela
Shorter and PM to meet
review and develop PCD
outlining work required at
Littlebrook.

Identify workforce implications,
commence consultation and
selection processes

March 13

30.01.2013:
Staff consultation due to
commence March 2013.

Commence implementation plan

May 13

Louise Ross
Louise Clack
Angela Shorter
Geri Coulls
Philippa
Macdonald
Louise Clack
Angela Shorter
Geri Coulls
Louise Ross
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Time
frame

RAG

G
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ASL 06 Transport plan
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Descriptor

Links
with

Key
milestones

actions/ Risks, issues known
(K) or potential (P)

Develop robust
transport plan
addressing the
issues arising
from the review
of acute inpatient
services in
Medway for the
residents of
Medway and
Swale.

ASL
03, 04,
05
CRES
1b,c

Analyse data collated from
visitor survey completed in
August 12

Analysis shows higher
usage of public transport
than anticipated (P)
Snapshot audit not view
valid by stakeholders (P)

Time Lead
frame Philippa
Macdonald
Dec 12

Michael
Johnston
Philippa
Macdonald

Progress/
comment
Data sent to MJ October 12
awaiting first analysis of data
collated.
30.01.2013:
Completed.

RAG

G

Patient Visitor Audit
v0 2.doc

Conduct re audit of visitors
accessing acute inpatient
wards

Develop solutions for issues
highlighted from
engagement and
consultation work (re
transport links to MH
inpatient units) linking with
data collated from visitor
survey.

Incomplete data on sign in
sheet, therefore unable to
gain sufficient analysis to
inform
decisions/recommendations
Unable to get key people to
consider appropriate
solutions due to time,
workload and other
commitments, resulting in
delays, and weak travel
plan.

Jan 12

Jan 13

Philippa
Macdonald
Service
Managers
Ward Managers
Philippa
Macdonald
Karen DoreyRees
Janet Lloyd
Carer rep
(Medway/swale)
User rep
(Medway/swale)
IT/HISS rep
Derek Bates

30.01.2013:
Service managers have been
asked to get wards to
complete a re audit by mid
February 2013.
Date and venue for first
meeting in process of being
arranged. Group membership
being identified, invites will be
sent out by 19 Dec 12.
30.01.2013:
First meeting held. Positive
feedback re use of technology
both for patient access and
communications and for
supporting clinical discussions.
Service user rep looking at
public transport to 3 centres of
excellence.
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Voluntary transport scheme

June
13

Janet Lloyd

Page 173

Comms re transport options,
times and frequently asked
questions are being developed
etc.
Site manager at Dartford
looking at signage within the
area and making relevant
connections with the local
council to address concerns.
th
next meeting 6 Feb 2013
30.01.2013:
JL confirmed that voluntary
transport scheme will be
expanded. Recent experience
is that it is used mainly to
support home leave or those
accessing *out patient care.
(*this is community only and
not acute services).
Discussed possibility of
accessing acute trust voluntary
transport scheme; this may
already part of the patient
transport tender which KMPT
has been involved in ± JL to
investigate further to see if
links are possible.
Discussed linking with acute
hospitals trust patient transport
scheme however DB felt this
would create unnecessary
delay ± KMPT to pursue
current solutions as a priority,
group agreed to maintain links
and join up where possible as
the acute trust plans develop.
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Identify technological
solutions to support access
and communication with
those who are inpatients.

Time delay in gaining
approval re patient internet
access.
Delay in role out of
technology
Lack of appropriate
technology equipment
(inpatient and community)
to support the use of virtual
reviews etc.

June
13

Ian Latuskie
(IT/HISS)

Cost Solutions identified
develop report and seek
ratification from ASL
programme board
Develop implementation plan

Costs to deliver transport
plan exceeds budget
available (p)

March
13

Paula Hayes/
Philippa
Macdonald

March
13

Philippa
Macdonald
Karen DoreyRees
Adrian Lowther
ASL
Karen DoreyRees

Communicate process/plan
to stakeholders
Implement transport plan

April
13
May August
13

30.01.2013:
Patient internet access pilot
sites are running and
progressing well. IL is aware of
the needs of acute and has
confirmed that the expansion
of the scheme will include
acute and will deliver in time
for the changes in service
delivery. Cost to service will be
in relation to provision of IT
support, hardware will be
provided as part of the project.
He confirmed that use of
technology for clinical
discussions is possible.
Service Managers to identify
additional equipment required
to support this.
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ASL 09: Dartford ± Refurbishment of Birch ward and provision of accommodation for CRHT
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Descriptor

Links
with

Key actions/ milestones

Risks, issues known Time
(K) or potential (P)
frame

Refurbishment of
Birch Ward to
accommodate
move of inpatient
wards from
Medway.
Develop plans to
accommodate
CRHT services
(DGS and
Medway) and
discharge coordinator within
Littlebrook
hospital.

Forensic
Greenacre
4,
ASL 03,
04, 05

Review Birch ward; identify work
required for ward to be used as a
general acute ward.

Jan 13

Complete PCD

March 13

Submit proposals to service line
and capital group for approval

March/
April 13

Agree time frame for work to be
completed (subject to relocation of
service currently using birch ward
to Greenacre 4)
Relocation of forensic services
Notice given to Greenacre 4
Identify additional works required
to provide accommodation for
CRHT (Medway and DGS) and
discharge co-ordinator, also review

April 13

MarchJune 13
march 13

Lead
Angela Shorter

Progress/
comment

Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Philippa Macdonald

30.01.2013:
Initial survey
meeting at
Brookfield (Birch)
to review
facilities, AS and
PM reviewing
outcome of
meeting and
developing a
specification of
work required.

RAG

G

Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Philippa Macdonald
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
John Carey
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Philippa Macdonald
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existing wards and identify if any
basic redecoration is required.
Complete PCD

March 13

Gain Service line and capital group
approval

March /
April13

Improvement/refurbishment works
commence

June 13

Work completed CRHT services
move into new base
Work completed, services from
Medway relocate to Littlebrook
Hospital.

August 13
September
13

Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Philippa Macdonald
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philip Armstrong
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
Angela Shorter
Karen Dorey-Rees
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ASL 10b: Discharge Co-ordinator ± expansion
Descriptor

Development of
Discharge coordinator role
across KMPT 3
centres of
excellence.
Establishment of
matrices to
monitor impact
on service.

Links
with
CQUIN
CRES

Key actions/ milestones

Risks, issues
known (K) or
potential (P)

Page 177

Time frame

Lead
Karen DoreyRees

Progress/
comment

Review evaluation of pilot and
potential impact of expansion of
role on performance

Nov 12

David Tamsitt
Karen Dorey-Rees
Philippa Macdonald

Agree to support development of
this role
Complete RES 1 for expansion of
role across KMPT
Submit report and RES1 to acute
SL programme board for sign off.
Agree matrices and performance
criteria to measure effectiveness
of roles on service

Nov 12

David Tamsitt

Nov 12

David Tamsitt

Dec 12

David Tamsitt

Jan 13

David Tamsitt
Karen Dorey-Rees
Michael Johnston

30.01.2013:
Completed. Positive
impact noted on delayed
transfer of care and out
of area placements.
30.01.2013:
Agreement achieved.
30.01.2013:
Completed
30.01.2013:
Completed
30.01.2013:
In progress, final
matrices and
performance criteria to
be signed off at ASL
programme board.

Provide highlight report to be
considered at Acute programme
board
Provide report after 6 months and
1 year to evidence impact and
place case for ongoing funding.

Monthly from
implementation

Karen Dorey-Rees
Michael Johnston
Philippa Macdonald
Karen Dorey-Rees
Michael Johnston
Philippa Macdonald

TBC

RAG

G
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ASL 11: Admission to discharge
Descriptor

Page 178

To develop and
embed practices
to deliver the
Acute Care
Pathway. To
review and
update
supporting
protocols. To
view other areas
RIµEHVWSUDFWLFH¶
to learn from
others
experiences and
share learning.

Links
with

Key actions/ milestones

Risks,
issues
known (K) or
potential (P)

Time
frame

Lead
Kate Cozens

Progress/
comment

To implement a standardised acute
care pathway across KMPT
- deliver workshop to senior
managers and clinical leads
within acute to review acute
care pathway and re-affirm
implementation of pathway
across KMPT
- to deliver training session re
implementing acute care
pathway utilising lean
principles
- provide coaching to support
embedding of acute pathway
in service areas
- provide a review of progress to
date and issues to ASL
management team
- review workshop to consider
work so far, issues and agree
next steps and how
implementation, progress and
effectiveness will be measured
Update protocols and pathway
document to reflect outcomes from
workshops/training

Jan/Feb 13

Kate Cozens
Philippa Macdonald

Funding agreed, initial
planning meeting to occur
before end of November.
Plan for initial workshop to
commence in January.
30.01.2013:
First workshop for senior
mangers and clinicians held
th
29 Jan. Minor
amendments to pathway
and comments to be
collated and recorded.
Workshops re
implementation to
th
commence w/c 4 Feb 13.

Feb 13

Philippa
Macdonald

Arrange information / learning visits
to

March 13

Philippa
Macdonald

30.01.2013:
Recommendations,
comments currently being
collated from workshop
held 29/01/13
30.01.2013:
Contact made to services

RAG

G
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- Tees Esk Weir re PIPA
- South West London CRHT
- North East London - hospital
at night

to arrange visits. PM to
follow up with staff and
locations and confirm
dates. PM to discuss with
DT, KDR and RH to
formulate feedback
required from those
attending visits.
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